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UK raises record of $31.6 million 
in private gifts, Wethington says 
BY LISA RAMIREZ 
HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITER 
The University of Kentucky 
has raised a record $31.6 mill ion in 
private donations, UK President 
Charles T. Wethington announced 
yesterday. 
The amount is an 18 percent 
increase compared with last year's 
figure of $26.8 million and is also 
the most money raised by any 
public university or college in Ken-
tucky. 
Fund-raising "has consistently 
proven to be one of the stronger 
aspects of the university," Weth-
ington said. 
Wethington added that raising 
money from the private sector is 
necessary because of state cut-
backs. Only 32.8 percent of UK's 
total budget comes from the state, 
a number that has dropped almost 
29 percent since 1972. 
Terry Mobley. UK associate 
vice president for development, 
said that donors earmark 99 per-
cent of the donations. The money 
will be used for specific projects 
including scholarships, faculty re-
search, classroom equipment and 
campus improvements. 
Of the $31.6 million, $1.9 mil-
lion is designated for the library 
expansion campaign. 
Mobley said the library expan-
sion campaign will remain UK's no. 
1 project until it is built. The 
UK FUND RAISING 
The University of Kentucky set a 
fund-raising record for 1993-94 
from private donations. Amounts 
raised each year since 1984 shown 
below in millions. 
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SouRCE University of Kentucky 
university has already raised $22 
million of the $58 million needed. 
UK is also adding :3,000 square 
feet to the William 0. Sturgill 
Development Building. 
William 8. Sturgill. who fi-
nanced the construction of the de-
velopment building in 1983, also 
contributed financial support for 
the $465,000 addition that will be 
completed in November. 
The increased space, now un-
der construction. will allow the 
university fund -raising staff to 
work under one roof. The added 
space will include a phone-a-than 
room - where trained fund-raisers 
HERALD LEADER 
call up UK alumni for donations -
which will be moved from Scovell 
Hall on campus. 
Wethington said the addition of 
the development center's space is 
the key "that wi ll help move our 
fund-raising effort success lo the 
next century." 
Lori Thomas, a UK senior ma-
joring in agricultural economics, is 
a four-time scholarship recipient 
who is happy with the university's 
efforts. "Higher education is al-
ways a financial strain on students 
and their families. Those donors 
who have (contributed money) 
have made an investment in our 
future,·· she said. 
THE COURIER-JOURNAL • THURSDAY, JULY 28, 1994 
UK raises $31.6 million privately 
LEXINGTON, Ky. - The University of Kentucky raised a 
record $31.6 million from private sources in 1993-94, the school 
announced yesterday. 
"It's absolutely not tough to ask for private support," UK 
president Charles T. Wethington Jr. said at a news conference. 
"The outpouring of public support is heartening to see because 
it tells me the university is worth supporting." 
THE COURIER-JOURNAL • FRIDAY. JULY 29, 1994 
NRU delays plan to sue state 
HIGHLAND HEIGHTS, Ky. - Northern Kentucky University 
officials have put on hold plans to sue the state to get more 
funds. The board of regents decided yesterday to wait until the 
state_ Council on Higher Edu~tion completes a study on a new 
fundmg system before pursuing legal action. 
"It's a milestone in this state," said Terry Mobley, associate 
vice president for development. "There's been no other fund-
raising campaign in a public university that has raised as much 
in one year." 
.f_{ege~~ Phil Taliaferro, who proposed a study of whether 
universities ca~ sue the _state, said yesterday he is willing to 
d~lay legal action ~ut st!l.1 wants NKU to reach funding parity 
with other state umvers1t1es. NKU has lagged behind its sister 
universities in state funding since it opened in 1968. 
THE COUR!ER-JOLJRN/\1 • S/1.TlJROAY. JULY 30, 1994 
Eastern holds commencement 
RJCHMOND, Ky. - Retired Fayette Circuit Judge Mitchell 
Meade told Eastern Kentucky University gradu:ites Thursday to 
work toward a more peaceful country. 
Meade said American society is increasingly violent, which he 
attributed to a breakdown in the American family. 
"I know that you, now and in the years to come, will help 
keep watch over this state and nation and that you will have the 
knowledge, the strength and vision to succeed where we, in my 
generation, have fai led," he said. 
Meade, who retired this year after 2ft vrars as chief circuit 
judge, addressed 579 degree candidart's at Eastern's 87th 
summer commencement ceremony. Th!> I .etcher County native 
received an honorary doctor of laws dPi:rer> 
Berea College chief says goodbyes 
~-proud 
of IO years at helm, 
looks back modestly 
BY CHRIS POORE 
CENTRAL KENTUCKY BUREAU 
BEREA - As John Stephenson 
looks out over the quadrangle on 
Berea College's campus - and 
back at his 10-year presidency -
it's hard to tell what achievements 
he thinks best symbolize his ten-
ure. 
He won't divulge the informa-
tion. That would be immodest. Ask 
someqody in public relations, he 
says. 
Still, if Stephenson won't say 
outright, maybe the stories he tells 
offer some indication. 
On Friday, as the last moments 
of. his presidency ticked away, 
Stephenson digressed into a story 
about the.giant oak trees that cover 
the campus. 
They tower above the quadran-
gle, dropping a blanket of shade 
over its historic buildings. 
During Stephenson's first year 
as president of the nationally rec-
ognized school, storms destroyed 
about 20 of the trees. He brought in 
a horticulturalist, who planted 
2,000 more. 
"I panicked," Stephenson re-
called, chuckling. "I was afraid the 
whole place would be denuded." 
The trees, some of them older 
than the buildings they overshad-
ow, stand as symbols of Berea's 
history, and Berea College is about 
history as much as it is about 
change. • 
Stephenson, 56, loves that idea, 
and he seems genuinely proud of 
his efforts to preserve the college's 
ideals and traditions. 
Berea College, established in 
1855, is widely acclaimed because 
it doesn't charge I\Jition, admits 
only low-income sl\Jder.ts and re-
quires all sl\Jdents to work in a 
college job. About 80 percent of its 
sl\Jdents come from Kenl\Jcky and 
southern Appalachia. 
"As I like to say, even the 
president works at Berea," Ste-
phenson said. 
But Stephenson admits that the 
pressures of upholding a 139-year-
old tradition helped him decide to 
resign last year. 
Though somewhat exhausted, 
he is leaving feeling gratified. 
"I think only a tiny fraction of 
the world ever feels called to work 
on a cause that's really important, 
much bigger than they are," he 
said. "I'm glad I did not shy away 
from that." 
The revelation about three 
years ago that he has a form of 
leukemia also weighed in the deci-
sion, though he stresses it was not 
a major factor. He said his illness is 
not an immediate threat to his life. 
"When you. find you have a 
serious illness, you probably think 
more about mortality than you 
would otherwise," he said. "But I'm 
not preoccupied with illness or the 
long-term prospect of death. 
No 'tremendous upheaval' In store 
Larry Dwight Shinn, president-elect, _Berea College. 
Age: 52. 
Most recent position: · Vice president. for academic affairs, 
Bucknell University. · · · · · 
Professional background: Scholar, educator, author, minister, 
college dean and academic vice president. 
Career: Instructor-professor, Oberlin College, 1970-1984; dean, 
College of Arts and Sciences; Bucknell University, 1984-1989; vice 
president, academic affairs, Bucknell University, 1989-present. 
Education: Bachelor oL arts degree, Baldwiri,Wallace College, 
1964; Drew Theological Seminary, 1968; doctorate, Princeton Univer-
sity, 1972. · . . · · : 
Honors: Outstanding athlete, Baldwin-Wallace College, 1963-64; 
graduated rnagna cum laude. and surnma cum Iaude from Baldwin-
Wallace and Drew Theological; Princeton Fellow;:Danfortb Profes-
sor. 
Personal: Raised on small Ohio farm; first in his family to 
receive a college degree; athlete in high school and college; taught in 
Quaker mission schools in Ramallah, Jordan. 
Family: ,Wife, Nancy Lee Albright Shinn, a kindergarten 
teacher; daughters; Christie and Robyn. . 
Quotation: "I don't · think Berea College is in need of a 
tremendous upheaval and change _from its past ... if I believed that I 
wouldn't be here." 
"Everybody's years are limited. 
I just want to be more careful in 
selecting the tasks that I want to 
do." 
One thing is certain: He will not 
seek the presidency of another 
college or university. 
"There isn't anything after Be-
rea," he said. "There's life after 
Berea, but there isn't any other 
college. I would hope that down the 
road the new president could find 
some task here for me." 
The beginning years 
During his first year as presi-
dent, Stephenson worked one day 
every week in the maintenance and 
utilities building to demonstrate his 
belief in Berea's principles. 
"I wanted to show sl\Jdents the 
dignity of labor, or at least the 
dignity of a laborer," he said. 
Stephenson's beliefs in tradition 
also ·bore themselves out in his 
efforts early on to preserve the 
school's no-car policy for students. 
Students should not own cars and 
if they do, they cannot bring them 
to school. 
It is a constant point of conten-
tion among students and adminis-
trators. 
If students own cars, they prob-
ably have too much money to 
attend Berea, Stephenson said. And 
students who have cars tend to 
leave every weekend. 
Every year, it seems, somebody 
tries to chip away at the no-car 
policy, Stephenson said. That irks 
him, just as the dying trees made 
him panic. 
·,.1 don't care whether people 
have cars," Stephenson said, "but I 
do care whether people stay on 
campus. The secret to the Berea 
campus is the time people spend 
here. There is a strong sense of 
community living." 
A worldly Image 
The more publicized aspects of 
Berea College are also some of the 
aspects that make Stephenson most 
proud. 
HERALD-LEADER STAFF REPQRT 
It is evident that Stephenson's 
success in bringing the Dalai Lama 
- the spiritual and temporal head 
of Tibet's exile government in In-
dia, the 1989 winner of the Nobel 
Peace Prize - to campus this year 
was a· proud moment for him. 
Stephenson visited Tibet twice 
after Berea accepted Tibetan stu-
dents in J 991. On both visits, he 
asked the Dalai Lama if he would . 
visit campus. Both _times he agreed. 
When the Dalai Lama visited in 
April, Berea was home to nine 
Tibetan students, the largest con-
tingent outside India. 
Stephenson said he thought it 
was important to associate with 
people who accomplish fame 
through their philosophies and 
d~ds. 
"I think. it is inspiring to sit at 
the feet of people who come close 
to reaching the impossible," he 
said. "It inspires me to persist." 
It also gave the small Kentucky 
college and its president an image 
of worldliness, though Stephenson 
questions whether that is new. 
Labor of love 
Stephenson, who has a sense of 
humor and a sense of storytelling 
that sneaks up on you, spent most 
of Friday saying goodbye and re-
counting his presidency. 
A couple of employees gave 
him a wood-carved cane. Others 
called on the telephone. He ate 
lunch with some trustees. 
The goodbyes and the compli-
ments "are all exaggerated at this 
point, but it's still so good to hear," 
he said. · 
, Robert G. Menefee, a longtime 
economics and business professor 
who retired a few years ago, said 
the accolades are well-deserved. 
"He has given a warm and 
personable and approachable kind 
of leadership to Berea," he said. 
"There were times when faculty 
" 
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No charges to be filed in UK audit 
Not enough evidence against ex-housing 
official accused of misusing school money 
BY ERIC GREGORY 
HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITER 
Police and prosecutors will not 
seek criminal charges against a 
former University of Kentucky 
housing administrator who was 
accused in an audit of misusirig 
school money. 
"With the information we de-
veloped, we didn't think we could 
get a conviction," said UK Police 
Chief W.H. McComas. "We have 
finished our investigation, and no 
charges will be filed unless some 
other evidence turns up." 
The audit, released in January, 
accused James Ploskonka of using 
UK money to pay for appliances, 
tools, reupholstery and more than 
$700 in paint, supplies and food for 
a "painting party" at his new 
home. 
Ploskonka resigned as asso-
ciate director of residence life, and 
he volunteered to make restitution 
to UK for about $3,000. That mon-
ey has been paid back, said UK 
spokesman Joseph T. Burch. 
News of the investigation came 
to light when Ploskonka's boss, 
Robert Clay, committed suicide 
Dec. 14 after being questioned by 
auditors. The audit said Clay also 
improperly used UK money and 
property to benefit Ploskonka. 
Clay's death was a significant 
factor in the investigation, said 
Mike Malone, an assistant Fayette 
County commonwealth's attorney. 
Clay's testimony could have been 
used to prove whether Ploskonka 
acted with criminal intent. 
The audit listed more than 
$10,000 in questionable expendi-
tures made from July 1992 through 
Nov. 19, 1993. The financial'inqui-. 
ry turned up one instance in which 
Ploskonka was reimbursed twice 
for some expenses at a conference 
in Alabama. 
Ploskonka could not be reached 
for comment. His explanation to 
auditors was that he understood 
that Clay and UK were compensat-
ing him "in-kind" at about $500 a 
month because he was not ade-
quately paid and had moved out of 
UK housing. 
Ploskonka, whose annual sala-
ry was about $29,000, told auditors 
that he understood the arrange-
ment was to continue until he 
received a new job classification 
and higher salary. But a UK official 
told auditors that no such arrange-
ment had been authorized. 
Ma uses a pen-hold grip as 
opposed to the handshake grip 
which is common in the Unit-
ed States. His racket is noth-
ing special, except to Ma. The 
well-worn paddle has a hole in 
the back and some of the rub-
ber surface has peeled off. 
"It's about a dollar paddle," 
Pinner said. "Most of the pad-
dles guys are using out here 
are $50 to $100." 
Ma dominated the men's 19-
29 age division. He went 3-0 in 
round-robin play, mostly toy-
ing with his opponents. Ma 
also breezed through the final 
two rounds. He disposed of 
Yuhe Ma (no relation) and 
Jose Guerrero, both of Louis-
ville, by identical scores of 21-
6, 21-8. 
"The very first tournament I 
took Jun to was last fall and 
he won $200 and a trophy," 
Pinner said. 
John Allen of Louisville was 
the No. 1 player in Kentucky 
until Ma defeated him. 
Ma wasn't the area's only 
medal-winner in table tennis. 
Ashland Community College 
professor Robert Halladay, 68, 
extended his medal streak to 
six years in 60-and-over sin-
gles. 
Halladay, who teaches phys-
ics, won three of his four 
round-robin matches to earn a 
silver medal. He also owns 
four gold medals and one 
bronze . 
. Games competition con-
cludes today. 
· -Thomas D. Young 
made his mark at 
Morehead State 
He also continues to create, 
pursuing not only artistic en-
deavors but also photography. 
His works have always been a 
popular part of the univer-
sity's faculty exhibits. 
By MARY BARKER 
In the fall of 1937, a young 
art professor, Thomas D. 
Young, came to Morehead 
State College to embark on a 
teaching career that would ex-
tend for over half a century 
through two generations. This 
June, Donald B. Young, his 
son, retired after a 27-year 
teaching career at Morehead 
State University. 
Over the 54 years that the 
Youngs have been on staff at 
Morehead, the institution has 
grown to become one of Ken-
tucky's major universities 
with a highly respected art de-
partment. 
Thomas Young i;pent his 
years at Morehead building 
the art education program 
through teaching studio art 
classes and performing with 
his marionettes for which he 
became well-known in the 
world of puppetry. 
He watched the art de-
partment grow from a staff of 
two to nearly a dozen. 
For three years following his 
death in 1964, classes in pup-
petry were suspended. 
Then in 1967, his son came 
on staff at the university as 
part of the new fine arts pro-
gram. Young had studied art 
under his father at Morehead, 
receiving both his bachelor's 
and master's degrees there. 
"My father was hard on me 
as a student," he said. "I was 
always given twice as much 
work to do as the other stu-
dents but I learned a lot in the 
process. I had some misgivings 
about taking a job here be-
cause I didn't want to live 
under the shadow of my fa-
ther's accomplishments." 
In addition to teaching class-
es in puppet making as his fa. 
ther did, Young developed a 
photography program. "I start-
ed the photo department in a 
closet in the basement of Alli 
Young Library before we had a 
building for the art de-
partment," he said. 
The following year, the Clay-
pool Young building, which is 
named in part after the senior 
Young, was completed for the 
purpose of housing the art de-
partment and contained facili-
ties for a new photography 
program. 
During his tenure at More-
head State University, Young 
has taught classes in painting, 
sculpture, art education, pho-
tography, fine arts, puppetry 
and two-dimensional founda-
tions. He also spent 15 years as 
director of alumni relations. 
Although he has retired 
from his full-time position at 
MSU, he will continue to teach 
part-time while pursuing sev-
eral other endeavors. 
Besides his work as an art-· 
ist, he is a board member of 
the Kentucky Art Education 
Association which recently 
met to revise the college cur-
riculum for art teachers in 
order to comply with the Ken-
tucky Education Reform Act. 
Both Young and his father 
have been instrumental in the 
development of art education 
in Kentucky and the results of 
their efforts will continue to 
influence reform in this state 
for many years to come. 
He is an active member of the MARY BARKER is a local artist 
Morehead Tourism Commis- with a master's degree in art 
sion and h8;S a pa:t-time com- history. 
puter graphics busmess. 
The Sunday Independent, Ashland, Kentucky, July 31, 1994 
rrable tennis 
I 
terminator 
-steals show 
MSU grad student rolls 
By ROCKY STANLEY 
OFTHE DAILY INDEPENDENT 
LEXINGTON - In Chinese, 
Jun Ma means "strong horse." 
Ma, a graduate student at 
Morehead State University, 
left no doubt that he was the 
Secretariat of tennis table com-
petition at the Bluegrass State 
Games. 
The. 27-year-old from China 
won two gold medals in singles 
and a silver in doubles at the 
Leestown Middle School gym 
Saturday. 
Outside, it was sunny for the 
first full day of competition in 
the 10th annual Games. Full 
results were unavailable due 
to computer problems at the 
media center, but Boyd County 
led area counties with seven 
medals in early totals. 
At the table tennis venue, 
Ma dominated the open and 
age 19-29 singles divisions. 
That came as no surprise, con-
sidering that he is t!Ie highest 
rated player ever to compete 
in the Bluegrass Games. Ma's 
rating of 2354 by the United 
States Table Tennis Associa-
tion places him in the top 40 
nationally. 
A first-time participant in 
the Bluegrass Games, Ma stole 
t!Ie show with his relentless, 
attacking style. · 
Babak Fakharpour, an open 
division player, put it this 
way. 
"Against Ma you have two 
choices. Either you kill your-
self or let him do it for you," 
Fakharpour said. "Either way, 
it happens fast. He's an awe-
some player." 
In t!Ie eagerly awaited open 
final, Ma defeated highly re-
garded 17-year-old ·Tom Plaist-
ed of Lexington 21-18, 19-21, 21-
13. 
Plaisted has a 2120 rating 
and is ranked in t!Ie top five 
nationally in the 18-under divi-
sion. Plaisted was also the de-
fending open champion in t!Ie 
Games, but he has yet to beat 
Ma. 
Morehead State budget direc-
tor Ray Pinner, an avid table 
tennis player, is responsible 
for bringing Ma to MSU. Ma 
was attending Lamar Uni-
versity in Texas when he saw 
Pinner's name in a table ten-
nis magazine. 
"We have a table tennis club 
at Morehead and my name is 
published in some U.S.T-.T.A. 
publications," Pinner said. 
"Jun called me and wanted to 
come to Morehead. I helped 
him to get admitted and 
squared away." 
Ma works out of Pinner's of-
fice and will receive his 
M.B.A. in December. He main-
tains a 4.0 grade average. 
"I enjoy the people in More-
head," Ma said. "They are 
very kind, very nice. Ray is 
my best American friend. He's 
beeil very good to me." 
Pinner and Ma picked up a 
silver medal in the open dou-
bles division Saturday. 
"Jun has a terrific spin 
serve and he can slam evei-y-
t!Iing," Pinner said. 
•' 
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UK faculty 
team taking 
learning· trip 
ACC is 
first stop 
By GEORGE WOLFFORD 
OFT HE DAILY INDEPENDENT 
Carolyn Clay Turner, an 
English instructor at Presto-
nsburg Community College, 
said the tour opened new 
doors for her in Ashland, 
"giving me chances to see 
places I'd never been." 
She said newcomers in fue 
group were impressed by the 
ASHLAND - A team of beauty of the land. 
38 University of Kentucky "They say they can't imag-
educators visited Ashland ine why people ·keep apologiz-
Comm unity College on ing for eastern-Kentucky," . · ,. 
Monday, beginning a five-
day tour designed to teach Those newcomers quickly,; 
them about the state. added· their persp~ves, Turn· 
· The group learned about E!i!Satd:f~1~:--•.!'i1--:;~~.,..-~~,~"-:;\f;.,_•h"-i':~1 
the "Winchester Wall," :, · ".They ·asked· our speakers. 
Jesse Stuart, the Kentucky ;twhy,we do things.one way_and. 
Education Reform Act, 1hot'iili.cither.'.'.''-'·:t""\'!5,;?~'-li"°<"";,i?; 
unions and industry. It was : ;, \The.-:'tour;: \vhich · coiiclildes\ 
~esh 1!1aterial for tem:hers i 'Fti~f:Jiii,'Louisvllle;: incltig,edj 
like Dmah ·Anderson, who ,a;Kelifucey·,ppry·ptesentagon·• 
arrived in Kentucky on:Fr:1°:·1 .llasUiighi:'.at•Jeruiy Wiley State' 
day. She will be teaching, - '\ Res~ort::,Park~ and:· a :\\risit dfils, 
social work on the Lexing- • ' morning . to~the David School 
ton campus. . in· Floyd County., ' ·' · ·· · 
. "We fmd putting. ins~c- , Later, stops· will' include a 
tors out together ~ike thJS, country , store · near Somerset, 
on a week-long trip, helps an 'overview·of extension·.ser-
the faculty understand the ·· . · k· in Ad · c ty · d nature of teaching in the vice wor air oun an 
community college system a-~ur of·the·Corve~· factory 
and offers the community . at- Bowling· Green:-1Aboard_ 
colleges opportunity to see ,·their tour bus· the" group will 
what the demands .of teach- ... view a videotape, "American: 
ing_ and research ar!l on Olli" ·, .,Voices/.' .. 8,~0,l!!.,Ai!l!,.~~~:a~~-. 
mam campus," said Anne ._stere1>typ~s.-_!:).~,~~.i;t,f\'.1.1J,!· · .• ,, 
Garrity; director of tlle tour-_- f·1 0we•ve i:ri.ed:•'.'.fo';fmAitli" this'. 
''It also helps build a rela- ,,\our''as!:ecleafl,~~i(ossi)lle;''; 
tionship · across the disci- I Garrity·., saidfW.!:Wil~,wanf·' out' 
plines of the college and '._.people to be abie:lo'.fullfto' peo-·; 
helps articulate the transfer .'. ple out ''in}thlfi'!ita~~\vho · are'· 
of students from, C0111!11~ity , trying ·to improve the· quality. 
colleges to the ~mversity. · · of their lives. We want them· to 
The group .mcluded t"':'o ·. be able to,come back·and do 
doct~rs and ~nstructors m their work differently." . · 
physics, English, aerospace, 
geography and environ-
mental science. 
The faculty proved to be an 
inquisitive class as they lis-. 
tened to local speakers dis-
~ .:\1.t!>~de~ an.<L~~J;mstli_-:,:;" 
: ..,-uiture an ·commerce· o, · e· 
afea:··-·,,,·~::,?iJ<;_~:~:t;:/1~\~f{:{~~ 
. , "It helps the faculty under-
stana·'\vhere' their ·stuil.eri.'ts. 
ate coming ·tram, the issu,es · 
that face Kentucky and how 
they can heip with them,'.', 
Garrity i!iiid. . . ·-'" ;~. "~,,::; 
MOREHEAD. KY 40351-1689 606-783-2030 
. 'Speaking to the group Mon-
day were Ashland Mayor· Rudy 
Dunnigan and Greenup Coun-
ty Judge-Executive Bobby Car-
penter- ·on·. local government; 
.. Ashland teacher Cheryl Spears . 
and Boyd, County .. School Su- .. 
'\perintendent Dan Branham on 
:.:KERA; Paramount·Arts-Cehter 
'''.;Director ;Kathy Tinimons · and 
-~ Jesse Stuart Fourtdation D!rei:-
_ .. tor Jim Gilford on the arts ahd 
. humanities; and John Gatling, 
president of the Economic:D~-
velopment Corp; of Boyd and 
Greenup Counties, . on· eco-
nomic development. · 
. After leaving ACC, the group 
.: attended a. presentation at 
· Ashland : Oil lnc:.'s. headquar-
ters and totired Central Park 
:.with Ernie· Tucker; a 'faculty 
:iµember at ACC. · · .1.,.,.-. '" ·. •·· ·-
Zane Meek, Ashland Oil· re-
·tiree, · later led the group· on a : 
tour of industries alc;ing the 
Big ~andy River. • · '.;_' :; ,.: . ., 
The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky, 
Monday, August 1, 1994 
~,P~?.~ ,\~f!S ~~ 
Those· who 'connect· th 
words "public radio" with 
dry, monotonous news broad-
casts or music so bizarre and 
esoteric that no one's ever 
heard of the artist or the mu-
sical art form aren't listening 
to WMKY in Morehead. 
The Morehead State Uni-
versity station recently won 
two awards froni .. the Ken-
tucky Education Association 
for . excellence in· .. education 
prograrinning. ·· '< · ·, 1 
"::'The-KEA SGhool Bell; hon-
orable. mention awards were ,._,,,..::>.1•-.. . .;; ----1·•-..,.,·.~f· - .,_~-.,r.:··oc · f..· 
· presented to Torri ~wis and 
Dr. John Modaff in,.recogni-
tion of their wor'K . . t!ewis 
inoderated· live broadcasts of 
a series of forums. with 
Row~ Councy school super-
intendent .candidates and 
Modaff is- producer ~f the on-
,going~s~ries, "Focµs 'on .Edu-
: r.=. .. -,~·-- ~-,i-.. ~~-..:ct•·...,::v.•..,.,i!;•.-t·1 ,.. __ .,. ·cat1,9n" 1"':-'"'_.,,,,.,,,,,,lbi; ,,,,., -,,,.,,. , 
~'<'.riil::. ,),-,w.,,=":Th_E~.,.,,,.,. :';,hif['t'' 
ii"'"'"'uel!_e'f.lllen•·. ut:Se1,;Xe: 1, cre\ll . :;rio'rlinfilelii"""'tiie<f-"st'a"f1bii'.> 'n:oe ; ·onii· •·a:n:'"'lss'et "'to3ttlie · unr: 
~versiW'bGf'to'ilie"commlliiiti\ 
~_f !arge'. '"':: ·- -;':'c::o r~~..., 
• 
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Ky. government's coffers end 
year with surplus 
Appropriations and Revenue Com-
mittee Chairman Marshall Long D-
Shelbyville. ' 
§;nate President John "Eck" 
Rose, D-Winchester, said the bur-
den is also on Jones to pick a few 
important projects from his list and 
generate support for them. 
BY MARK R. CHELLGREN 
ASSOCIA1ED PRESS 
. FRANKFORT - State government 
closed its books for the last fiscal year with 
more money on hand than expected. Exactly 
how much more is open to interpretation. 
Officials of Gov. Brereton Jones' adminis-
tration sai~ yesterday the surplus is as high 
as $98 m1lhon. Another calculation would 
make for a surplus of $55 million. Yet a third 
would show the state had $143 million· on 
hand at the ei:id of the fiscal year on June 30 
1994. · ' 
"It's just good news," Finance Secretary 
Pat Mulloy said. "I don't want to overstate 
what this means. Nor do I want to understate 
it." 
Like the number itself, the way the state 
got to the end of the year with cash on hand 
is complicated and subjective. It includes 
revised revenue estimates, spending cuts that 
started nearly a year ago and transfers from 
other funds in state government. 
. The most significant number, though, 
might be among the smallest. During the 
fiscal year from July 1, 1993; to June 30, 1994, 
the state actually took in $2 million in.ore to 
the General Fund !han.i\_spent. _ .0 ,;, .• -:,, 
.That reversed a practice foi rriany years . 
in which the state had to scramble to grab 
money from other sources-;--switch funds from_ 
one account to another, delay spending and 
even hold individual tax refund checks in 
order to balance the budget at the end of the 
year. . 
The other number important for future 
consideration is the $143 million, which is the 
total of the unspent surplus money and the 
$90 million that is actually set aside into a 
special reserve account. Having that money 
on hand could soften the effect of some 
expenses that are likely to come up in the 
next year, including the repayment of $40 
million to $60 million in refunds to govern-
ment pensioners. 
. Havingthe -money ~'.around-·also -could 
prompt a renewal of the 'debate about spend-
ing on constructiorL The· General Assembly 
dismissed Jones' request to spend about $250 
million to $300 million on construction pro-
jects in the next 23 months because of 
concerns about the cost 
Mulloy dodged questions about whether 
this would give Jones an argument to ask .the 
legislature for permissiory to build. . 
· ·. ·••- .·._,yo~ ·160i~-r:.-f,;~1·.~tt .~l.L~ii-£ · 
,· _,_;;;;'.Jher~•s a 19!-,~f~)X\liti':!cand ;~n~1!1iai':: 
0; mi(ql_v~, Mulloy;§3141''ll ,;woul~'.t,JYlll1t,; to/ 
:sll¢ciilat(on':}Vha(jtjD)eaii'for~tliat"/:~~¥-t 
·,, ,., .• 1,.,_ :~:...~•,Z...K,..,.,l{~·!',..:'~"";i~~, •t·->·)~,nJ'~'°'!...!:...~t~-• 
House Speaker Pro Tem Larry 
Clark, D-Louisville, said the figures 
only confirmed his conviction that 
there has been money available for 
~onstruction. But he said Jones 
should lobby the Senate to drop its 
opposition before the subject gets 
to the legislature again. 
"We don't need to come up here· 
and have another fist fight," Clark 
said. · 
- • - I 
- Other legislators were skeptical 
of the calculations, but said if the 
money was real, it could merit 
another look at construction. 
"Let's see if the funds go be-
yond the press release," said House 
"The problem is, politically, 
how do you select two or three 
projects?" Rose said. 
Mulloy acknowledged that 
much of the money in the surplus 
whatever it is, cannot be counted 
on to come in every year,· as would 
be needed to finance anriual debt 
service on the sale of bonds. "Some . 
of it is recurring," Mulloy said. 
·'The question is how much."· 
Mulloy said credit for some of 
the surplus must go to Jones. 
THE COURIER.JOURNAL • THUB~DA '.!\ AUGUST 4; 1994 
Fire forces MSU to close auditorium 
MURRAY, Ky. - Murray State University will close 
Lovett Auditorium this fall because of smoke and water 
damage from a July !ff fue at the nearby old fine am 
center. ~ _ , -- ,.,,., .~ ..... ~1-:·: ... :;·.7.;:,;.;;~-:1 
The m<?ve means most concerts and iriusicaLspedai~-;~ ' 
events will have to be moved, including the universj,ty's 1 , 
F~!'°der:s D~y c~lebration Sept. 14. · .-:--" -~ ' ; 
At~ point, It doesn't look like any outsid_e o(,insidL'. 
groups will be able_ to use Lovett,''. said Gary Hwit;~ ilean : 
of the College of Fine Arts and Communications,.:•·•":'."'.· 
THE COURIER.JOURNAL • THURSDAY. AUGUST 4, 1994 
Directory of black graduates is out 
The 24th edition of the African-American G~duates of 
Kentucky Directory is now available to employers. It 
features biographical profiles of 120 African-Americans 
who received four-year degrees from Kentucky . · ' 
universities and colleges in the spring. . ;. · · 
The directory is being mailed to school-district·: ...•••. 
_superi_ntcndents in !{entucky, large businesses; m·iFa:r 
Kentucky and adjacent states, and agency heads in•.· " . 
Ke~tucky ·state government. Copies,may..be,~~eaJli, ~ 
calling the Kentucky Commission on Human Rights'. 
Louisville office at (502) 595-4024 or (800) 292-5566. ·· ' : 
. MSU ARCHIVES 
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Rare air of parity may 
. Preseason predictions by 
.... --.~-·. 
ave· POLL.' 
h. hi. ht o~ ic .e. tb II the league's coaches and . 1g 1g 'l' I 100 a ;:::. ~:t~;:::0;
0
::ecl~~: 
· "We helped build a new confi• .· 1;~em Kerifuck,)!,{12)'.·.:123 
By JIM TERHUNE dence for Tennessee State and Mar- Middle Tennessee {3):: 109 
Staff Writer tin," he said. "And Murray's better. . -Teiinessee'.Tech (3) .... ·;104 
But the first team that should have ... Tennessee' s1a,1e: •. , •. ., _·,1s 
been listed is Tennessee Tech. .. · Murray ,Stiat!I ,··,·•.,,;,,,.'> ~- .. , ,72 
They're very sound and have got: ... ·Tennessee:Martin ·'. .•. ,,.0.·.-p9 
· NASHVIILE, Tenn. Middle 
Tennessee State football coach 
Boots Donnelly says he may be 
partly responsible for the possible 
balance of power within the Ohio 
Valley Conference this season. 
· · Last season Tennessee State and 
.Tennessee-Martin received shots of 
self assurance, which could carry 
-over to 1994, when they upset Don-
nelly's perenially po~erful Blue 
·Raiders. 
· Don't, however, blame Donnelly 
.for the new way coach Houston 
Nutt and the recharged program at 
Murray State have been received by 
the rest of the league; .. 
Or that Tennessee . Tech~ : which 
returns 17 starters (11 on offense) 
from an 8-3 club, may have its best 
team in Jim Ragland's nine years; . 
• The bottom line: For, the first time 
since the early 1980s, a team other· 
than Middle or Eastern Kentucky 
could be at the top ·of the confer-' 
ence in November. . ~. :·· : ·- /''; 
Maybe, but at the ,OYc;:'s ,_Media . 
Day yesterday,· coaches· and sports, 
information directors lined ·up the 
horses in the starting g~te like this:· 
1. EKU; 2. Middle Tennessee; 3. 
Tennessee Tech. .. · ·~ · · · .... 
Eastern, with 14 regulars back · 
from the lone OVC team to make 
the 1993 !)\visi(!n_!_:~ ~!!)'<:JffS and_' 
ex-Penn,State starting quarterback 
Jolin ·sacca··directirl .the•thfrd team .. .... . . ,. ........ _ . ,.g ... ,.,, ....... _. ' . 
going. into,Jhe,preseasci!l,, received, 
,12,first-pla~e· vQte&oM!d~,with i~~ 
- st;irie~.•·reruhtilig; ~g ;'r~ij each 
-~•,· .... ..,_ I< ,~ .. ·-,. , •• _., ..... c;, .... 
gQt three.: Tennessee,S~ttwas !Q.1:, 
ed tiiurtli and Murray_ fifth. 
Middle lost 34-33 to Tennessee 
State and 24-14 to Martin back-to-
back last midseason. It went on to 
post Donnelly's first losing · season 
(5-6) since 1980. 
~o~~ntum and excitement on _their , !::1~;!~~'.~~~1/~,.;,:;)~.:~ 
si'!;~h finished 7-1 behind East- '' .~~reh~~it~tiit~;\\ ;:,,:' 20 
em's 8-0 and whomped Middle 35- - .. • • ., ... 
14. Ragland agreed with Donnelly- the sport is possibly heading toward 
to a point. no-scholarship status and its OVC 
"The talent-spread in this league membership is on the bubble be-
has gotten better," he said "Realis- cause of it. · 
tically, five or six teams are in it ''The league is six times as good 
But you've still got to look at East- as it was when I was last here," Bal-
em and Middle being the dominat- lard said. "A kid ·who started for 
ing schools. You can't take one shot (Eastem.'s) Roy Kidd could not start 
and fade. We're still short" for him today. You can transfer 
But the fact that Middle actually · from (NCAA Division) I-A to I-AA 
lost to someone other than Eastern, and be immediately eligible. We're 
which hadn't happened since 1988, almost using I-As as jµnior colleges 
was a red alert. for kids tired of sitting. There's a lot 
''We saw 'MT' on Middle's he!- of parity." 
mets and said, 'That's it,' " Nutt The Eagles were picked last. But 
said of Murray's 45-3 defeat in Sep- two voters had them ahead of one 
tember. "But then we saw Tennes- school. 
see State beat them and Martin beat "It was a carbon copy of the way;I 
them. voted," Ballard said. "But I was 
"It's still Eastern and Middle by tickled to death somebody put us 
far, witli their tradition, athletes and ahead of somebody else." "' •., :t 
depth in tliii' lines,'' he addeiC"But And, of course, they put Eastern 
last year they picked us ninth and · Kentucky, which hasn't finished 
we finished (m a three-way tie for) worse than second since 1977, 
fourth. I expected - and wanted to ahead of everybody. 
be - picked seventh." . "Last year the league was young 
Matt Ballard was Morehead and people thought not very good," 
State's assistant head coach in the Kidd said. "Well, we· dominated 
mid-80s before returning to take Georgia Southern (m a 14-12 first. 
over a program that is in chaos this round playoff loss) for the most 
year. About 20 players quit or were part, and I would have a lot rather 
dismissed, a baseball player is tick' played them than some of the teams 
k, m the league." eted to be the starting quarterbac . . __ _ 
·. l'.EXl,imoN HERAJ.D.LEADER. LEx1NGroil. kv. ■ Fmiii.v:-Auciusr s. 1994' 
Victor Venettom, ex-teac)ler 
; ' . ·. '. t . ' (':":} ~ .: ' 
at Morehead, dies.' at age 7;.7',;. 
HERA!,D-LEADER STAFF R.;;;;RT • . gi,ees' in edu~tion at Eastern~: 
. ··•v·'":ct. · · A. ¥ -11 • teacher tucky _(Jnivers1ty. He took addition-1 or ene DZZ!• a . al postgraduate work at the 
at Morehead_ State Uruvers1ty for University of Kentucky and the 
z, years, died yesterday of an . State University of Iowa. · 
apparent heart a~ck. He was 77. Mr. Venettozzi had also written 
Mr. V enettozzi, of ; 233 Knapp several short stories and was a 
A "'.enue1 ~ teaching at the member of the American Legion 
~vers111: m ;!J!!O. He taught J'n~- and the National Education.Associ-
lish-and lingwstic courses until his . •· · ... , ,''._,, ... ,: . •:;4t'~;,cf'!.". 
~~-~t ~)98J.-!fe. ~~~O~_IY,~~~~~?fs.~~-~~:. bf.:}~~~~: 
l'tauk{it at,Qiinell _Q)llege,1milowa.,,·.: -, · ..• -... "''"ro= ·-•Viclfu"i•:.-;:CJjoig ·· . ana1af ;~tem:Ktliitucky,;.,Um_ 'v'eisi{ ~ r~ilettii.~.;,,.~,H,~,F'lgl'.:,.,1clm"a:'.18$' 
',.;,\where he,.was:ruiined a'distid:~ :•,~ .3A .. %, '-'/,1~-~.i:-'f;-'"~'""'"•,.· 
~f'.- - .. ,., .. r··- ... :r1AT'lthonv~~ Venettozzi O ~ ~-• guislied,professor,.Jn.d9S9,,o-.,i<li.,):;;,~itr.t. __ ~,,d,,,,,,ar.s_,,._.,,,,\,:!I.~ rttl•-_• .. 
.• :li-t-u:. ;.,;,· · .• J--'::'(...o."1>',•,._ '-1t/ ........ J.:,•.•:::s• ~_. .... ~ .... ".':!ti:>'wn; ana one· .._aau,su.:~,~~ ... 
>:tDuririg World War Il'Mr. Ven° Venettozzi of Louisvil1e:· ;.,.-;·'v1?": 
ettO'Zzi served with the 82nd Air- Services will be at 2 pm: Satur-
bome Di~i':l" _ ot flu.' Army. .. .. · clay at Northcutt and Son !Iom£_fpr 
:"'°After ilie-wat· Mr. Venettozzi Funer.ils:Visitation wi!l,)le,7p.m. 
eanifCfl:iaCheIOrS· alld 'masteT)~ de- todaf: __ -~~_;~~7,t·,:,;_;~~nJ~i@:.fu 
,.-,,u;u.•-'"'-••··•:..., .. ...,.;,L,.J.-.~·,.u:.,.:..,"'"'-'.,.,,..,.-.v.- ,.-.J-.:1. ,, ,.. .... ,.1.,1\.it.t...-
LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON, KY. ■ FRIDAY, /\UGUST 5, 1994 
■ Ovc FOOTBALL Predicted finish 
Eastern Kentucky picked: 
to win league title again 
· The pre-season 0VC predictions 
. by the league's coaches and sports 
Information directors with finish, 
first-place votes and points: 
Predicted · 
finish Votes 
1. E. Kentucky . 12 , 
2. Mid. Tenn. $t. 3 
3. Tenn. Tech 3 
Points 
123 
109 
104 
A~SOCIATEO PRESS 
NASHVILLE - Middle Ten-
nessee State Coach Boots Donnelly 
predicts the schedule will play a 
key role in who wins the Ohio 
. Valley Conference this season. 
"Whoever wins this thing will 
be the team with the schedule in its 
favor. We've got Tennessee Tech 
and Eastern Kentucky at home and 
everyone else away," Donnelly said 
yesterday at the league's media 
day. 
Eastern Kentucky received 12 
of 18 possible first-place votes yes-
terday in being picked by coaches 
and sports information directors to 
defend its OVC title. 
Middle Tennessee State edged 
Tennessee Tech by five points for 
second, followed by Tennessee 
State, Murray State, Tennessee-
Martin, Southeast Missouri State, 
Austin Peay and Morehead State. 
The OVC first has to battle a 
growing image problem. The 
league's nine members didn't beat 
anyone outside the OVC last sea-
son, posting an 0-22 mark. 
"Last year our league was 
young, and I think people tl1ink 
that our league is not very good," 
said Coach Roy Kidd of Eastern 
Kentucky. 
Donnelly said the problem 
came from the tougher schedules 
"We should never be 0-22 
against outside opposition no 
matter who we play, but we 
played some good · 
opponents." 
Boors DONNELLY, 
Middle Tennessee State coach 
played by OVC schools, including 
Division I powers. 
"We should never be 0-22 
against outside opposition no mat-
ter 'who we play, but we played 
some good opponents," Donnelly 
said. 
Kidd has 15 starters back 
among his 31 returning lettermen, 
including six. starters on defense. 
The surprise may . be how well 
Penn State transfer John Sacca 
performs. 
But Kidd says he still has a 
. young team with only 10 seniors 
and the key will be keeping injuries 
down on a team that went 8-0 in 
the OV<c but dropped four games 
outside the lea!(lle. 
The schedule may favor Middle 
Tennessee, with the Blue Raiders 
hosting Eastern Kentucky and 
Tennessee Tech after their first 
losing record in 13 years. Donnelly 
said the attitude problems that 
plagued his team during last year's 
5-6 season are gone. 
"We're not accustomed to that. 
We're · accustomed to everyone 
· jumping around, winning football 
games," he said. 
4. Tenn. St. 
5. Murray St. 
6. Tenn.-Martin 
7. SE Missouri St. 
8. Austin Peay 
9. Morehead St. 
76 
72 
69 
39 
36 
20 
He has the OVC's offensive 
player of the year back in senior 
tailback Kippy Bayless and a total · Pre-season 
of 19 starters among 37 lettermen. AII-OVC team 
Tennessee Tech has grown ,------------
through defense, and that's a trend . 
that may be about to change with 
11 starters returning on offense. 
Coach Jim Ragland has the pre-
season All-OVC quarterback in 
Mike Jones, who threw for 2,000 
yards and a school-record 18 touch-
downs. ' 
After only three home games in 
1993, Tennessee State is preparing 
for more home cooking this year. 
Coach Bill Davis, who led the 
Tigers to a fourth-place finish in· 
the league in his first season and a . 
4-7 record. overall, said he has 
shaken loose the players not ready 
to follow his program. 
He also has settled his quarter-
back controversy, sticking with 
junior Daryl Williams, who threw 
for 1,813 yards and 14 TDs. But he 
has to find defensive replacements 
for Brent Alexander and Randy 
Fuller, who both moved on to the 
NFL. 
· Offense 
■ QB: Mike Jones, Tenn. Tech 
■ RB: Kippy ·Bayless, Middle Tenn. 
St.; Kelvin Anderson, SE Missouri St. 
■ WR: Lawrence Segree, Tenn. St.; 
Dennis Mimms, ·Middle Tenn. St. 
■ TE: Xavier Shephard, Murray St. 
■ C: Joel Woods, E. Kentucky. 
■ G: James Hand, E. Kentucky; G: 
Chris Reid, Tenn. Tech. 
■ T: Jason Combs, E.-Kentucky; T: 
Pat Hicks, Middle Tenn. St. 
■ PK: Garth Petrilli, Middle Tenn. 
St. 
Defense 
■ DL: Doug Berg,'SE Missouri St.; 
Brian Pankey, Tenn. Tech; Jim Lack-
. ey, Tenn. St. 
· ■ DE: Anthony Hutch, Murray St.; 
Danny Lawrence, Middle Tenn. St. 
■ LB: CarlosTlmmons, E. Kentucky; 
Brian Spano, Tenn.-Maitln: Anthony 
Hicks, Middle Tenn. St. 
■ DB: Chris Guyton, E. Kentucky; 
Dewayne Harper, :renn.-Martln; Mi-
chael Swift, Austin Peay; DB-Joe 
Smith, E. Kentucky; He9tor Diaz; ( 
Morehead St. . 
■ P: Richard Hogan, Austin Peay. 
l\1Si!_ARCHIVES 
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~SU puts f:feeze on 
dormitory :i-ates 
i . . . 
Response to higher 
cost~_Qf_education ~-
MOREHEAD - ~t a time of 
1 
• Last fall, 3,350 students lived 
c?nstantly escalatmg educa- in the.dorms, which had space 
t10n costs, Morehead State for-3 400. · · 
University is taking a step this With Waterfield Hall reno-
fall to help students hold down • vated, MSU has room for 3,800 
the cost of going to college. in the dorms. Mincey said he 
Beginning this fall, MSU is expects about 3,350 students to 
offering to freeze I the rates of live in the dorms this fall. 
students who maintain oc- Mincey said MSU, the first 
cupancy in the dorms. state school- in Kentucky to 
"This action should take a . ijdopt a room-rate freeze, hopes 
bite out of the ever-rising costs the new ~olic}'. not only keeps 
of higher education and 'also students m the dorms longer 
should make residence hall liv- but attracts students who 
ing more attractive to stu- might btherwise live off"cam· 
dents, especially those on ·tight pus. 
budgets," said Mike Mincey, The amo~t of available o~-
MSU's vice president for stu- campus housmg has shot·up m 
dent life. · _ -~. · -:1,;L-; , r~£E!!1_t re!ll"s_ wi~. th~ i:onstruc-
The rule change~~oilld 'iilean Jipn of several_new -~p~ent 
big savings for students. If the· complexes. Mincey estimates 
room-rate freeze hal beeri,,'.in I that off-campus housing for 
effect four years ago, shi.d~iits ·, students has tripled in the past 
could have saved several hun, ; . three years. : . . 
dred dollars in housing costs·. 1 ~ut he said . changes m tr:ie 
Residence hall rates four private ho1;1s1pg m~rket m 
years ago ranged between $5SO Morehead didn t motivate the 
and $560 per semester. The mo~e to freeze rates .. 
rates this year. will range from It s not the first time MSU 
$655 to $775 a-semester. has -moved to shore up dorm 
At a time when MSU's en- occupan~y. Last year,. the 
rollment is· leveling off and school, .witr:i . some exceptio~s, 
even declining slightly after began requirmg students with 
years of rapid growth, the fewer than 60 hours - ~s-
move also is- designed to keep. ~entially sopho~ores - to live 
the school's dorms full. m campus housmg and buy a 
Four years ago, about 4,100 meal plan. , . .. 
students lived in the dorins ·.:__ Before, MSU required ~only 
sometimes three students liv- freshman to live in the dorfus: 
ing .in a room designed for two The move to keep students · 
and· five occupying suites built -
for four. · 
in the dorms isn't stopping 
with legislation and pricing. 
Mincey said.MSU has installed. 
computer labs in several resi-
dence halls to make dorm life 
more attractive and conducive 
to learning. 
"It just gives them another 
academic setting in the. resi-
dence halls," Mincey said. "It 
capitalizes on the living-
learning concept." · 
· Students whose room rates 
are· frozen can move from 
dorm to dorm, but they have 
to pay the rate that was in ef-
fect at the dorm into which 
they move at the time they 
qualified for the'locked-in rate. 
· The rate freeze doesn't apply 
to 'family housing.~ - · --- · · · · 
lEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, lEXINGTON, KY. ■ SATIJRDAY, AUGUST 6, 199 
, Last month, UK appointed Retia 
Scott Walker as dean of the College 
of Human· Erivironmental Sciences. 
Walker, whir has a doctorate·fa 
educ:atiori administration; replaces . 
another wo~ dean, Yeggy)Wes-, 
~-... ·.· ·-·: :. ~\/~:~~:~~i 
.. '·:While the hiring of onecw6irum' 
doesn't change the overalt-pattern 
?f :UK's ~g and salary pr;ictices, 
1t 1s a positive move toward cor-
r«,!Cting suspiciousiy• discriminatory 
policies. . ' ·. . · ·. · ; . • .-. 
XINGTON HERALD-LEADER. LEXINGTON, KY. ■ SUNDAY, AUGUST 7, 1994 
10lder, 2nd-career 
teachers cha.riging 
face of classes 
"Lots who might have seen 
themselves in the private industry 
look around and see people aren't 
as happy in those fields as they 
thought they'd be," says John Fis-
chetti, an associate professor of 
secondary education at U of L. 
"People are willing to sacrifice 
income for job satisfaction, and 
they hope to find that in teaching." 
In Eastern Kentucky, job losses 
BY KRISTA PAUL AND LUCY MAY in the coal industry have prompted 
HERAID-LEADER EouCATioN WRITERS I people to go back to school, and 
Charles Dean stood before crowds at New teaching is one of the best jobs 
York City auction houses, conducting the bid- available in the region, said Paul 
ding and fetching hundreds of thousands of Wirtz, director of student services 
dollars_ for rare stamps and coins. . for Eastern Ken~cky Univ;rsity's 
Av,s Thompson, mother of six, worked College of Education. 
behind ~ars, counseli?g prisoners in Lee <?aunty. ' The programs at U of L and 
Dav,d Lane des1!l1!ed computf:1" chips for UK have also made it easier for 
IBM and ~k, testing each design as many older students who have under-
as -l.00,000 times. graduate degrees to become teach-
They're trading those careers for planning ers. 
lessons, grading tests and assigning homework For now, the master's programs 
to high school students. at both schools are only for teach• 
Dean, Thompson and Lane represent the ing at the high school level. But 
changing faces of Kentucky's new teachers: elementary master's programs are 
older. and accomplished in their fields. in the works at both universities. 
Helping to fuel the trend in Kentucky are Some professors at U of L say 
new teacher education programs at the Universi- those program changes are what's 
ty of Kentucky and the University of Louisville drawing, these students into teach-
which allow students to earn a master's and mg. 
teaching certificat~ in about a year. Traditional- ,- ''When we went to the master's 
ly, to get a teaching certifi_cate students had to degree program, it really kicked up 
take undergraduate education classes and later the enrollment of older, more expe-
go back to school to get a master's degree. riericed students " said Allan 
T~e result, educators say, '!'e better learning Dittmer, chairman°and professor of 
expenences for Kentucky's children. secondary education at U of L. 
J~ last week,_~_ computer scientist, .an ''When.we started the program, we 
engineer and a lawyer sought information about · advertised it as being fa! people 
UK's Master's with Initial Certification program. who wanted to make nud:career 
A 20-year riverboat captain, a neurosurgeon I changes: When you advertise _for 
and people with doctorates in biochemistry and those kmds of people, you find 
physics will start U of L's Master's of Arts in them." 
edu;;tion -;;;-UK agree that KERA 
is the magnet drawing different 
people to the teaching professio~ 
Dean, the 
' auctioneer, says· 
KERA is what's 
1 keeping him i~ 
education in Ken-
tucky.· 
"H it weren't 
for KERA, I 
would have pur-
sued becoming a 
teacher in anoth- Dean 
ir state," said 
Dean, who is in his 40s and plans 
to teach math and science. "l like 
the enlightened atmosphere KERA 
brings." 
'Thompson, who counseled pris-
oners, decided to become an Eng-
lish teacher after watching the 
innovative changes KERA has 
brought to schools her children 
attend in Lee County. 
"The main reason I'm trying to 
become a teacher is because Pm 
excited about KERA," said Thomp-
son, 39. 
Others say they're going into 
teaching for different reasons. 
Lane, the engineer who worked 
at Lexmark, said he wanted to be a 
teacher years ago, but he was led 
to believe men should be engineers 
or lawyers or doctors and· earn lots 
of money. 
"I used to think the money was 
what was important," said Lane, 
28, whose starting salary in teach-
ing will be less than half of what he 
earned as an engineer. "I've come 
to believe that men can be teachers 
and that it's not important to make 
the most money possible." 
Although many people who 
leave other professions to become Teaching program this fall. 
''None of the practicing teachers I've taught 
throughout my career has ever done anything 
but teach," said Traci Bliss, a visiting professor 
who just completed a UK class for older adults 
on education reform. 
Credit for KERA teachers take big pay cuts, recent 
Others credit the Kentucky salary increases for· teachers might 
"This class has experienced so much and can 
bring that experience to the classroom." 
A marine biologist plans to teach biology 
using examples from his career. A director of 
research for horse farms who has studied 
bloodlines of horses around the world will bring 
that knowledge to his science classes. An 
engineer will show real-world examples in her 
physics classes. And a retired Army captain will 
teach history after having been part of it 
"I've seen kids in the classroom mesmerized 
by learning from a teacher who's lived what 
they're teaching about," Bliss said. "It's tremen-
dously exciting for students who will benefit 
from teachers who have all these life experiences 
from which to draw." 
A safe haven 
It is unclear why larger numbers of people 
are making mid-career decisions to get into the 
teaching profession. But a similar move has been 
evident in other states. In California, for exam-
ple, the new wave of teachers surfaced about 15 
years ago, said Roland Goddu, executive secre-
tary of the Education Professional Standards 
Board in Kentucky. 
Some point to the economy as the reason for 
the changes. As industries change and compa-
nies are scaled back, many people ~: teachi.-Jg 
as a safe haven. •~-
Ed ti Reform Act and the , encom;age people to enter the field. 
uca on_ - h · , . Just six years- ago, teachers' sala-. 
changes 1t has broug t - ·,or• · · Ken tuck · · · ilked ~2rid 
example,· encouraging teachers to !1~ m . Y were ra . ~ 
stop lecturing from textbooks ,and m e nation. ~ the 1992-93 school 
instead use innovative, hands-on ,Year, the ranking was ·16th. 
activities - for drawing interest in Frank Law-
teaching. 'son, 44, used to 
''KERA calls for more risks and ' run the machin-
risk-takers in the classroom, and ery. that niakes 
that's what's bringing these types Dooe Cups. He 
of students back to school to· be- wants. to becoi:ne 
come teachers," said James a social stud)es . 
Mcl.oughlin, associate dean for teacher_ to give 
programs and student services at something bac!' 
U of L's education school. "They to the commum- Lawson 
see something new and exciting ty. 
happening in schools and want to 
be part of it." · 
_TEACHER SALARIES ,._,. -
These figures show Kentucky's average tea~her. salary for the 
last five years. The school reform passed in June 1990 led to 
raises for teachers across the state. The average for the last 
school-year is not yet available. · $30,869 $31,115 
$29,115 • 
$35,ooo-r---"'T'""~..,.;,,.----,±--,-, 
$30,000 
l 01 \.\'\ X'~ci ,trbl'V'-
'Q \-c ~ ,C;l,l <:- l.og · 
"There are a 
lot of hopeless · young people 
around," said Lawson, who spent 
nearly three years taking classes to 
meet prerequisites to be admitted 
to UK's master's program, "I want 
to teach kids you can change 
things and meet goals." 
Keith Weth-
ington, 30, a 
wildlife biologist 
with the state De-
partment of Fish 
and • Wildlife, 
says he wants to 
show students in 
his science class-
es how important . 
an education is Wethington 
for a person's life. 
"I didn't achieve much in high 
&hool, so I can relate to lots of 
high school students and can help 
them understand how important 
achievement is," he said. 
And although they don't agree 
on the reasons to change jobs, 
Bliss' students all expect to find 
more satisfaction in teaching. 
"Before, I was making a com-
puter chip. No big deal. No warm 
fuzzies," said Lane, who wants to 
teach math and science. "I want to 
make a substantial difference in 
people's lives." 
The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky, Friday, August5, 1994 
1 ictor Venettozzi 
1917-1994 
Victor A. Venettozzi, 77, of 
1233 Knapp Ave., Morehead, 
died Thursday at his resi-
dence. 
Mr. Venettozzi was born 
Jan. 29, 1917, at Herkimer, 
N.Y., a son of the late Umberto 
A. and Benedette Montana 
Venettozzi. 
He was a graduate of Al-
toona High School in Penn-
sylvania and received bach-
elor's and master's degrees 
from Eastern Kentucky Uni-
versity in Richmond. He also 
earned a master's degree from 
Morehead State University. 
He taught at Eastern Ken-
tucky University, Cornell Uni-
versity in Iowa and retired as 
an associate professor of En-
glish at Morehead State Uni-
versity. 
He ·was a Catholic, served 
with the 82nd Airborne unit 
with the Army during World 
War II, was a member of More-
head American Legion Post 
126 and a sponsor of the Blue 
Key fraternity at Morehead 
State University. 
Surviving are his wife, Va-
sile Manos Venettozzi; two 
sons, Victor George Venettozzi 
of Frankfort and John An-
thony Venettozzi of George-
town; a daughter, Louise 
Venettozzi of Louisville; two 
brothers, Bart Venettozzi -of 
Lost' Creek, W.Va., and John 
Venettozzi of Pensacola, Fla, a 
sister, Mary Venettozzi of Al-
toona; and a grjj]ldchild. 
The funeral will be con-
ducted at 2 p.m. Saturday at 
the Northcutt & Son Home for 
Funerals by the Rev. Peter Ri-
chardson. Burial will be in the 
Calvary Cemetery in Altoona. 
Friends may call after 7 p.m. 
today at the funeral home. 
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!NCAA mies ·don't produce lev~l pla~g·fi.eld 
BY Russ GOUGH 
A regular reader of the sports pages might have gotten the idea by no-.y that college athletic programs 
- especially basketball and football -
are rife with scandal. Hardly a week goes 
by that ~ome recruiting irregularity, illegal 
payment or misbehavior by athletes isn't 
reported or rumored. 
To some extent this impression is no 
doubt warranted, but a good part of it · 
may simply be due to the fact that the 
most powerful governing body in college 
sports - the National Collegiate Athletic 
Association - has enacted sucli a bizarre, 
Byzantine tangle of rules as to make it 
practically impossible at times to tell what 
is right and wrong. From an ethical per-· 
spective, many of the NCAA rules ·are not 
merely inane but morally nightmarish. A 
few examples: 
■ Recruiting brochures and media 
guides "may have only .. one color of print-
ing inside covers." 
■ From the beginning of the school 
year until Oct. 15, basketball coaches may 
associate with their players; but they can-
not discuss anything related to basketball. 
·■:Rides for student athletes to class 
or to church services or to local restau- · 
rants or even to dormitories are forbidden. 
Lacking common sense, compassion 
and, above all, clarity, the NCAA rule 
book - all 512 pages and 2 ½ pounds of 
it - has gained· a notoriety to match that 
of the IRS code. 
NCAA legisla#on is clearly fostering 
myopic, legalistic attitudes that hinder 
thoughtful ethical judgment, Rather than 
~ ;~ ·-,--. t:·""lt· . \· .. 
learning from censure, college sports pro- to create huge numbers of rules that are ' 
grams have increasingly taken to resisting ·largely unenfori:eable and petty, it risks 
the.penalties imposed on them, by arguing divesting all its rule;, of their ethical 
that the conduct being penalized was not importance and respect In fact; the associ- • 
express/y prohibited by the rules. "If it's alion's legislative process is increasingly • 
not against the rules, it's OK" has become distrusted and the butt of sardonic humor , 
. a ubiquitous, albeit ethically self-defeat- . by many coaches and athletes, not to ; 
ing, justification. This attitude in tum mention many university administrators, ' 
leads to yet more NCAA regulation. journalists and fports fans. . . . . 
· NCAA policy has become so rule, These attituaes are not altogether de-
dependent, comprehensive and situation- served. There are those ethically suspect' 
specific tl,lat athletic administrators, coaches and athletes, for example, for 
coaches and support staff are increasingly whom the most i-easoned; most'balanced 
not even required to make ethical judg- and most equitable system will never be· 
ments. They just go by the book, to 'the respected or trusted. It is also true·ihat 
extent they understand il The larger, many rules have:been created because of 
more important ethical questions - re, . an abiding disrespect for the:principles of 
garding, fi:!Y, what courses of ·action are in fair' play. The reasons why the association • 
a student-athlete's best interest in various is in its present ethically preciirl<iils state : 
situations - have been subsumed by are admittedly both historically' in_tricate. · 
petty worries over the literal observance . and many. .. :l'° ,,, · '. 
of the one-size-fits-all rules imposed by a Genuine reform will entail overhauling · 
distant governing body. On this point, the the NCAA. A future model of the NCAA 
Black Coaches Association, which has worth pursuing is one that-looks.more like ; 
done a good deal of wrangling with the the United States Olympic Committee, · 
NCAA in recent months, has sounded a with each individual sport enjoyjng self-
particularly forceful refrain.· governance. The NCAA ·could tiien serve 
The atmosphere created by the NCAA as. an umbrella committee-overseeing and ' 
rules requires not so much what moral .£oordinating tournaments:an<Lcpampion-
.Pbilosophers sometimes call "practical ships, as.well as issues.ofe}jgilitlity. , 
wisdom" - i.e,, the knowledge of how to Toward that end, it could'fiiiitlly get out of · 
exercise ethical judgment in particular the business of trying tQ legi~late an 
!25eS - but the mere ability to recognize, unattainable and mythic;al level 'playing 
mterpret and follow formal rules. The field. · · --- •·--· 
great danger here, of course, is that oper-
ating primarily or solely according to such 
rules can actually prevent individuals 
from doing what is truly right. 
Moreover, since the NCAA coritinues · 
■ Russ. Gough, an assistant professcr of 
philosophy and ethics at Pepperdine Uni-
versity, is a 1994 Sports Ettiics Fellow 
with the Institute' for International Sport,_ 
based at the University of Rhode Island. 
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The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky, Monday, August 8, 1994 Reeder's interest in water 
Msu Pro~essor doesn't stop with ~rayson JJ Lake. He's also working on a 
• $100,000 water quality study of t . g to cultivate several area lakes sponsored ryin by the U.S. Environmental - b Protection Agency through the Grayson Lake ass ~~~- Division of Water and 
· ·· · ·. · · ' .: ·, '· · Among the lakes he's look-
. -M•·i_·•·''_·•"❖•~;- ,..:i..·ROAH®;vawA ing at are Yatesville, Paints-
By J1M ROBINSON '':; _-.. l!filffii! ONDA,.r,n · · .,..,..'""" ville, Crank's Creek, Martin 
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT ags the growth of nongame Fork, Cave Run and Grayson. 
fish, like shad. Reeder said the purpose of the 
MOREHEAD C:... Most Gray- ''People around the lake say, study is to check the health ·or 
son Lake bass fisherman 'We want real clean water and the ecosystem at the lakes. 
probably -don't know· associ- lots of fish,' and those two Reeder;s real expertise is in 
ate Morehead State Univer- goals aren't compatible." wetland ecology, not lakes. In 
sity biology professor Brian So far, the fertilizing has not field work from the Great 
Reeder. hurt the quality of the lake's Lakes to the Florida Ever-
Reeder, you see, doesn't water, Reeder said. glades, Reeder is.gaining a na-
fish and, he says, "never re- To improve the chances of tional and international repu-
ally' cared about fish." the fertilizer working, the tation in the discipline, said 
But the 32-year-old wetland state began fertilizing in the Gerald DeMoss, dean of MSU's 
ecologist is helping with an spring, when the young bass college of science and technol-
experiment on Grayson Lake were beginning to grow. Fish ogy and chairman of the bio-
that could make b~ fisher- and Wildlife crews began logical and environmental sci-
men there very happy. spraying the nitrogen/phos- ences department. 
Through a grant from the phorous mixture on the lake "He knows his discipline 
state department cif:Fish and in April and finished last very, very well," DeMoss said. 
Wildlife and moriey. from month. "He's an extremely competent 
MSU- ·Reeder 'is ·.filing_ to "What we don't want to do is biologist." 
help.inake· ii.i6reJ;,ass grow in grow more rough fish, so we're Unlike many researchers, 
Grayson take, '. '0:··:'-.;.,,_:.·:• • trying to minimize the non- Reeder is a polished teacher 
Reeder- was hired by the game fish and maximize the too, DeMoss said. . 
state Fish and Wildlife de- game fish,'' Reeder said. "Many times with research-
partment to ~heck the leve_ls This winter, they will cut ers they're good at research 
of microscopic fish food m open bass to see if they have- and lousy in the classroom," 
the lake and determine how more of the tiny plants and an- said DeMoss. "Brian is an ex-
fertilizing will affect the imals they eat in their guts ception to that rule." 
lake's food supply and, even- than before. That will tell the Reeder received his Ph.D-
tually, the bass population. scientists if the experiment Is from The Ohio State Univer-
This spring, Fish and Wild- working. sity and . his master's degree 
life workers began spraying · Gerry Buynak, a ·Fish and from Marshall University. 
a mixture of nitrogen and Wildlife bass research biolo- Grayson Lake was the focus of 
phosphorous on the middle gist, said Reeder's expertise Is his study at Marshall. 
third of the lake to promote critical to the success of the He grew up near Youngs-
the growth of the food bass project. . town, Ohio, and earned his 
eat. "It'd be real easy· to mess bachelor's degree at Youngs-
Reeder, an Ohio native up," Buynak said. town State. 
who has taught at MSU for Reeder said it will take four As for the fact that he 
five years, says -trying to or five years to determine if doesn't fish, "No one believes 
make more bass grow_Jn __ . the experiment, currently that because they always see 
Grayson Lake - Is· a -delicate scheduled for two years, had me going off in a boat." . 
job. any effect on the bass popula- But he still passes out advice 
To make bass grow, you tion. on where to fish. . . 
have to create more organisms Buynak said the state under- Yatesville. Lake, he says, is 
· in the lake for them to ~at, took the project because fish- the best place to fish, and 
which can hurt water @ality. ermen on the lake weren't Grayson Lake isn't bad. 
Too· much fertlllier could ere- happy with their catches. "Grayson is still a good 
ate an algae bloom and kill off "This is an attempt to get a place to go bass fishing,'' Reed-
the fish. Short of that, too little more angler satisfaction, er says. "You just have to be a-
mnr.h fi:~rtilizP.r r.nulrl enconr- H" a TT ......... 1r .. " ,., ... ,1..1 '1:>u---1• 
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New plans could ease student-loan repayment crunch_ 
Sometime in Septem- ======i payment of $50 a 
her, everyone with a month). Debts of 
, federally guaranteed $60,000 or more can 
student loan will have be refinanced for as 
many more options for many as 30 more 
paying it off. That's years. You're charged 
when the government's a variable interest rate 
new loan-consolidation - currently 7.4 per-
program will open for cent and capped at 
business. You can take 8.25 percent. 
one or all of the loans JANE BRYANT Think twice, howev-
you're repaying to pri- QUINN er, before extending 
vate sources and refi- the term remaining on 
nance them with the COLUMNIST your loan. That adds to 
government instead. your interest cost, 
If the government offers better which could make the new loan 
repayment terms, than you can more expensive, even at a lower 
get in the private market, you interest rate. 
might want.to switch. Here are DA graduated repayment plan. 
your choices: You pay over the same length of 
. a An extended repayment time allowed under the extended 
plan. This reduces your monthly plan. But your payments start 
payments by stretching them - low and rise every two years, on 
over a longer term. How long de- a fixed schedule. This works well 
pends on how much you owe. if your first job pays peanuts but 
For debts of less than $10,000, your income gradually goes up. If 
you'll be allowed up to 12 more it dgesn't, you can escape higher 
years to -repay (with a minimum payments by switching to the in-
come-contingent plan, described 
below. 
■ A standard repayment plan, 
like the one used for private stu-
dent loans. You make fixed 
monthly payments of at least $50 
to pay off your loan in a maxi-
mum of IO years. If your current 
loans are at 9 percent, you'll like 
the government's lower rate. You 
can prepay this or any other loan 
without penalty to reduce your 
costs even further. 
■ An-income contingent plan. 
This generally bases your month-
ly payments on the size of your 
debt, your adjusted gross income 
(including your spouse's) and 
how many dependents you have. 
If your income is low - $6,000 or 
less - you might pay nothing, 
depending on · how much you 
borrowed. Otherwise, you'll owe 
anywhere from 4 percent to 15 
percent of income, usually based 
on what you reported on last 
year's tax return. 
If your earnings stay low rela-
live to your debt, this plan can 
minimize monthly payments for 
many years - and that includes 
some middle-income borrowers. 
-And you may never have to pay 
the full bill. If you still have a bal-
ance outstanding after making 
the required payments for 25 
years, the rest will be forgiven. 
Anyone struggling to make 
ends meet can inquire about in-
come-contingent payments by 
calling a toll-free federal hotline, 
(800) 4FEDAID. 
The last word hasn't been 
spoken, however, as to how big 
(or small)· income-contingent 
payments should be. The current 
rules run for only one year. Edu-
cation lobbyists, who had a hand 
in shaping these rules, will be 
making formal comments to the 
Department of Education, hoping 
for changes in future years. 
Among the issues under debate: 
■ Are the monthly payments so 
lenient that they will encourage 
overborrowing? · 
■ Are the middle classes being 
coddled? Rep. Tom Petri, R-Wts, 
thinks that loan repayments have 
been lowered too much for those 
borrowers and reduced too little 
for people with low-income jobs. 
■ Is there fair treatment for 
married couples w,ith a double 
student debt? Because of the way 
their joint payment will be allo-
cated, says Petri aide Joseph 
Flader, a larger loan could be 
paid off faster- than a smaller 
loan. If the couple divorces, one 
could be debt free while the oth-
er would still owe a large sum. 
■ Do borrowers understand 
the consequences of super-low 
payments? Often, you won't be 
paying enough to cover the inter-
est on your debt. That unpaid in-
terest will be added to the loan 
balance - meaning that you'll 
pay interest on interest. Educa-
tion-industry groups want less 
compounding. But that would 
raise the program's cost. 
" The Washington Post 
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NCAApanel 
to offer 
options on 
eligibility 
AsSOCIATED PRESS 
OVERLAND PARK, Kan. 
The NCAA Council voted yester-
day to submit two proposals to 
change freshman eligibility require-
ments to the full Division I mem-
bership in January. 
The council voted unanimously 
after three days of meetings in 
Carlsbad, Calif., to send along a 
proposal that mirrors one proposed 
by the NCAA Presidents Commis-
sion in June, and. a second that 
includes less restrictive require-
ments and is similar to the one 
developed by a special committee 
that looked into the eligibility is-
sue. 
The council, the NCAA's 44-
member policy board, took no 
stand ob either proposal. 
"I have a personal view that is 
the same as the rationale of the 
council in advancing the two pro-
posals to the delegates, and that 
personal view is that I think it is 
altogether appropriate to share re-
search on a matter as important as 
this to all the delegates," said 
Joseph N. Crowley, president of the 
.NCAA and the University of Neva-
da "I think when we're talking 
about a question this important, 
then an informed vote is the best 
way to proceed." 
Eligibility requirements that in-
clude minimum grade points in a 
core area of study and minimum 
scores on standardized tests have 
drawn criticism from minorities 
who say the requirements are un-
fair to them. 
The Black Coaches Association 
became particularly vocal in its 
criticism during the winter. 
The first proposal as approved 
by the President's Council, would 
keep standards that are scheduled 
to take effect in August 1995, but 
attempt to soften the requirements 
by instituting a "partial qualifier" 
· provision. 
An athlete unable to meet mini-
mum standards would still be ineli-
gible to play but could receive 
some financial aid and could prac-
tice with the team. 
A partial qualifier would have 
four years of eligibility as long as 
he or she made satisfactory prog-
ress in school Currently, a fresh-
man who does not meet require-
ments loses a year of eligibility. 
The second proposal includes a 
sliding scale in which a lower 
grade-point average can be com-
pensated for with a higher test 
score. As proposed by the special 
committee, the cutoff point would 
be a 2.00 average in 13 core courses 
and a combined SAT score as low 
as 410. · 
The council set the SAT cutoff 
at 610 in its proposal. 
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PCC campaign needs $1.2 millior( 
PADUCAH, Ky. -A campaign for a proposed engineering 
school at Paducah Community College needs $1.2 million more 
to meet its goal of raising $8 million by Dec. 1. 
"We think the establishment of the engineering school in 
Paducah at this time should be one of our top priorities to help 
out the Information Age Park and to help bring the A VLlS 
(u.,.anium enrichment process) plant" to Paducah," said Ed ·' 
Hank, a retired businessman who with his wife recently 
contributed $50,000. "This would help keep our best and ;": 
brightest young people in our area, instead of losing them to " 
other communities as we so often do now." 
PCC campaign officials have $6.8 million in pledges and 
donations so far. The money will be used to build and outfit an 
engineering building. 
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Marijuana arrests net 
Lees College professor 
BY KAREN SAMPLES 
SOUTHEASTERN kfNrucKY BUREAU 
A tenured professor at Lees College in Jackson has 
been charged with five counts of selling marijuana 
after an 11-month investigation by Kentucky State 
Police. , · 
Three other men were arrested yesterday. on drug-
trafficking charges, · and seven more arrests are 
pending, police said. 
L. Dell Sasser, an associate professor and chairman 
of the Science and Mathematics Division at Lees, sold 
4 pounds of processed marijuana and 50 plants during 
the investigation, police said. 
Sasser appeared yesterday, at the federal court-
house in Lexington and was released on his own 
recognizance. 
He has been on the faculty at Lees for 16 years, 
school spokeswoman Susan Herald said. Decisions 
about his status will be made when more information 
on the charges is available, she said. 
On Tuesday, the day of Sasser's arrest, police 
searched a home in Breathitt County and seized 4 
pounds of marijuana and $260,000 in certificates of 
deposit. Officers would not say whose home was 
searched. 
Arrested yesterday on federal charges of marijua-
na distribution were Joe Lykins and Emerald Gene 
Lykins of Wolfe County, and Ronnie Phelps, whose 
home county could not be determined yesterday. 
Police bought 4,745 marijuana plants from Joe and 
Emerald Gene Lykins before the summer harvest 
began, said Sgt. Rick Stiltner of 'the. Jtate police's 
special investigations east section. · 
"We thought instead of buying processed'(marijua-
.na), let's start honing in on people who are actually 
growing, before it gets into the system," Stiltner '?"id. 
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Bourbon offers variety· 
of· college ai(i. funds ~; 
BY CHRIS POYNTER 
HEllALD-LfADER STAFF WRITER 
Getting money for a college 
education is pretty easy if you 
live in Bourbon County and 
graduate from one of the local 
high schools. 
Elizabeth "Buck" Brent's do-
nation of $700,000 to Paris High 
for scholarships is one of several 
trust funds created by bequests 
from deceased Bourbon resi-
dents. 
The first such fund was set 
aside in 1860 by William Garth, 
a graduate of Paris High and 
professor at Georgetown Col-
lege. 
Garth, who died on· Lake 
Michigan in a boating accident, 
left $46,612 to be used for the 
"education of such poor, worthy 
and sprightly young men of 
Bourbon County."· 
His. and others' donations 
led to the establisbmcr.t' of the 
Boys' and Girls' Educational 
Funds, . administered by the 
Bourbon Fiscal Court, which has . 
more than $2.4 million that ac-
cumulates interest. Last year, · 
$118,000 in scholarships was 
given to students from Paris 
High and Bourbon County High. 
Students receive from a few 
hundred dollars to $5,000. 
The Paris High Alunmi As-
sociation also lends money inter-
est-free to needy students. 
"Bourbon seems to be very 
unique when it comes to have 
funds available" for college stu-
dents, said Jan Worth, a trust 
officer at Bourbon Agriculture 
Bank, which oversees the Boys' 
and Girls' Funds. 
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UK gets huge 
response to 
new 'mini-nied 
school' course 
· "We1l-try to keep the esoteric 
1 tenns out and aim things at the 
general population," he said. "l 
think anybody who is willing to sit 
and listen will be able to under-
stand the course." 
Stronger public radio 
F
ANS OF public radio in the 
Louisville area have had 
a very good deal for a 
long while. Two first-rate 
classical music stations - WUOL-
FM and WFPKaFM - as well as a 
terrific public a.'fairs~azz channel 
- WFPL-FM - have entertained 
and informed us well. 
BY JIM WARREN 
HERALD.LEADER MEDICAL WRITER 
UK may have found something 
that disappears faster than its bas-
ketball tickets: slots in its new, free 
"mini-medical school." · 
On Monday, the University of 
Kentucky College of Medicine be-
gan running newspaper ads for its 
first mini-medi-
cal school, a JO-
session course Going fast 
for those who 
want a layman's 
understanding 
of medicine. 
_ By yester-
day afternoon, 
about 250 peo-
ple had called to 
To register. call 
UK Health Con-
nection at 25 7 -
1000 or (800) 
333-8874. 
enroll, leaving only 25 or 30 open-
ings for the evening course, which 
starts Sept 13. 
Organizers had been hoping for 
a strong response, but the rapid 
demand caught them by surprise. 
"I'm thrilled; I'm not ·only 
thrilled, I'm shocked," said Alan 
Kaplan, a UK microbiologist and 
the main mover behind the mini-
medical school idea. 
Never before offered in Ken-
tucky, the course is patterned after 
·similar programs at other medical 
schools. Kaplan said the aim is to 
cover, in much-simplified fonn, the 
basic knowledge regular students 
receive in their first two years of 
medical school. 
Each two-hour session will cov-
er a specific topic, from biochemis-
try, microbes and the immune sys-
tem to aging, new treatments for 
cancer, the latest understanding of 
the human braih and the debate 
over health-care refonn. Part of 
each session will be set aside for 
questions. UK medical school facul-_ 
ty members have volunteered to 
teach the course. 
Not only is the course free, 
there won't be a quiz at the end. 
Kaplan describes it as a painless 
way to become better infonned 
about medicine. 
"This is intended for the butch-
er, the baker, the candlestick mak-
er, anyone who is interested in 
science or thinks that if they had 
another chance they'd like to go to 
medical school. It's also for anyone 
who would just like to feel more 
comfortable reading or watching 
stories about new medical develop-
ments that turn up today in the 
papers and on TV!' 
The class will meet 7 to 9 p.m. 
each Tuesday from Sept 13 to Nov. 
15 at UK's Health Sciences Learn-
ing Center on Rose Street Printed 
. materials will be provided, and 
parking is free in the adjacent 
Kentucky Clinic parking garage. 
Participants will receive no aca-
demic credit but should come away 
with a better grasp of medicine and 
health - knowledge Kaplan thinks 
everyone will need in the 1990s. 
The first such mini-medical 
school was offered by the Universi-
ty of Colorado. Others offering . 
them include the University of 
Connecticut, the University of Ala-
bama-Binninghamand the Medical 
College of Virginia. Kaplan heard 
of the program through a friend at 
Virginia, which offers two such 
courses a year and gets 200 or 
more students for each session. 
Officials are still accepting ap-
plications, and if interest remains 
strong they might offer another 
mini-medical school later this year 
or next year. 
But there has also been a strain. 
Maintaining a kind of healthy ri-
valry, they also tended to weaken 
one another with the operation of 
separate studios and competing 
fund-raising activities. 
That's why the decision to effect 
a merger of sorts, with a unified 
broadcast base at Louisville Gar-
dens, will probably be in the best · 
interest of the stations. The plan is 
to maintain three· public channels 
- one for classical music, one for 
jazz and public affairs and the third 
for a format to be determined .. 
. As this ·occurs, it cannot help but 
make us a bit sad to see an end to 
broadcasting at the public library 
and at the University of Louisville. 
Louisville's library was the first in 
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'Careful' 
prayer can 
be legal-at 
. graduation 
But school officials.: 
must not initiate if{· 
state opinion say~l: _ 
■ The prayer or invocation shoil!d 
be written and delivered by · stu• 
dents. · .. · 
■ The prayer should be nonsec.-
tarian and non-proselytizing. " 
■ Prayer should be allowed only 
at high school graduations, not. at 
middle school or elementary school 
graduations. ": 
By MARK SCHAYER 
Staff Writer 
One court case turned on-. the 
question of whether students:Y,ho 
did not want to participate ·.in·,_a 
prayer at graduation felt coerced 
into participating. The opinion says 
high school students, because they 
are older and have many adult )l!-
sponsibilities, are less subject tO:C!J-
ercion than younger students. · ·_ 
'-- •·~- David Friedman, the geiiml ,,·,j:: · counsel for the American Civil-1,i-
berties Union of Kentucky, said ttiat 
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Schools cllli· he believes student-led prayefijI~t 
take steps to minimiz,, the chance graduation are unconstitutional.lie 
that student-led prayer at high said that although there is one US. 
school graduations will be declared Appeals Court decision that allowed 
unconstitutional, an attorney gener- student-led prayer, there have. been 
al's opinion says. :·0~ at least two other appeals court--tul-
Prayers led by school administra- ings that have declared it ~-. · •• 
tors are clearly unconstitutionaf,' but tutional. The Supreme Court • · . 
court cases are less clear on wht:tll- has never decided whether stucj • 
er students can initiate prayiirs;-at led prayer violates the Constitutfon. 
graduations, the opinion says. -. : The fact that a majority of!i#!i-
"A Kentucky school district coilld dents voted to have prayer at giliil\!:-
refuse to allow any form of prayer ation is meaningless, Friedman 
at a graduation ceremony since the said, since the Constitution was dit 
law is unclea- in this area,''. qte signed to protect the rights of ih_e 
opinion says. But it adds that school minority against the wishes of the 
districts could allow stude~ .to majority. · ;"'.. 
lead prayers if the districts closely "What schools must do is treat re-
follow court decisions in cases fu.. ligious speech the way they would 
volving school prayer. • treat other speech," he said. "What 
The opinion, which was written they may not do is favor religioiis 
by Assistant Attorney General speech. When they put religion ~ 
Lynne Schroering, offers four gen- the program, they are favoring ren. 
era! guldelines for allowing student- gious speech. If a majority ohtii-
led prayer: ~ • dents put together a petition· and 
■ Students must approach the ad- said, 'We would like to give a~ 
ministration to have the prayer and ist lecture,' the school wouldn't do it 
vote on whether to include it in'the simply because a majority· of l;1il! 
graduation ceremony. students wanted it." · •-~-' 
.. 
Th• Kentudly Po,t, n ,uudey. July 28, ltt4 
NKU suspends suit against 
state 
Northern Kenlucky Unlversl -
ly ortlclals h1\Ve pul on hold 
plan• lo sue s~te govemmenl to 
gel more lunds. 
The Board or Regents TI1ura-
day decided to welt.. unlll a spe• 
c lal commltlee o r lhe s to le 
Council on Highe r Educatio n 
completes ll.s sludy on a new 
!unding system before pun;ulng 
legal acUon. 
Regent Phil Taliaferro, who In 
May proposed studying whether 
unlversllles cnn sue the sh1to. 
said Thursday he WRJi willin g lo 
wall on legal action I.Jut still 
w11nls NKU t o reach funding 
parity wtth other universities 
'Tm wilting t.o see what the 
Council on Higher E1tuc11llon 
will do. If It la ta.Ir to Northern, 
lhen all's well that ends well," 
Tallaleno said during a break In 
the regents· mcelln« Thunllay. 
"Bul U ll Is not equitable, • 
then I think we ought lo conlln-
ue to Investigate whether we 
have a legal r ight to cq11itahle 
funding." 
The NKU bonrd or regenls In 
May asked Its lnwyer, Shella 
Trice Bell, lo study whelher IL 
had coru;Ulullonal vound11 to 
sue the slale. Ms. Bell on Thurs• 
day said &he was stlll trying lo 
delermlno lhat. 
Taliaferro, a Covington law-
yer, suggested taking legal 11.cllon 
hecauso NKU, Lhe slate's newest 
university, has lagged lwhlnd lls 
sister unl\'ersllles In slate fund-
mg since It openod In 1968. 
For example, In the ·1992.93 
school year, NKU received $2,689 
per full -lime student from the 
slate while Morehead Slete, 
which has about the same m1m-
ber of full -time student&, re-
ceived $3,460. 
Tallaferro had hoped NKlT 
cuuld g11ol11 equitable handing In a 
case similar lo the landmRrk, 
1985 lawsuit by 66 pubUc school 
dlalrlcts agal11st stole govern-
ment TIUll sull, bued on I.ha 
premlse that stat&-tundlng dis-
parities between poor dislrlcls 
and wealthy ones violated lhe 
slate Con11l1Lutlon. loct lo the 
st.A\.e Sup.-eme Court's n1llng U1e 
entire i;tate school system u n• 
co nslllut Iona I. 
ll also led to the Ke11tuckv 
Education R.efonn Act or I DOD 
ond e redlslrlhullo n of stale 
funds that hel11ed poor district&. 
While lhe Kenlur.ky Conslllll· 
lion provides for equity In publio 
schools, ll doe1m'l numtlon 
higher eduoatlon. So the q ues• 
lion of whether nnJversltles have 
adequate grounds lo sue the 
slat.e hosn't boon answered. 
The NKU I agents on ·n111rs-
day pa.ssed a $65.6 million bud-
get for lhe 199t-96 fiscal ye11r. It 
l11clude11 a $29.5 million appro-
11rlr,t1011 from the state. The rlllit 
of the operating bud1r11t lncluctei; 
$28.J mlllinn from lnlUon nml 
fees; ~5.t million rrom sales and 
ouxlllarl' enterprises and S2.08 
mllllon rrom other servloes. 
The budget le $2.4 m11llon 
more than lhe old budget. 
NKU President. Leon E . 
Boothe said $2 m!lllon of Lhe 
new revenue come, Crom tuition 
nnd recs 1111d $400,0I.IO rrom llio 
st11t..e. 
Boothe said II Is nol f11lr to 
ask NKU students to pay for tu-
ition and ree Increases while 
stale tundlng lags behind lhal re-
ceived hy olhtir universities. 
For example, NKU has more 
part -lime sludents nnd ou t..-oC-
sUlte sludcnt.s than a n11ml>or or 
o ther un tverslUes, so Its actual 
funding level Is In the mlddlt,, 
ond nol on the bolt.om, Cox said. 
"As the board look, al l 
Issue In more detail, they , 
see that filing I\ suit would 
be nece,sory o r approprlal 
Cox said. 
"We are reviewing our Cu 
Ing approach to higher ed1 
lion right now. We know 1e\'1 
Institutions foci they ero un, 
funded." 
Part-time students and non• 
resl1len l s pay hli:he r tnlllon 
ru4e s than rcsldenl students. ln 
1992-03, NKU received a tolal 
"It seems lo me lhal Is pul-
ling the burden 011 the student," 
Boothe said. 
But. Gary Cox, the execllli\'e 
director o r the Council on 
Higher EclucaUon, i;aid the i;tate 
counts tuition as a run,llng 
souroo when IL calculates how 
much money a university should 
receive. 
S5, I 44 J>t!r student If sln\.e a ppr 
prletlons and tuition are co1 
blned, white M orehead Str 
recelved $5,04. 
Earlier this year, lhe Cou 
on Higher Education was 
atructed to develop a h..nd 
formuln for the 1995-98 rt: 
year. "11 you look el both aourc 
Northern Is In the same range 
!Ls sister Institutions," Cox sa 
ARer the l91J5-96 tlecal ye, 
special croup. the Fundlng" 
el Development Policy Com 
tee, may retain some or all or 
council slanctards when ll 
views (unct lng. 
Cox ngrees that all unlver 
Lies could use more mon, 
II ov.·e\"er, he believes lhal tll 1 
a lnwsull against lhe stale Ii 
the way lo sol\'e lbe problem 
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State campaign to stre~ 
teaching of math, science 
BY AMY MCOOWEU 
HERAU>-l.EAOER STAff WRITER 
The ad shows a boy holding a 
computer disk. In the foreground. 
an Unei,nployment Compensation 
Applicahon is shown with the 
words, "If our youngsters don't 
"tudy math, science and computers 
now, they may be studying some-
thing else later." 
But the Partnership for Refonn 
Initiatives in Science and Math is 
relying largely on numbers to 
make its point: Kentucky is 37th in 
average yearly pay among the 50 
states, and 28th among 42 states in 
average math proficiency of eighth-
grade students. 
Tne math and science group 
has persuaded more than 150 Ken-
tucky media outlets to run five 
different ads in the fall and spring 
stressing the importance of an 
education in math and science in 
the job market 
The ads will appear in newspa-
µers and on TV and radio. 
The partnership is a coopera-
tive five-year effort fonned by the 
Kentucky Science and Develop-
ment Council, the Kentucky De-
partment of Education and Ken-
tucky's state universities in 1992. 
It was financed with a $10 
million award from the National 
Science Foundation, which is con-
gressionally funded. 
It also received a S7 million 
dollar match from several state 
sources including legislated money, 
the governor's office. and corporate 
funds. 
The National Science founda-
tion ~ve $10 million awards to 24 
other states last year co promote 
and encourage innovations in math 
and science .education. 
The theme of the ads, "What 
you don't know can hurt you," 
appears in quarter-page newspaper 
customers ready," said Lee Todd Jr., 
partnership co-chairman. 
"I think of this as support for teachers 
in the trenches trying to teach math and 
science on a daily basis." 
Todd said Kentucky traditionally had 
not placed a priority on an education in 
math and science. 
"Traditionally in Kentucky, there have 
not been huge numbers of jobs where 
people created wealth and income based 
on knowledge," he said. "They created 
wealth based on our natural resources. 
But 75 percent of jobs are going to be in 
technology in the next decade. We want to 
use the media to let people know, 'You are 
going to have to learn this.' " 
"lf kids have a better education in 
math and science, they will get better jobs 
and help our economy," partnership com-
munications director Donna Hall said. ~ , ,01.,1-S 
()\-C'-' 
. ~ '(C\'V'-¼-" L 
(' :.., \\._~ (''~I.) J . \ -
'- - ' (7_ f· 
c._ \.,.., GDcl- '( 'vu-b\\.~ c.co.1 C 
/' \ , 
the nation to go on the air with two 
public stations. In the 1950s and 
'60s, WFPL was a creative source 
of information and education for 
schoolchildren in Jefferson County. 
In the 1970s it expanded, with such 
outstanding news programs as 
"Morning Edition" and "All Things 
Considered." 
In addition, creative program-
mers at the library have expanded 
the forum to include New Age mu-
sic and outstanding jazz to lure lis-
teners tired of rock and country. 
ads and in 15-second TV 
and radio spots. The math and science 
partnership begins a six-week media blitz 
Monday and follows up with another six 
weeks in the spring. 
When WUOL first signed on in 
the mid-'70s, it provided a quality, 
stereo sound - and it has consis-
tently maintained high standards. 
It features popular programs such 
as Karl Haas' "Adventures in Good 
Music," and "Broadway by Night," 
shows that we hope the reconsti-
tuted stations will also include. 
Titis union promises not only to 
perpetuate, but also to impro-.'e pub-
lic radio. Praise is due those respon-
sible, and thanks is well deserved 
by those who brought the three sta-
tions to this point in their history. 
"If you're trying to sell a product. 
you've got to have your salespeople in the 
field and an ad campaign getting your 
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State's·: men·:better::~with-- lioopst:than-\booksl 
. . , . ,. . . . .' :-.·.i' . . • . • . -. ... ·, •.• . 
BY RICK BAILEY . ~~'--------------
. HERALD-l£ADER STAFF WRITER 
Kentucky's six Division I men•~ 
basketball teams may be winning 
on· the court, but they, are not 
fating as well in the classroom. . 
Over the past three yeara, only 
15 of 69 players (21.7 percent) who· 
completed their eligibility at the 
state's Division I schools received 
. : degrees )V.heh their eligibility end-. 
·ed. Teii'mo~ of those. 69 players 
have returned · to school to get 
degrees, raising the percentage to 
., 36.2. 
T~o years ago, only 23.8'. per-
cent of the. seniors had earned·. 
degrees · when· their eligibility· as 
athletes ended. . . _ . .- · 
In 1993, the on,fune graduation· 
iate_ was 22.2 percent. . · 
. .. -~, i' . . : ~....... ;' 
_This: year, :6nly., fotir.' of ·21, 
players (19 percent) gradual~. · 
Six. ex-athletes who did ·not 
graduate in the spring of '92 since 
· have earned degrees. Four ex-ath-
letes from the senior class of '93 
have now graduated, and at. least 
two more are close to· completing 
degree requirements. , ,. . 
Several · non-graduates • this · 
spring are in good standing aca-
demically and could earn degrees . 
by December. . : . 
According to the latest fiJiures 
· from the NCAA.' 46 per~t .-~f 
players in the . eniering class' of . 
1987-88 graduated. The graduation 
rate was 56 percent for all stupents , 
entering Division I schools that · 
.. year. · · i 
Basketball players in the .a,m-
monwealth are .following the · 
national trend of all students - · 
. taking more than . the usual four '\ 
yea,,; to graduate. . . . . 
"It takes 10 semesters for the 
average student to graduate," East-
ern Kentucky Coach Mike Calhoun 
said. "Then you put on the added 
burden of basketball." 
Morehead State has the best 
graduation rate over the past three 
years, while Murray State and 
Western Kentucky have done the 
poorest. 
Four of eight Morehead players 
who played as seniors have gradu-
ated the past three years. Two who 
did not play but remained on 
scholarship also graduated. 
Seven of 13 Kentucky basket-
ball players have received under-
graduate degrees. Six of 13 EKU 
Colonels have degrees. Four of 11 
U of L Cardinals have degrees. 
Two players - UK's Jamal Mash-
burn and Louisville's Clifford Ro-
zier - were drafted by the 
National Basketball Association 
and left school after their junior 
seasons. 
Kentucky's Division I 
basketball graduates 
Graduation rates of players who 
completed their basketball eligibil-
ity In the last three years at the 
state's Division I schools: 
School 
Morehead 
Kentucky 
Eastern 
Louisville 
Western 
Murray 
Total 
School 
Morehead 
Louisville 
Eastern 
Western 
Murray 
Kentucky 
Total 
MEN 
Athletes 
10 
13· 
13 
11 
8 
14 
69 
WOMEN 
Athletes 
7 
10 
7 
10 
9 
10 
53 
Grads Pct. 
6 60.0 
7 53.8 
6 46.2 
4 36.4 
1 12.5 
1. 7.1 
25 36.2 
Grads Pel. 
7 100 
8 80.0 
5 71.4 
6 60.0 
5 55.6 
2 20.0 
33 62.3 
Note: Some student-athletes may 
earn degrees when summer ses-
sions are completed and grades are 
posted. 
Only one of 14 Murray Racers 
has his degree, and none_ of this 
year's seven seniors have graduat-
ed. Western has one graduate from 
its eight seniors. However, several 
are on track to graduate at each 
··school. 
But how valid is the hope of 
players completing their degrees 
after their eligibility ends? 
Statewide, six players from 
1992 completed course work after 
their eligibility ran out. That 
means 11 of 21 seniors eventually 
obtained degrees. 
Four members of the '93 senior 
class have gone on to obtain de-
grees, and several players still are 
pursuing diplomas. Presently, 10 of 
27 have degrees. 
This year's percentage was 
lowered considerably by Murray 
State's abysmal perfonnance. The 
Racers were 23-6 on the basketball 
court and won the Ohio Valley 
Conference regular-season title 
· with a 15-1 record. But Murray was 
.000 (zero-for-seven) when it came 
to diplomas. 
However, five Racers, all from 
the junior-college ranks, remain eli-
gible academically to continue their 
education, and Coach Scott Edgar 
hopes they will return to campus 
this fall. 
But Murray's two four-year 
players, Cedric Gumm and Jerry 
Wilson, are academically ineligible 
to return, according to Margaret 
Simmons, assistant athletic director 
for academics and compliance. 
Part · of the problem, ~clgar 
contends is that while his junior-
college players had associate de-
grees, they were unable to transfer 
all their hours of completed course 
work to the four-year school. 
Simmons .. said junior colleges 
"are not doing it right. It's exasper-
ating when they spend two years 
with us and still have two years to 
complete their degree. The curricu-
lum at some junior colleges isn't up 
to par." 
A closer look at each school: 
Morehead State 
Coach Dick Fick is proud of his 
team's educational accomplish-
ments since he -became coach be-
fore the 1991-92 season. 
"Our team grade-point average 
is between 2.8 and 3.1, and the four 
players who will be seniors are on 
track to graduate in the spring," 
Fick said. 
Two Morehead graduates, Don 
Tyndall and David Derozier, fin-
ished their careers on scholarship 
but gave up basketball before their 
senior seasons. 
Troy Lee Thomas, a walk-on 
who was a senior in 1993, has his 
student-teaching assignment to 
complete, and Keith Kinzler, who 
had only one year of eligibility as a 
junior-college transfer, remains on 
scholarship to finish his academic 
work beginning this fall. 
Fick admits that ·graduating 
junior-college players in two ·years 
is difficult, but two transfers -
Tyrone Boardley and Mike Gilles-
pie - are on schedule to graduate 
even though they changed majors. 
Kentucky 
Two of the Unforgettables from 
the '92 season - John Pelphrey 
and Deron Feldhaus - have de-
grees. Richie Fanner and Sean 
Woods have yet to earn degrees, 
according to the registrar's office at 
UK. 
"I thought I would graduate 
this spring, and I was on the list," 
Fanner said recently. "Then I got a 
letter taking me off the list. I'm 
waiting on a professor to change a 
grade that he recorded wrong. I 
think we can take care of it." 
Junior Braddy, who began his 
UK career as a walk-on, received 
his degree in May 1993, soon after 
his senior season. Teammate Todd 
Svoboda, who transferred from 
Northern Kentucky and played as a 
walk-on during his senior year, 
completed his degree requirements 
this spring. 
Mashburn left UK after his 
junior year to pursue an Nj3A 
u1u11ay .:Jli:tte 
. MEN: Graduation rates below par 
Rozier, a transter trom North 
1 
Carolina who had one season re-
maining, Greg Minor and Dwayne 
Morton were recent NBA draft 
choices. They do not have degrees. 
"We provide the necessary 
tools, and people go the extra mile 
to help our kids," Edgar said. "I 
think the rate will go up by next 
Christmas. You'll see a pretty good 
graduation ratio.'' 
:areer with the Dallas Mavericks. 
,enior teammate Dale Brown also 
iasn't graduated. · 
Three seniors from last season 
·eceived degrees this spring - Jeff 
lrassow, Travis Ford and Henry 
rhomas, whose playing career was 
Western Kentucky 
Edgar said several of the ju-
nior-college players are close to 
receiving degrees. Scott Sivills, 
who finished in '93, is completing a 
lengthy degree program in middle 
school education. :ut short by injury. . . 
Gimel Martinez and Jumor-col-
ege transfer Rodney Dent have not 
rraduated. 
' Bob Bradley, associate direct?r 
,f athletics for academics, said 
:Oach Rick Pitino continues· to 
lemand excellence in the class-
oom. "He's pretty incredible," 
lradley said. "The players know 
hey have to take care of bus\ness." 
Former coach Ralph Willard 
got a good start when three of his 
first four senior Hilltoppers gradu-
ated. But none of the six seniors 
who have come through the pro-
gram since then have their degrees. 
Three of the six are on schedule 
to graduate in December, according 
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. to Western officials. . 
Willard, now the coach at P1tts-
hurgh said two years ago that 
West~ recruits players who are 
serious about academics. "I consid-
er myself an educator, _and we've 
put additional emphasis on aca-
demics," he said. 
--- I • FRANKFORT r 
Bradley said former WIidcats 
:ontinue to return and complete 
heir education. 
College awarded $800,000 in grants: 
Kentucky State University has bee~ ~warded t 
than $800 000 in capacity bmldmg gran s 
"James Blackmon (who finished 
1is playing career in 1~87) played 
n every pro league 1magmable, 
md he finished his degree," Brad-
ey said. "He's a soci_al worker in 
:hicago and works with gangs. He 
vas filling" out the procedure to 
ake on new clients, and he was 
.sked where he learned bow. He 
aid 'I learned that at UK.' He has 
lee~ promoted to case worker." 
Willard's graduation percent-
age at Western will impro-:e mar~-
edly if the three players finish tlie1r 
work on a degree. 
New coach Matt Kilcullen is 
expected to welcome seven s~niors 
to his first Hilltopper team this fall. 
rr~: the U.S. Department of Agricut~s1I~:2 
university-received four grant~ wo:ty tud~nt . 
The money will be used for mmon s . 
recruitment and retention programs forhAd!l:1cu1;d 
- grams and for researc 1rec 
tural Sciences pro ddl fsh and stored-grain 
at freshwater prawns, pa e 1 
:astern Kentucky 
In 1992, Eastern was ze!o-for-
ve with its sen.iors grad uatmg on 
me. But within a year, three 
olonels had graduated, and a 
,urth got his degree that summer. 
hat was the best single class 
~centage (80) of any of the Divi-
on I schools. 
Two of the '93 Colonels have 
1rned degrees; three others, in-
uding two walk-ons, attended 
:hool as recently as this spring. 
'his year's senior class of three 
layers is on track to graduate, 
ccording to Calhoun. 
"I think we're doing a pretty 
ood job,'' Calhoun said. "My re-
Jonsibilities' are motivation, pro-
iding the tools and allowing the 
thletes time. Joan Hopkins (EK~s 
:ademic counselor for athletics) 
,s done a great job. 
"Wimp Sanderson (former Ala-
~ma coach) had a great line. 
Jmeone asked him, 'Who gradu-. 
.es from Alabama?' He said, 'Any-
Jdy who wants to.' " 
~ulsville 
At one stage of his 23-year 
1reer at Louisville, Coach Denny 
1.1m had a 16-percent graduation 
ie. Crum made the point that 
ost of his players wanted to play 
·o basketball rather than seek a 
,gree. • 
From 1980 to '93, 26 of the 42 
ur-year players at U of L went on 
pro ball, 14 in the NBA. Some 
,ve come back and earned de-
ees, including assistant coach 
ooter McCray. Others have re-
med for classes. 
Thirteen of the 16 Cardinals 
10 didn't play pro ball in that 
oe have earned their degrees. 
Doug Calhoun, a walk-on who 
is on scholarship the last two 
ars finished his eligibility and 
gr;e requirements this spring. He 
1y play pro ball ove~eas. __ 
beetie pests. 
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~tate fel!l~e b~k¢tl>~playe~ 
are tip'.tQ-.s~¢r:.~d.,then some 
• '•,,. '.'" •'; ••• n• • • • , . ., f<• • • •:• ,, ,.' "• ' •f• • • • • ',:, 
-BY RICK BAILEY Bradley said one ex-Lady Kat rate for all female student-athletes 
HERAUJ.lEADER STAFF WRITER · · • was expected -to graduate this sum- • from that class is 67 percent 
Women basketball players · at mer. Three more fonne, players are The commonwealth's senior 
the state's six Division I schools on track to finish in December. The basketball players.will surpass that 
have a better graduation rate than other four UK players are due to · number when several women earn 
the men and even the female ·stu- return to school this fall: their degrees. · 
dent ·population. !'Female athletes are pretty de- Louisville hopes to achieve a 
Of 53 women who have com-·_ tennined to get their degrees be- perfect record. Since he becilme the 
pleted their basketball eligibility in · · cause they don't ?"Ve that pro Lady Cards coach in 1989, Bud 
the last three years 33 have de- drean1," Bradley said. "CM. (New- · Childers has seen all of his recruits 
grees, 62.3 percent That compares · ton, the athletics director) has stood who completed their eligibility 
with 36.2 percent for male basket- by them. We'll work with a student eventually graduate. Two seniors 
ball players over the same period. as ·long ~ they'll work toward a, froni this past season attended 
"There's no way to put a finger degree. . . . ·. , . summer school and are close to 
on why women do better, but it is. "We'li'have 40 students in "!I completing degree requirements. 
consisten~" said Todd Petr assis- sports who have completed their Th d · M 
tant director of research for the eligibility working·in the_ athletic head 3~r!jy ~1:r~te at ore-
NCAA. "It's true in the general' department this falL getting their "Our coaches Qanet Gabriel for 
student body, too." · · ' ' scholarship and attending classes. women and Dick Fick for men) are 
Margaret Simmons has a rea'. ·. We don't want kids to feel they get very involved," said Jiin Wells, 
son. The assistant' athletic director used · and • then . they're gone. 
for academics. and compliance at 'fhey're here and finishi_ • • ng.'.' · academic/athletic counselor. "Grad- . · uating their players are important 
Murray State, she said, "The fellas That's hapJJfJ!ing_ statewide. • ,, goals of their programs. Coaches 
think they have a future in basket- . Consider the class of 1991-92. • are being evaluated on their gradu-
ball. Women feel they have no Fourteen of the 16 seniors who · ation rates and how they feel about 
future, so they get their degrees. finished their eligibility.liave grad- their kids and their futures." 
Education seems to be a little more uated. · That's 87.5 percent UK's · 
important to female athletes.'' Bradley said 'Stacy McIntyre was 
The seven seniors at Morehead completing degree ·requirements 
State in the last three yearn have this summer, and Kristi Cushen-
received _degrees. The Lady Cards berry has an NCAA post-eligibility 
of Louisville have a graduation rate grant and will finish this fall. , , 
of 80 percent Fourteen of the 20 seniors (70 
Five of Eastern Kentucky's sev- percent) in the class of· 1992-93 
en seniors have graduated. Six of have degrees, · 
Western. Kentucky's 10 _seniors .Only five of 17 seniors (29.4 
have degrees. Five of Murray's percent) from the 1993-94 class 
nirie seniors have graduated. . have graduated,. but · several are 
But only two of 10 Kentucky expected to finish this fall 
Lady Kats have received diplomas. Nationally; 58 percent of. all 
That figure is misleading, accord- females in the entering class of 
ing to Bob Bradley, assistant direc- 1987-88 have graduated according 
tor of athletics for academics. to NCAA figures. The 'graduation 
.,__ 
Like Murray's Simmo~s, Wells 
says women. are more focused on 
obtaining their degrees than men. 
· "They (the women) come to 
school knowing there's not much 
. hope of• playing after college," 
,Wells said. "Since they were 5. 
years old, guys think they'll be 
NBA stars. It's a pipe dream. 
"I tell all our prospects the 
most important performance they 
'will make in this building (the 
Academic-Athletic Center which in-
cludes Johnson Arena) is the day 
they walk across the stage wearing 
their cap and gown." 
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J of L students use it's long way This was a trail with a lime warp. When the Desert Storm was 
all over and it was May 1991 and 
he was back in Florida calling hi 
mother in Gary while some guys 
kissed soil, he found himself newl) 
awake. Again. "Like it was all a 
dream, and 1 woke up in my bed," 
he said. "That period of my life, it'~ 
like. I can't account for time. It's 
like, I was living, but it's just 
missing." 
drama to bridge 
cultural gaps 
By NINA WALFOORT, Staff Writer 
In Mexico on the Day of the Dead, children are 
treated to skulls made of sugar. 
In Germany, cemetery plots are recycled. Bod-
ies are exhumed from their resting place after 
about 30 years and are cremated to make room 
for more burials. 
In Japan, the dead are often put to rest with 
$Orne coins in a purse attached to a belt so the 
deceased can pay the ferry man for passage to 
eternity. 
The death and burial rituals of five cultures 
were explained yesterday by a group of Universi-
ty of Louisville graduate students completing a 
12-day session on how to teach cultural diversity. 
The 20 or so students in Associate Professor 
Muhammad Hanif's Workshop in Elementary 
Education "performed" their final assignment 
yesterday. The graduate students, working in 
groups or on their own, chose a culture to study 
and invented a way to present their findings. Te-
resa Watson's group wanted to present informa-
tion "with an edge" because they work with mid-
dle-school students. "They have this kind of mor-
bid fascination with death," she said. 
So the group focused on burial rituals and used 
them to discuss other cultural traits as well. 
Another group put together a short play telling 
the history of South Africa. 
Elizabeth Brown dressed as a Saudi Arabian and 
served food - a sweetened porridge with raisins 
and almonds - to a group of students while she 
talked about the role of women in that society. 
Kendra Long pantomimed the life of the Inuits, 
natives of Alaska, first in their traditional ways 
and then in their modern lifestyle. Her classmates 
had to piece together how two stories related. 
Hanif said the exercise was to serve as a model 
for the kind of assignments the graduate students 
might give their students. The collaboration, role-
playing and theatrics that the students used are 
all methods endorsed by the Kentucky Education 
Reform Act. 
Hanif applauded his students' efforts. "Role-
playing was one of your strengths," he said. "You 
were not inhibited. You were natural. You were 
dramatic. You were very, very impressive." 
Afterward, as the class took apart construction-
paper palm trees, changed out of costumes and 
packed away props, Hanif talked about teaching 
cultural diversity through performance exercises. 
"It's not a textbook approach," he said. "It's 
learning though experience. It teaches respect for 
all cultures and trying to recognize there are dif-
ferences in belief systems." 
Hanif said the more traditional ways of teach-
ing social studies, with students looking up facts 
in books, don't have the same impact because 
young students are overwhelmed by too many 
facts and quickly forget them. 
"They can really develop insight into those cul-
tures by doing some of those things, by putting 
themselves in those shoes," he said. 
Renee Brothers said she loved the course and 
yesterday's exercise in particular. Wearing native 
garb, she playacted a tour guide in Ukraine and 
included observations and artifacts from her own 
trip there earlier this year. 
She said she was particularly impressed by the 
play about South Africa and said she will borrow 
her fellow students' ideas to use when she teaches. 
"This will make me a better teacher," Brothers 
said. "I have a better sense of other cultures." 
from Scud to 
scholarship 
at Morehead 
GARY, Ind. - Noise crowded 
Ivan Colbert's trail to Morehead 
State basketball. The Iraqis would 
launch one of those Scud missiles, 
and the sirens would blast the 
quiet right out of the Saudi Arabi-
an night. Again and again he 
would spring jack-in-the-box out of 
a newborn sleep, out of a bed 20 
miles from the Iraqi border. 
The obligatory U.S. Patriot 
would leave the premises in pur-
suit of the Scud 
- that departure 
itself sounded 
like a bomb ex-
ploding - and 
Staff Sergeant 
Colbert, United 
--~--• States Air Force, 
CHUCK 
CULPEPPER 
would be upright 
in that awful 
chemical-warfare 
------ suit that felt like 
HERALirlEADER some mad scien-
SPORTS CoLUMN1s1 tist's idea of paja-
mas. He knew 
just where to reach for the gloves. 
I le knew just how lo don the gas 
mask. oisy winter 1991, King 
Khalid mili tary city. Not your ev-
eryday trail to Division I hoops. 
Next would come the thoughts: 
Did I app(v the masll properly? Did I 
leave any air holes? And what 1/ the 
l'ahiot doesn't hit the Sc11d;, And 
when the threat was over and the 
mask was dispensable, there was 
always that lousy instant of doubt: 
Is the gas really gone? Do they know 
(or sure? How can they know? 
Duty crowded Colbert's trail, 
which will reach Morehead this fall 
al age 26. ummer, 1990: I le was 
just about to play shooting guard 
for a lra\'eling Air Force learn, out 
of his station in Clovis. N.1\1.. when 
he learned he would be headed lo 
Cairo. Egypt - not to play basket-
ball , of course. When he got to 
Gennany, he learned he would be 
headed instead lo Saudi Arabia -
definitely not to play basketball. 
Months later, the assignment 
helping crews pick up dead lraqi 
soldiers wasn't choice, but it wasn't 
too much to ask of a computer 
programmer. "lt was just a job," 
Colbert says. "Something I had to 
do that was part of my enlistment." 
Duty. 
What else? Monsoon got in the 
way once. One of the first nights in 
Saudi Arabia, he put down a duffel 
bag for a pillow, covered himself in 
rain gear and slept outside on the 
unforgiving sand-mud in the down-
pour. ot exactly the typical path 
to ESPN. 
The famous Duke-UNLV game 
of 1991 of which many collegians 
speak? Colbert watched from the 
Middle East at four in the morning. 
Basketball practice? Well, Colbert 
never found the hoops around King 
Khalid until after the war. They 
had bern two miles away and he 
had never known it. 
lllness came into the fray. On 
the first trip home since the war, 
from New Mexico to Gary, Christ-
mas 1991, Colbert's pneumonia 
was bad enough that somebody on 
the train suggested he seek medical 
attention. That was in Kansas. 
When he finally made it stubborn-
ly to Gary, the doctors said he 
couldn't have let it go much longer 
and held on to his life. Dawn 
Robinson, who had written all 
those inspiring letters and sent 
them to the Middle East, had to 
visit the hospital to see him. 
Here's another plague: exces-
sive muscle. After the 10-14-hour 
work days in Saudi Arabia, there 
was li ttle to do except eat, talk, 
wash clothes and lift weights. and 
here suddenly was Colbert, 5-foot-
11 and a fatless 225 pounds. For IO 
months, there had been no mi1Tors 
around. Now he was so buffed the 
sight shocked him. His fellow East-
ern New Mexico Junior College 
players thought he was a boxer at 
first. Losing fat is t11ugh: losing 
muscle is counter-C\C'r\'thing. "To 
be honest with you, I almost had to 
starve myself (to dwatf to 182)," he 
said. 
His trail veered so far from 
basketball only to come back, 
you'd think this was some stick-to-
it story about a raging desire just 
to play the game somewhere, any-
where. · :, , , 
It is not quite that. .,, 
''When I ~ growing up,· I 
thought there were three ways out 
of Gary," Colbert said. "There was 
sports, there was the penitentiary, 
and there was the graveyard." Col-
bert is interested in adding escape 
hatches. He wants to get a Ph.D., 
probably in computer science, and 
then he wants it to be exemplary to 
the children in the black commwti-
ty. Basketball is only a vehicle for 
that. He chose Morehead over Cor-
nell partly because Mor~ead 
Coach Dick Fie½ presented i de- 1 
tailed trail to graduation-, rig~t to 
the day of the ceremony. · , 
T_!)ese kinds of ideals spring , 
from parents like Sanford and Ida-
lia Colbert. When .your father 
worked at ·Inland Steel as a crane 
operator for 38 years and never 
missed a day and never called in 
sick and always showed up at 2 
when the shift started at 3, you can 
see firsthand that work is just 
about essential to life. 
When Colbert came out of Roo-
sevelt High in East Chicago, in 
long-ago 1986, he possessed the 
knowledge he had to leave home. A 
few basketball nibbles, small 
schools, didn't entice. "All my 
friends that have stayed, most of 
them are either in jail, or a lot of 
them have died," he said. He had 
always loved computers. 
lCo ""\ .') 
~ULPEPPER::)liti. 
H LO LEADER LEXIN\:ilVl'I, ni. • '""·',....''' •----· LEXINGTON ERA · ' . 
When he visited Gary jtis~ pe-. 
. . ·•.- ' ... · 
Jore leavin~ for the Persian Guif .. 
'lie ran ·across the woman who had, 
· he said, "rejected me'' in high ·, 
school. They talked. He gave her a 
· ride home. She said she would· 
·. write. . ' ' ' ' . ' ' 
· ·. . The mail woulcl travel to Saudj. . 
: Arabia as 'if by pony express. The· 
first batch arrived just before the ·. 
:. actual wai_. started. Colbert read 
. the first letter, from this Dawn 
. Robinson, herself an accountant, 
and he turned to a friend and said, 
. '. ''This is tile lady I'm going to , . '. .. 
; maJTY~" __ _..1, _: · .. • . ·. . 
:, · · .. On a bus nde back from Ri _. :. 
.', yadh one day, though, a rumor of 
:·war gathered steam. Thousands of, 
,:· chemical-resistant suits began to_ ,· 
: arrive at King Khalid. The word . 
i': "Scud" was about to become · ... · :. 
· household-American. "After so · 
ni,my'Scud explosio~s and.~ so 
. ·mucli I got to the pomt where 1t 
_. W1!5, if I die, I just die," Colbert " : 
s.nd.. • . . . . 
· _,· The trail then showed no sign_ 
· that he would return to New Mexi-
co arid then follow an assistar:it 
coach, Patrick Klingler, to Joh~t 
(Ill.) Junior Gollege. No revelation 
. · that Joliet would win the 1~ 
Division II junior-college national 
:. · championship, that Colbert would 
:make 100 three-point shots that 
· year and that all the younger guys 
would call him "Sarge." . · 
There was no hint he would 
marry Dawn, or that they would 
have a son, Ivan Jr., now 11 
· months old. And there certainly 
was no indication that, today, they 
would leave Gary for Morehead, · 
this place that reminds him of 
where his mother grew up (Fair-
inon~ W.Va.), this place so unapol-
ogetically quiet 
I 
We neoo. more like Doran 
As board chainnan of one of the larger 
· banks in Morehead for many yearcl ~ h~~e 
been in a position to observe . O r e 
activities at Morehead State Umvers1ty. 
As a result, I resent yo~ July 13 
ed"toiial belittling the accomplishments of 
Ad Doran during his tenure here from 
19M~o 1'517. Not only did Adron Do;lln 
lead a massive expansion of the physical 
!ant of our institution, he also d~veloped 
~ academic structure that continues. to 
this day and meets all known accredita-
tion standard.s. 
you do not need to tear down ti\e 
accomplishments of men like Adron Doran 
and Robert Martin of Eastern Kentucky 
University to show how tough you ar~. I 
only wish we had more like them acticv:e . 
today. 
ALPHA M. HUTCHINSON 
CHAIRMAN, THE CITIZENS BANK 
MOREHEAD 
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Colle e awards education degrees: . 
Georg!own College awarded 71 master of arts m 
education degree at its 37th commencement yes-
terday. Dr. Thomas R. G!-lskey, professor of 
education at the·Univers1ty of Kentucky, was the 
keynote speaker. 
_' · There was1 though, the founda-
. non of this one thing, which_ Col-
.: bert said in his living room m 
... Garf, just as Dawn was walking· 
· through: "She aoesn't understand 
how I just jump up right out of bed . 
in.the morning." · · 
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~x-nursing stD:~e,~t :a¢cuses EKQ .of age· bias-\ 
claimed ihaf: she- ·;•received ·; top at the schoolabout her age and~ crimlnatlon complaints · in -Its re-
grades in her classroom work; but she waited so long to enter nursing. sponse. 
Associated Press 
RICHMOND, Ky. -A former stu• 
dent has filed a lawsuit against 
Eastern Kentucky University and its 
nursing program, alleging she was 
dropped from the program because 
o\ her age. .. . . 
B. :Jean-to· MOha~bl -who was 44 
w.l)en '5he.enrolled .Al .. ll~. In 1989, 
that her grades in c)lnlcal-course.- She said she was dropped from the University spokesman Doug 
work were changed to "unsatisfac- · program after the spring semester Whitlock said EKU does not com• 
tory" in order to drop her from the in 1990. 
program. . . The suit, filed last month, seeks ment on active litigation, but added 
Lo Monaco:' who. has moved to damages for income Lo Monaco lost that_ ther_e i~ _a ~niversity policy 
· Texas, complained in the suit in when she could have been a nurse agamst-d1scnmmal!on of any sort. 
Madison Circuit Court that she also and unspecified punitive damages., . No ruling has been made in the 
was asked by instructors and others The university denied the age-dis- case. -~ 
Student loan payback options expanding 
. MONDAY, AUGUST 15,_ 1994 ■ LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, lExlNGTON, KY. ■ 
S ometime in September, ev-eryone with a federally guaranteed student loan will 
have many more options for pay-
ing it off. That's when the gov-
ernment's new loan-consolidation 
program will open for business. 
You can take one or all of the 
loans you're repaying to private 
sources and refinance them with 
the government instead. 
Why might 
you want to 
switch? If the 
government of-
fers better re-
payment terms 
and options 
than you can 
get in the pri-
vate market 
Here's what 
your standard 
JANE BRYANT 
QUINN 
choices are go-- SvN01cATEO 
ing to be: COLUMNIST 
(1) An ex-
tended repayment plan. This 
reduces your monthly payments 
by stretching them over a longer 
term. How long depends on how 
much you owe. For debts of less 
than $10,000, you'll be allowed up 
to 12 more years to repay (with a 
minimum payment of $50 a 
month). Debts of $60,000 or more 
can be refinanced for as many as 
30 more years. You're charged a 
variable interest rate - now 7.4 
percent and capped at 8.25 per-
cent 
Think twice, however, before 
extending the term remaining on 
your loan. That adds to your 
interest cost, which could make 
the new loan more expensive 
even at a lower interest rate. 
(2) A graduated repay-
ment plan. You pay over the 
saine length of time allowed un-
der the extended plan. But your 
payments start low and rise ev-
ery two years, on a fixed sched-
ule. This arrangement works well 
if your first job pays peanuts but 
your income gradually goes up. If 
it doesn't, you can escape higher 
payments by switching to the . 
i'!come-contingent plan (below). 
(3) A standard repayment 
plan, like the one used for 
private student loans. You 
make fixed monthly payments of 
at least $50 to pay off your loan 
in a maximum of 10 years. If 
your current loans are at 9 per-
cent, you'll like the government's 
lower rate. 
You can prepay this or any 
other loan without penalty to re-
duce your interest costs even fur-
ther. 
(4) An income contingent 
plan. This generally bases your 
monthly payments on the size of 
your debt, your adjusted gross 
income (including your spouse's) 
and how many dependents you 
have. If your income is low -
say, $6,000 or less - you might 
pay nothing, depending how 
much you borrowed. Otherwise 
you'll owe from 4 percent to 15' 
percent of income, usually based 
on what you reported on last 
year's tax return. 
_ If your earnings stay low rela-
tive to your debt, this plan can 
minimize monthly payments for 
many years - and that includes 
some middle-income borrowers 
as well as people with lower in'-
comes. And you might never 
have to pay the full bill. If you 
still have a balance outstanding 
after making the required pay-
ments for 25 years, the rest of 
your loan will be forgiven. 
Anyone struggling to make 
ends meet should see if income-
contingent payments can help. 
The toll-free federal hot line is 
(800) 4FEDAID. At the moment, 
the operators there can give you 
only general information. But 
they'll take your name and ad-
dress for mailing the loan-appli-
cation forms as soon as they're 
ready. 
The last word hasn't been 
spoken, however, as to how big 
(or small) income-contingent pay-
ments should be. The current 
rules run for only one year. Edu-
cation lobbyists had a hand in 
shaping these rules, but many 
aren't happy with the outcome. 
They'll be making formal com-
ments to the Department of Edu-
cation, hoping for changes. 
Among the issues under debate: 
■ Are the monthly payments 
so .lenient that they will encour-
age overborrowing? The Clinton 
administration thinks not, but it's 
all ·a guess. · · 
■ Are the middle classes be-
ing coddled? Rep. Tom Petri R-
Wis., thinks that loan repayi{ients 
have been lowered too much for 
borrowers with middle incomes 
and reduced too little for people 
with low-income jobs. 
■ Is there fair treatment for 
married couples with a double 
student_ debt? Because of the way 
their Jomt payment will be allo-
cated, says Petri aide Joseph 
Flader, a larger loan could be 
paid off faster than a smaller 
loan. If the couple divorce, one 
could be debt free while the other 
would owe a large sum. 
Ii Do borrowers understand 
the consequences of super-low 
payments? Often, you won't be 
paying enough to cover the inter-
est on your debt. That unpaid 
interest will be added to the loan 
balance - meaning you'll pay 
interest on interest. This com-
pounding can continue until your 
, . 
loan is 50 percent larger than the 
one you started with. After "that, 
you pay simple interest with no 
compounding - but you have a 
much more daunting debt. Educa-
tion-industry groups want less 
compounding. But that would 
raise the program's cost. 
Maureen McLaughlin, a sen-
ior policy adviser to the Educa-
tion Department, thinks the many 
new options for repayment will 
help ·borrowers, not endanger 
them. "We will be giving them 
information on how they ca~ re-
pay and what it costs over time," 
she savs. · 
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Public service project to help two way: 
Youths will get 
activities, older 
people some jobs 
By PAUL BAIDWIN 
and CARY B. WIWS 
Staff Writers 
Mike Anderson already goes to 
college. But he hopes a community 
service program that will begin in 
his neighborhood next month will 
make paying for school essier. 
Anderson lives in Newburg, one 
of two Jefferson County neighbor-
hoods · that will benefit from a 
$239,177 federal grant announced 
yesterday. 
Gov. Brereton Jones presented 
the check to Agencies/Communities 
Merging Effectively, or ACME, a 
new local consortium and one of six 
Kentucky agencies sharing in $1.4 
million from President Clinton's 
fledgling AmeriCorps program. 
The Jefferson County program 
will provide 18 full-time and four 
part-time public-service positions 
for people 17 and older, to be divid-
ed equally between the Russell and 
Newburg neighborhoods. They will 
work primarily with youths ages 9-
18 on activities designed to reduce 
violence and improve academics. 
Participants, or "members," will 
spend a year in• public service, and 
in return they will be paid $7,600 in 
living expenses. At the end of the 
program they would earn up to 
$4,725 for college or vocational 
training. Fresh college graduates 
who participate could apply the 
money toward a student loan. 
Anderson, a sophomore at Jeffer-
son Community College, plans to 
apply this week for one of the posi-
tions offered in the New-
burg/Rangeland area. 
"It might be helpful later on down 
the line," said Anderson, 20. ''They 
need to have more things like ibis...-
Applicants must apply bye!~_ 6
and be approved by repres 
from ACME - a partnership ~ 
up of Louisville and Jefferson ~~ 
ty governments, the Unive~:9f 
Louisville ·and Jefferson 
Public Schools. .;,; . 
The program is scheduled tcrlie-
gin. in mid-September, afte~ 
participants will receive · · 
and begin working around • . : O;: 
Robert Tinker, coordinator for.1he 
city's Neighborhood Youth ~
said members may work in ll•r: 
of jobs - for the county Health De-
partment, for example, or as police 
cadets alongside county police offi-
cers, or they may get involved in a 
U of L program to help children un-
der 12 work on self-esteem. 
· In the Russell neighborhood, par-
ticipants will likely work out of the 
Village West Mall. In Newburg, they 
will be working at the Neighbor-
hood Place, a social services clear-
ing house at Thomas Jefferson Mid-
dle School that will oversee both 
programs. 
ACME's applicatiop. to Ameri-
Corps said local officials hope to 
achieve "a 75 percent, reduction in 
recidivism for violent crimes, as 
measured by the number of suspen-
sions for fighting, etc., the number 
of detentions by Jaw enforcement 
officials and by _number of arrests" 
among a target group of 100 youths. 
Lynn Rippy, youth services ad-
ministrator for Louisville's Depart-
ment of Community Services, said 
teen-agers in the target group will 
come mostly from Jefferson County· 
schools and the courts. 
Tlie program also is designed to 
train 2,000 young people in the two 
neighborhoods in· violence-preven-
tion techniques, "resulting in a 20· 
percent decrease in the incidence of 
youth ·violence.'' Tutoring anifother·, 
efforts will focus on improving 
school grades and attendance. 
Part of the money will be used to 
begin a Neighborhood Youth Board 
in Newburg, the first in Jefferson 
County outside the city limits. 
AmeriCorps workers will recri·· 
teen-agers ages 13 to 19 to the Y,✓. "1. 
board. '.( 
AMERICORPS 
AmeriCorps Is a national 
service program created by 
President Clinton to · 
encourage youths to become 
involved -in improving their 
communities. 
Successful applicants will 
receive up to $4,725 for 
tuition and $7,600 for living 
expenses. The tuition money 
will be held in trust and paid 
directly to any four-year 
college the student attends. 
Students also will receive 
health-care coverage. 
How to apply· 
For more information on 
AmeriCorps programs In • 
Kentucky, call Dwan 
Chester.Johnson at (502) 
564-5195. 
The application deadline is 
Aug. 26. ,_ , 
Louisville already has _14 youth 
boards, including one in Russell, 
providing leadership training and 
activities for teens. 
Russell and Newburg were cho-
sen because of unemployment and 
poverty rates of 25 percent or high-
er. Rippy and Tinker said they hope 
the grant will be renewed for at 
least two more years and perhaps 
expanded to other neighborhoods. 
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1Ky. 'Peace Corps' 
programs in_ line 
for $1.4 million 
HERALD-LEADER FRANKFORT BuREAU 
FRANKFORT - Six Kentucky programs wit 
receive more than $1.4 million as part of an effort b, 
President Clinton to boost community services dealin~ 
·with education,~public safety and the needy. 
Gov. Brereton Jones ·announced grants from thr 
new federal AmeriCorps program during visits yester 
day to Louisville, Franklin, Richmond and Morehead 
He will make another announcement today in Frank 
fort. . . 
AmeriCorps was established in. September. It i, 
Clinton's version of the Peace Corps in the Unitec 
States. 
Jones said the money for Kentucky will pay to hire 
113 people. Workers, called AmeriCorp members wit: 
receive a living allowance, health care, child cate, ~her. 
needed, and an award of up to $4,725 for schooling. 
'.' Kentucky programs receiving money are: 
■ Jefferson County public scliools, $239,177 tc 
operate offices in two Jefferson County neighborhoods 
to teach residents. about prevention of violence anri 
truancy. 
■ Simpson County Board of Education, $272,492 
to work one-on-one with second graders to improv< 
their reading scores. 
■ Eastern Kentucky University, $239,177to coor-
dinate efforts with 20 school districts and two colleges 
to educate people. 
School districts involved are Bell, Berea, Boyle. 
Corbin, Estill, Garrard, Jackson, Lincoln, Madison. 
McCreary, Monticello, Pineville, Powell, Pulaski; Rock-
castle. Science Hill, Somerset, Wayne, Whitley and 
Williamsburg. Berea and Cumberland are the two 
colleges in the program. 
■ Morehead Statef!niversity, $239,177 to improve 
the education of at-nsk children in schools in the 
Eastern Kentucky counties of Bath, Carter, Lewis. 
Magoffin, Menifee, Montgomery, Rowan and Wolfe. 
■ Homeless and Housing Coalition of Kentucky. 
$410,518 to help the homeless in Campbeti Franklin. 
Hardin, Jefferson, Kenton, Lewis, Madison, McCracken. 
Perry and Warren counties. 
■ Northern Kentucky United Way and Communi-
ty Chest, $39,600 to reduce physical abuse against 
children and the elderlv. 
The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky, Monday, August 15, 1994 
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Program to offer help to students, parents 
By JIM ROBINSON 
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT 
MOREHEAD -- Morehead 
State University is among 
nearly 300 organizations and 
agencies that have been se-
1 e ct ed. to operate service 
projects in AmeriCorps -
President Clinton's national 
service initiative. 
Gov. Brereton Jones was 
scheduled to be in Morehead 
this afternoon to announce 
funding for MSUCorps, a pro-
·gram that will offer tutoring 
and-counseling to students and 
their families in eight eastern 
Kentucky counties. 
The program will employ 20 
workers to tutor 250 students 
and counsel 200 families in 
Bath, Carter, Lewis, Magoffin, 
Menifee, Montgomery, Rowan 
and Wolfe counties. 
MSUCorps is one _of six Ken-
tucky programs to be funded. 
David Crowley, director of 
the Kentucky Community Ser-
vice Commission, which man-
ages AmeriCorps in Kentucky, 
said the programs are in-
tended to address a specific 
problem and to give the work-
ers the skills .and commitment 
to continue to help their com-
munities. 
"Hopefully, for many of the 
people who serve in this pro-
gram, it will be a life-changing 
experience," Crowley said. 
"They'll have a set of skills 
and ·commitment that they will 
take with them to enrich their 
community." 
AmeriCorps workers will re-
ceive $4,725 in educational as-
sistance. They can use it to 
pay tuition or educational 
loans. They also will get $7,600 
in living expenses for the year. · 
Applicants have to be 17 
years old and have a high 
school diploma or commit to 
work toward a GED. 
Aug. 26 is the final deadline 
for applications. 
MSUCorps will. be operated 
in conjunction with· the 17 
Family Resource Centers and 
Youth Service Centers in the 
eight counties. The ce_nters, 
mandated by the Kentucky Ed-
ucation Reform Act, were set 
up to help disadvantaged stu-
dents get through school. 
Crowley said MSUCorps, 
which will set up volunteer 
mentoring programs in addi-
tion to providing tutoring and 
family counseling, is expected 
to receive $240,000 annually for 
three years. 
The other Kentucky pro-
grams will be operated by 
Eastern Kentucky University, 
the Homeless and Housing Co-
alition of Kentucky Inc., the 
Simpson County Board of Ed-
ucation, the Jefferson County 
school system and Northern 
Kentucky United Way and 
Community Chest. 
I 
The programs are expected 
to receive $1.4 million of the 
$380 million allocated around 
the country this year for 
AmeriCorps. 
Applications for MSUCorps 
should be sent to the Aca-
demic Services Center, UPO 
1228, Morehead State Univer-
sity, Morehead, 40351, or to the 
Family Resource or Youth Ser- _ 
vice centers in any of the eight C £i' !(l 'S · B 
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By LYNN SHAFFER I FOR THE DAILY INDEPENDENT 
MSUCorps launch~d 
Gov. Brereton Jones applauds remarks by More-
head State University President Ron Eaglin Mon-
day after Jones announced a $239,177 grant 
for MSUCorps, a new program to provide coun-
seling and tutoring services for at-risk students . 
in eight counties • 
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Lexington lawyer Plymale 
chosen as- UK legal· counsel 
HERALD-LEADER STAFF REPORT 
Lexington l~wyer Richard E. 
Plymale was unanimously chosen 
to become the University of Ken-
tucky's legal counsel during· a 
board of trustees meeting· yester-
day. 
That appointment, one ofsever-
al decided by the board, fills the 
position of John Darsie Jr., · who 
died in April. 
Plymale, who will take the job 
in mid-September, is a partner in 
the Lexington firm of Brown, Todd 
and Heyburn, where he is...a senior 
trial lawyer. His clients have in-
cluded former Gov. Wallace Wil-
. , 
kinson. 
Plymale also has been an as-
sistant deputy attorney general, 
deputy federal defender for the 
Eastern District of Kentucky, as-
sistant U.S. attorney for the Central 
District of California and an asso- . 
ciate in a Los Angeles law firm. 
In other appointments: 
■ Two scholars accepted ap-
pointments to the Otis A. Single-
tary Chair in the Humanities, a 
post empty since 1992 when former 
UK President Singletary left it. 
The chair, established for a 
professor with outstanding teach-
ing and research background, will 
be held jointly by Susan Bordo, a:' 
philosopher at Le Moyne College in · 
Syracuse, N.Y., and William Freehl-
ing, a former history professor at · 
the State University of New York · 
at Buffalo. 
Bordo, who has published 
works on feminism, and Freehling; 
a pre-Civil War historian, will· be> 
gin teaching this fall. • 
■ The new director of the Of: 
flee of International Affairs at UK. 
is Michael Reed. a UK faculty· 
member since 1978. · · · 
■ Leland "Buck'' Ryan was .. 
wranimously approved as director.· 
. of the School of Journalism. ,' 
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BRECK SMIDIER 
Morehead State University has a new staff and many new faces on its roster, but players say this year's squad has newly found unity . ......__ 
Beyond the exodus 
Morehead finds. new spirit among those who stayed and came abo~d 
BY RICK BAILEY 
HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITER 
MOREHEAD - McPherson 
College of Kansas had recruited the 
junior-college linebacker from Cali-
fornia for four months, and when 
Craig Myers called to say he was 
signing with Morehead State the 
result was predictable. 
"He (Coach Bruce Grose) hung 
the phone up on me," Myers said 
during yesterday's media day ac-
tivities. 
But because of his head coach 
at Los Angeles Harbor Junior Col-
lege, Don Weems, and Morehead 
assistant Ron Burton, Myers finds 
himself in the Eastern Kentucky 
foothills, far from his hometown of 
L.A., running first-team outside 
linebacker for the Eagles and wait-
ing to register for classes. · · 
It doesn't matter that Morehead 
has indicated its plans to play non-
scholarship football by 1998 or that 
several players left in the aftermath 
of the school's announcement last 
winter. 
"My coach told me Morehead 
needed some players, · that they 
probably would. have a .good pro-
gram and could use a rush end 
(outside linebacker)," Myers said. "I 
can also play inside linebacker, 
nose guard and defensive tackle." 
With only one defensive line-
man (Mike Connor) returning, My-
ers fits into new Coach Matt Bal-
lard's forced scheme of developing 
versatile players as he tries to 
rebuild the Morehead program. 
"Coach Burton told me More-
head had a new staff, that we 
would have to work hard, but we 
could bring the program up this 
year," Myers said. "I didn't know 
what to expect, but I know we will 
play smash-niouth football." 
So Myers cast his lot with 
Morehead, instead of McPherson or 
Idaho State, and recently got his 
first look at country life - '1t's 
pretty up here," he said. 
But not every Eagle is a new- ' 
comer although almost half of the 
72 players on the roster are listed 
as freshmen. Several veterans 
stayed. 
"I've got a lot of friends and 
want to get my degree," said Hec-
tor Diaz, a senior cornerbacli .and 
Morehead's only pre-season All-
Ohio Valley Conference ·selection. "I 
didn't want to transfer and lose all 
my credits." 
Nor did Diaz want to lose his 
scholarship. A Proposition 48 casu-
alty, Diaz paid his way for a year 
and a half before earning a grant 
Diaz has been impressed with 
{t:•t--\•ttl,liA ~-V"\ ,7v~U(Oc''t.- \O~((_ 
Senior comer-
back Hector 
Diaz is More-
head's only 
pre-season 
AI\-OVC 
selection. 
MOREHEAD: 
Eagles look 
beyond exodus 
FROM PAGE C1 
Ballard. 
"He changed my attitude," Diaz 
said. "He made me believe this 
group could bring everybody up. 
He made me and the whole team 
work harder." 
The biggest change, said soph-
omore safety Cliff Freeman, has 
been across the line. The Eagles 
were shut out in four of their last 
six games in 1993. 
"The offense is moving in a 
great direction," Freeman said. 
"I've seen enormous improvement, 
especially in the short time they've 
got the offense in. They've been 
able to adapt to it nicely." 
Like.Diaz, Freeman didn't want 
to mess with his scholarship. 
Matt Venturino, a fifth-year senior wide receiver, 
said leaving Morehead "never crossed my mind, 
but it affected a lot of people. I knew things 
would get better, and it did. I'm glad I stayed." 
"I thought about leaving," Free-
man said. "But I'm on a free ride, 
and I couldn't let go of that I've got 
to take advantage of the scholar-
ship." 
The upheaval surrounding 
Morehead's future that led to Cole 
Proctor's resignation as· coach and 
Ballard's hiring didn't faze Ventur-
ino, a fifth-year senior wide receiv-
er who also returns punts. 
"It (leaving) never crossed my 
mind, but it affected a lot of 
people," he said. "Everybody was 
disappointed and hurt, but I tried 
to stay positive for the younger 
guys. I knew things would get 
better, and it did. I'm glad I stayed. 
· There's more team unity now than 
I've seen in the years I've been 
here." 
· Chris Berry, an incoming fresh-
man from South -Laurel High 
School, is just learning about unity. 
An outfielder and pitcher in base-
ball and a safety in football, he 
wanted a· chance to play both 
sports. 
Berry, in fact, was recruited 
more for his baseball skills, but 
Ballard wanted him to play football 
at Union, where he was coach at 
the time. 
"When Coach Ballard learned I 
hadn't signed, he got in touch with 
me and' explained the situation at 
Morehead to m_e," Berry said. "Now 
I take it day to day. It's all so new." 
!Jerry was encouraged by his 
experience with the Kentucky all-
siars ·who played Tennes..<ee's·best 
in the annual sununer game in 
Memphis. 
"A lot of :guys are going to 
Murray and Eastern Kentucky 
(OVC schools), so we talked about 
how we'd play against each other," 
Berry said. ''My main goal is to get 
some playing time." 
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UK's general counsel is named 
LEXINGTON, Ky, - Lexington attorney Richard E, Plymale 
was named the University of Kentucky's general counsel yester-
day by UK's board of trustees. · 
Plymale, 53, a partner in the law firm of Brown,· Todd and 
Heyburn, will be. responsible for the management and oversight of 
legal affairs for UK, advising the· president, administrators and 
board on legal matters. 
Among his clients has been former Gov. Wallace Wilkinson. In 
April 1992, Plymale accompanied the former governor to Louis-
ville, where Wilkinson appeared before a federal grand jwy inves-
tigating corruption· in state government. · 
Plymale is a 1964 graduate of the U.S. Militaiy Academy at 
West Point and earned his law degree at Ohio State University in . 
1971. He is also a former assistant U.S. Attorney in Los Angeles, a . 
deputy federal defender for the Eastern District of Kentucky and 
Kentucky assistant deputy attorney general in charge of the medi-
cal fraud control unit from 1980-85, 
He moves to UK Sept 15 to succeed the late John C. Darsie Jr. 
as UK's top legal official, Plymale's wife, Sarah Welling, is .a mem-
ber of the UK law school faculty, 
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LOUISVILLE 
Special lottery for stadium proposed: 
Two state legislators have asked Kentucky Lot-
tery officials to dej:ermine whether a special 
lottery could be held to raise money for construc-
tion of a University of Louisville football stadium. 
The lottery would be limited to the Louisville 
area, according to Sen. Joe Meyer, D-Covington, 
and Rep. Ramsey Morris Jr., D-Hopkinsville, co'. 
chairmen of the interim tommittee on sta,te gov-
ernment. They asked for an answer by Sept 1. 
Lottery President Arch Gl.eason declined to specu-
late on whether the idea could work, but he said 
the state lottery law would have to be amended to 
direct lottery proceeds to a specific project. 
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UK sets record for number 
of National Merit Scholars 
BY BARBARA WARD 
HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITER ' 
The University of Kentucky, 
known more for basketball than 
books; intends to win the battle for 
the brains. 
The school's full-court press to 
woo Kentucky's top students is still 
young, but it paid off again thi.s 
fall, as 82 National Merit Scholars 
enter the freshman class W ednes-
day. 
That's a record for the school 
and more than a 20 percent in-
crease from last fall, the school 
announced yesterday. . . 
But perhaps more telling is that 
the number of students is more 
. than six times what it was in 1986, 
when 13 Merit Scholars began their 
freshman year. · 
What has happened in those 
eight years is a change in oµtlook, · 
from the top administrators down. 
"There is . a sports·:-analogy 
here," Chancellor Ifoliert Hemen-
way said in an interview. "If we're 
going tq recruit the very best 
athletes in football and basketball, 
we need to also recruit the· very 
best students to come to the Uni-
versity of Kentucky." 
. ' 
•What UK has done' 
UK began setting its academic 
sights higher about 10 .years ago, 
when it embarked on its first 
selective .admissions program, . no· 
l~nger accepting every Kentucky. 
high school graduate who applied. 
At that time, . UK had about 
$70,000 in academic scholarship 
money to· offer each year, said Kate 
· Johnsori, ,UK director · of Merit 
Scholarship Programs. . . 
· Johnson, : whose position was 
created l>ecause of· the push, for 
brighter students, · had . about 
· $800,000 to work· with when she 
took the job in early 1988. 
lh six years; that pocketbook 
has grown to $~.5 million annually. 
·When Hemenway · took the 
chancellor's job in 1989, he put a 
grel!ter emphasis on recruiting · 
National Merit Scholars: 
How to get them here was 
another matter. · . 
"It's tough to get your message 
to these National Merit students. 
They have . the opportunity to 
choose _any place in the country," 
said Randy Mills; senior associate 
director of admissions. 
In some cases, money talks. But 
the personal touch makes it talk · 
louder, UK has found. 
NATIONAL MERIT 
SCHOLARS AT UK 
The University of Kentucky became a 
college-sponsor for the National Merit 
Scholarships beginning in 1986. The 
following chart gives the total number 
of National Merit Scholars enrolled in 
each freshman class: · 
on rw 100 
~n ~•Y:~· 
,-.. 
nl•·,,1 .. :1.·•1:;1:·'• 0 ,1· :.:·::;. 
· 1986 '87 '88 '89 '90 '91 '92 '93 '94 
Schools attracting National Merit 
Scholars in 1993, including 
out-of-slaters 
fiJ.ofi<emu:m;eal i;,¢en~,,~r1~~'.l 
U of Louisville 12 · · Berea , 1 
~ania.~l ~on-v;11;4v:f!j 
''With my grades, I ·guess l 
. coilld have gorie almost anywhere," 
said Kellee James, 18, of . Fort 
Campb_ell, who originally planned 
to go tci Vanderbilt · or Cornell 
University; 
UK ,pffered her · more money 
than either of those schools. And 
she liked UK's attitude. 
"I was actively recruited: But it 
was a nice kind · of pressure, not 
obnoxious. They were helpful, but 
not pushy," said James, whci starts 
at UK this week. 
·UK•s recruitment efforts· begin 
about a week after high school 
students hear they are National 
Merit semifinalists, an honor based 
on their scores on the Preliminary 
Scholastic Assessment Test, given 
in·the. fall of the junior year in high 
school. , 
To become finalists, semifinal-
ists must be recommended bl' theil: 
high schools and must score 
among the top 1 percent of the 
national's seniors taking the Scho-
lastic, Assessment Test. 
Once they are named as final-
ists, students can apply for three 
types of scholarships: Those spon-
sored by the National Merit Corp., 
private corporations or by individ-
ual colleges. Most win college 
scholarships. 
Kentucky 
scholars for. 
the fall 1993: Scholars from 
Kentucky:·143 
Scholars enrolled other · iillim in~titutions 
Kentucky scholars enrolled 
institutions outside Kentucky 
Source: UK and the 1994 Annual 
Report from the National Merit 
Scholarship Corp.· 
ENRIQUE RDDRIGUEZ/HERAlD-LEADER 
This year more than 80 percent. 
of the National. Merit Scholars at 
UK got their awards from the 
school. That cost the university 
about $900,000. Each student gets 
more than $6,000, which covers 
about three-quarters of their college 
expenses for the freshman year. · 
After being named semifinal-. 
i~\s, the Kentucky studenfB get' 
signed letters from President 
Charles Wethington and He!I!en-
way. . 
lh the fall of their senior year 
they. are invited to a weekend ~ . 
camP.us, where they bunk with 
other National Merit Scholars al-· · 
ready enrolled at UK. 
Recruiters visit Kentucky high 
schools, take the students to lunch, 
~II their homes. 
Students attest that the ap-
proach works. 
, "I was inundated by mail" after 
being named a semifinalist, said 
Erika Scl_unelzer, 18, who graduat-
ed No. 1 m her class from Madison 
Central High School in Richmond. 
Ill! t'/C:. I ,-
{t• t .d; ,, .. ~,{) 
. Stopping the brain drain 
No one at UK denies that part 
of the academic push is to get good 
press: to maybe someday· have UK 
thought of in the same academic 
light as the University of Michigan, 
University of Virginia or Duke 
University. 
"People are changing their 
minds. Our public image is improv-
ing," Johnson said. 
But part of the reason is to stop 
Kentucky's best and brightest from 
leaving the state. 
This year 63 of the 82 scholars 
are from Kentucky, up from 56 of 
GS last year. . 
"If .we keep them here at this 
age, they are more apt to stay here" 
permanently, Johnson said. 
It's a strategy that may work, 
at least one student said. 
Irene Hong, a · UK senior who 
plans to go to medical school next 
fall, is finishing her undergraduate 
education at UK. Three years ago, 
she had full scholarship offers from 
UK, Duke and Transy. 
She doesn't regret her choice. "I 
wasn't a number here." 
"A lot of people I know want to 
stay in the state. I may, too. We 
½now the issu"'l facing the state, 
,ltke the need for medical care in 
Appalachia. . . 
"We could stop th~ brain drain." 
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Most of scholars staying 
in. state become Wildcats 
HERALD-LEADER STAFF REPORT 
Traditionally, Kentucky 
National Merit Scholars. chose 
schools with long-term academic 
reputations, such as Ivy League 
schools or Kentucky's 'Centre Col-
lege or Transylvania University. 
Frequently, they left the state. 
Now, the University of Ken-
tucky has more National Merit 
students than all the other Ken-
tucky schools combined, and last 
year made the top 10 list of U.S. 
public schools with the most 
National Merit Scholars. 
"We call it a friendly competi-
tion," said Randy Mills, UK's sen-
ior associate director of admissions, 
"It's a market of students everyone 
is seeking." 
Barbara King, admissions 
counselor at the University of Lou-
isville, agreed. "It's friendly be-
tween us. Our motto is to keep 
them in Kentucky," she said, add-
ing that her budgei is limited 
compared with UK's. · 
"They recruit very successful-
ly," she said. 
Two. of the. state's private· 
schools say they don't target tl)e 
National Merit·students as actively 
as UK or U ofL. 
"We have no strategy to enter 
into a· bidding war for National 
Merit finalists," said Sarah Em-
mons, spokeswoman for Transyl-
vania, saying that the school has a 
large percentage of finalists· in its 
student body, but that it has no 
special effort to get them. 
"A lot of people wine and dine 
National Merit finalisls. You can 
· spend a lot of money doing. that, 
but it's like . you're buying those 
students," she said. 
Centre also has no target niar-
keting of those students, said John 
C. Ward, dean of the college. 
"It's not a selector we use. They 
come. to us as a natural result or 
our academic ppol," he said. 
Johnson said UK is not buying 
academic talent with the scholar-
ships it offers, which are worth 
more than $6,000 for the first year. 
"The money makes a differ-
ence, sure," she said. 44But it's m9re 
than that. If we were buying them, 
we'd have more," she said. 
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Morehead State siudent missing ; 
. ' 
An Ohio sheriff appealed to the public yesterday for help in
1 finding a woman missing for a week after leaving for a i 
Kentucky college. 
Jodi Ann South, 21, left her home in South Charleston, Ohiq, 
Aug. 15 to return to school at Morehead State University, Clark 
County Sheriff Gene Kelly said. i 
Her parents didn't hear from their daughter and called the / · 
university. They learned that she did not r~gister for classes and· 
that school offida!s didn't know her whereabouts. ' 
South, a junior, was driving a maroon 1988 Chevrolet Beretta. 
She is white, 5 feet 10 inches tall, 175 pounds, with brown eyes 
and l_ight brown hair. 
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Centennial pu~lications 
·uK paper, yearbook have big plans 
By RICHARD WILSON "in a way that no other publication 
Staff Writer accomplishes." 
, The Kernel, published five times a 
LEXINGTON, Ky. - When the week during the school year and 
first edition of the 1994-95 Kentucky weekly in the summer, . had two 
Kernel rolls ciff the press tonight, its forebears - the Cadet and the Idea. 
appearance will kick off the 100th UK has no·administrative or editori-
atiniversary of student publications al control_over the Kernel, which re-
at the University of Kentucky, lies on advertising sales for its an-
Not far behind it - probably next nual budget of about $485,000. 
month - students will also receive Editor in Chief Brian Bennett said 
the 1993-94 Kentuckian, the centen- a newly designed Kernel awaits this 
, nial edition of UK's yearbook. year's readers. "It's '90s, and it's 
Both publications have been young," said Bennett, referring to ii 
training grounds for generations of colored daily masthead, more and 
journalists. They have also chrorti- better use of pictures, and several 
cled UK activities and become an new weekly features, including a 
indispensable resource for anyone Thursday entertainment guide and 
interested in UK's history. Friday and Moriday sports features 
"If we didn't have those (publica- previewing and reviewing UK ath-
tions), we'd be impoverished from a . letics. 
lack of information," said Thomas Both Bennett· and Brian Jent;who 
D. Clark, the state's historian Jaure- was editor of the 1993-94 Kentucki-
ate and a UK professor for 37 years an, said that editing centennial pub-
before his 1968 retirement. lications is special. 'Ill's given me a 
Former Gov .. Edward T. "Ned" chance ·to reflect on all the h,ml 
Breathitt agreed. Breathitt, a UK . work, and all of the conscientious, 
graduate and chairman of the board talented and hard-working people 
of trustees, calls the Kernel a need- who have been here over the years 
ed independent voice. "')'he univer- and made this possible," said Ben-
sity, to its credit, has supported that. nett, a senior from Louisville. 
(editorial) independence, though at . Jent, now a teacher at Sacred 
times I'm sure it was an annoy- Heart Model School in Louisville, 
ance." said he and his staff wanted the 
The Kentuckian, he added, cap- 100th Kentuckian to be a "com-
tures each year of UK's activities menforative" editioh. "We wanted 
to make it special because this 
the only one of its kind," h~ adde, 
UK President Charles Wethingtc 
Jr. called the Kernel and the Ke, 
tuckian "symbols of the journalist' 
excellence" that UK seeks. 
Over the years, the Kernel h, 
achieved much more off-campus vis 
bility than the Kentuckian, especial! 
in the early 1960s, when, as Clat 
notes, it stepped into social comme, 
tary "as well as taking a close look , 
the campus, what was .going on ar 
what wasn't going on." 
"It's had a wholesome influenc, 
You didn't agree with it in many n 
spects, but you knew that some sit 
dents had guts enough to spea 
out." 
Paul Oberst, a retired law profe, 
sor and former faculty trustee wh 
has been reading the Kernel fc 
more than 50 years, acknowledge 
the paper has often upset some U' 
administrators. 
"It didn't always follow exact! 
what the administration wante< 
and the fact we had on the campu 
a newspaper that was free · to di, 
agree has been a positive thing," h 
said. 
Mike Agin, UK's adviser to sir 
dent publications, said the Kern, 
and the Kentuckian are plannin 
commemorative events for alum, 
of the publications Nov. 11-12. 
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I ;_Eagles,~ :·, 
c,; •,·• ·_· • . . 
~ ;_attitude: 61, . . ' . . . 
! •:positive. 
'C . •: '/ .. ·, ' . 
~ ' By TONY CURNUTTE . • 
F OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT 
i :' .M:OREHEAD ~ There, 
i3 are no white flags in the 
~ Morehead camp. · 
~ Despite the loss of. 
-g nearly 3/ 4 oflast season's · 
.!!! . teani, the Eagles will not 
~ . permit pessimism to con-
- taminate 'this year's 
~ teain. Not even with the 
-g efforts of school adminis-
~ ttation to eliminate foot-
~ ball ~cholarships. 
.s · · In fact, there seems to 
~ be niore spirit this year 
~ than in previous seasons. 
"' "The biggest change is 
i:: the atmosphere," Eagles 
linebacker Scott Marsh 
said. 
Marsh, a graduate of 
Ashland, moved from rel-
ative anonymity last sea-
son to No. 1 on the depth 
chart· at inside line-
backer. 
"It's 1,000 times better 
than last season," Marsh 
continued. "Coach (Matt 
Ballard) has stressed the 
fun part. It's been very 
positive so far. I haven't 
heard any criticism of 
him yet from anyone. He 
just asks us to do· our 
best. He:s got us thinking 
positively." 
Stuart Cook, a junior 
offensive guard from 
Lawre.nce · County, 
agrees:-
:'Yoµ can really tell· a 
big difference," Cook 
,said_. "The, enthusiasm 
has • really picked up. · 
We're not dragging 
,around. We.have nothing 
tci lose this season so the 
pressure's not on us." 
, Certainly Ballard is not · 
going to lay down and 
· viscerally accept defeat. · 
,. , "Attitude,. is the most· 
: important thing," he 
: said. "Whether, it's stud-
. ies or football or· basket-
ball, 90 percent of every-
'. thing is how you react to 
· something and 10 percent 
things that happen," 
He plans a sign to re-
mind his players of mak-, 
iilg the best of the . op-
, portunity to play college 
football. 
"We're going to put up 
a sign that says 'There 
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A(:T, college~entrance scores 
are up ~for the-secpnd·year .. :.,,._ 
Associated Press mi this year's ·average: While , male 
scores fell 0.1 of a point, to 20.9, 
WASHINGTON - Nationwide . female scores rose 0.3 of a:pomt,'to 
scores on the ACT college entrance · 20. 7. ' · . : ' · ' 
exam improved slightly for the sec- Although men ha?e always scored 
ond year in a row. ... . higher, the gap t~ year was ~e 
Scores rose in 1994 because high . smallest ever, reflecttpg the growmg 
school students, . especially women; number of women high school stu-
are taking more of the courses de_nts taking adv~nced math, and 
needed fo prepare for college, test s~1ence classes, said ACT President 
officials said yesterday. ~chard Ferguson. , 
This year's average score on the_ More than 890,000 1994 high 
American College Testing assess- school graduates, or about 60 per-
ment was 20.8, up from 20. 7 in cent of America's college freshme!l, 
1993. During the three years before , took the test. The ACT, based m 
that, scores held steady at 20.6. ACT Iowa City, Iowa, releases only na-
is scored on a scale of.l to 36. · , tional averages,--not -state or-local 
Women get the credit for boost' scores .. 
LEx1NGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEx1NGTON, Kv. ■ ·WEDNESDAY. AUGUST 24,'1994 
ACTf:_ ·scores·· 
·up. siight]y;: 
... ,, .. ,, ., . . ' . 
women., 
. .· 
' \ .. - ' 
get, credit ·:/ 
; 199~, Di.rring the three years before 
. that, scores held steady at 20.6, . · 
ACT is sc;ored 9n a scale of 1 to 
36, ., . 
Women get the credit for boost-
ing this year's average: While male 
scores fell .0.1 of a .point, to· 20.9, 
female scores,rose 0.3 of a poii)t, to 
20.7, . . 
• Although· men have always· 
scored higher, the gender gap this 
year was the smallest ever, reflect-
ing the growing number of female· 
high .school students taking ad-
Assoc1ATED PRESS • vanced ·math and ·science classes •. 
WASHINGTON~ Nationwide '.'We're encouraged by the grad-
scores on the ACT college entrance : ua_l improvement we've seen in 
exam improved slightly ·· for the preparation, especially on the part 
second year .''irt a row, but most, ,of female students," Ferguson said, 
freshmen still aren't ready fcir cal-. · · But he said many students still 
. culus or chemistry,, · · aren't taking all the courses they 
Scores rose in 1994 · because' need to get ready for college. 
high school· stu- : '_____ "Based on their ACT assess-
dents, especially ment scores, ·· the majority of our 
growing .mun- · "We're 1994 high school graduates appear' 
hers of women, encouraged 2 to be prepared .to perform B-level 
ar~ taking more .. •: .·. by the • . ! · college, work in freshman composi-
of ~e :,courses · .. .', gradual ;. / tion and in :physics, but' not in 
needeil ·to pre,_, ··lmprovemen_ti \calculus :llr; chemistry," Ferguson 
pare fo~ coll~ge; '.. we've see· n In . said. . . . . ' . ' . . 
test offiCials . . ; · Results oi i:iie. other major col-
. said yesterday,: ·,;.: prepar~tl~n, ; · lege entrance :exam - the Scholas- · 
· "The iih-' · especially on · tic Assessment Test ~ will be 
provernent is:,·: the part of. · released Thufsday. 
._very· encourag-,' '( · .femaleL..:;. The ACT tests students in Eng-, 
· ing," said ACT · , ., stlidi11its.'; ,; ~ lish, mathema_tics, reading and sci-
President Rich:1 .'· · • ;• " , ence reasoning. The average score 
:·ard L. FergUson, .'i( .. RICHARD r.; .::."•· in .mathematics improved to 20.2, · 
• . This year's/:' FEIIGusoN from 20.1 last year, and science 
average store 'oh•,,·· ·., · . . · .reasoning rose to 20.!:l, from 20.8, 
'the_ Amei;iC3'!1::collegl testing as-. Average scores in English, 20,3;, 
sessment was 20.8;-up from 20.7 in· and reading, 21.2, were the same as 
, last year. ... · · 
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College student no ,onger missing . 
. SOUTH CHARLESTON, Ohio - A woman who vanished after , 
·leaving for Morehead University on Aug, 15 no longer Is ' · 
considered missing, authorities said. _. 
· Clark County Sheriff Gene Kelly had appealed to the public 
on Monday for help to find.Jodi Ann South, 21, . 
.. Kelly c~~el~~ the ~PP!)al _ ~er South's father told authorities 
~ll'll~IVl'II I IC.rvu..LrO-Ln._,._,., _., • ._.,..,,., '"" - ••-.. •..,..,7'•,.! ,,_,~,..._.:._'°;.:...'.P<.~~.~....."-
JK celebrates. ,KERNEL: UK 
ii tury'. f. king .. marks century .,en . o see -r-·- bli t· . . · . · o .pu ca ions 
kernel of truth' <-· FROM PAGE B1 
· BY ERIC GREGORY [; .. . : cutting the "freshmen's hair; 
can oliituary for the ex-president's 
HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITER ,wife; and the same optimistic head-
Who doesn't need a facelift after )00 years? , , . 'line written every fall: . . 
Today's edition of The Kentucky Kernel marks the ' ''Blue and White team has best 
IOth anniversary of student publications at the :Prospects iu- years: Strongest pre-
oiversio/ of Kentuck;,', , '·. '. . _ ,•· . .::· ;liminary offerings yet· made for 
And its present to itself 1s a sleek new design - a iootbalt'.', , . • . , . . . 
~ntucky-blue masthead, more pictures, a weekly .r · Since then, hundreds of student 
,tertainment guide and several new sports features:· -writers.-· dubbed "Kernelites" -
''It's a little more young, more· · ---··"·' · • 'have tackled issues like integration, 
)s" said Editor in Chief Brian 'civil' rights, student unrest, urtder-
,n~ett; a senior from Louisville. cage drinking and date. rape. . _ 
t should have a little bit m?re of ;'. , ,:Available free throughout Lex-
1 attitude than the Kernels m the :,ington, the Kernel long has provid-
1st" : ;ed a .frequently· more liberal voice 
And what a past it's been. .. . . , · in the commuriity that often irritat-
UK's first newspaper, The State College Cadet, , ed students, · faculty and even a 
,peared on campus in 1894. News briefs ran side by 1 ,.governor :or two. . . . 
je with philosophical essays and ad:--ertisements for ~- "In -niy time, 25 years ago, it 
,dies and gents furnishings." · '";, '.:' ,wasn't even considered liberal. It 
The paper changed its name in 1913 to The Idea. :was considered almost filth," said 
1915 it was rechristen~ The Kentucky Kerne], - tformer Gov."Loui~ Nunn, a staui:ich 
Jm the popular expression "the kernel of truth. <Republican who often found hup-
A. Kern~I. W_h~'s Who: . _ . . , : : .: : 
· ' -Michael Wines, editor in chief from 1971 to 1973 during the 
· transition to independence·: is a reporter in the Washington bureau cif_ · · 
: The New: York.Times.:·;'; .• :: , · : ... :--:·. ! :•.:: __ , ·: -~- :_::,:. 
' -·Terrence· Hunt," a: staff writer in the early 1960s; who \Vas . 
. ' el~ded ,to ,the Kentucky. Journalism Hall of Fame. in 1993, is the 
White• House·.correspondent for The Associated Press. c-_. · ,·,:, .:·. . 
"';;-. Micllilel York; ·a ,.staff writer in the. early:"1970s, ,was ·a' 
Washington'-correspondent for the Herald-~der i'.hen "he :and 
. Jeffrey Maj: won ~ Pulttzer. Prize in 1986 for 8'1 in-depth ~-(!f 
NCAA violations m the.UK basketball;program:,York· 1s_.now a 
· "lawyer "in Washington, D,c_::,,7{:,;, :: ::: .. ,;. :;,.. :-,:?."'·-'•:-"• ·, .:,_._.:_:-, ~ 
· · ' - Bobbie "Ann Mason, a staff writer and "columnist friim ·195R to · 
''i962 is.now a fainous'Kentucky.author:·,'·.':,,:\•;. :'.•;-.·, .'.- . '>· 
1·:-.. David Hawi:,e; executive: editor in 1964-65, ·is. editor of The 
;: , (U:,uisville)'Co'urier-Jotirnal. ' · · · · '' · · ·• .. · -.,·,, i . · .':' - · -_.:. · : . -'.~-. >. 
,,, .,, Jim· Hampton, editor"in chief .in 1958-59,7is now the-editorial. 
. '.page,editor·a't-the:Mianii Herald. Under_ his guidanc,e, th~ editorial· 
page won the Pulitzef Piize in 1983 fqr a yeiirlong campaign to:free -
the Haitian boat peopla·"' · , , -,• · : .· ···,,,, ' '· ,::.- :• '·· 
·-.,, Bill Neikirk; editor-hi chief in i959-00,:is'°no~ senior ~ter and 
. White House ·corresporident for the Chicago Tribune. He was ·a 
. finalist for tlie"Pulitzer Prize. in 1979 for a series on th'.e world trade-
cdsis;·· ; '.:~rr:-~;;-j ·;·•·f.J = . ~·\'•; · _· ·-- ·, .. . : .. ;•\·•-"•·~·--, " ,:_:·: {: 
, .. '_.; Judy Clabes, associate editor _in 1965-6?, is pow e<;!it,o~ o,f The._ 
-'"KerituckyPosfinCovington,,-., .. ,: .. ,:-.-: , ,:,:·,,,,,_,, .. ;" ,'' · 
·,:•,: .. David Hoiwerk,-editorial 'page editor'.in 1968-69, '\ted\toria,l .. 
. '.page editor at the Herald,Leader, '., '·, ,:_ . ;' -: .: - . . . . • 
,.· ... - ·· .. ,,' ~~~ ~,! !.~;':/ ~~:t: ;_. : .. .;,;,:_:'·· . ··:. "·"', 
Dally circulation 
The front page of that first Kernel contained an iself at odds with the paper during 
tide. warning seniors against· hazing, especially.,lihis"term in the late 1960s: • The Kentucky Kernel is the inde-
; , · • 'Ria: .. _ ''By"'' arid "large, that newspaper pendent' daily student newspaper _at 
ent of the university that year -
one of the first college papers in the 
country to do so. It barely sun:i':'ed 
while relying on scant advertismg 
revenue. . 
· the University of Kentucky. It d1stnb-
,· s served a--very useful purpose,. utes 17,000 free copies on campus 
~d [ hope it survives, another 100 and throughout Lexington weekdays 
;:years," he said. ''But ... it was very during the fall and spring semes-
-anti-America at one time, and that,· ters. :didn't sit well with people at a time ___________ _ 
• when others were giving their r.-\. " r 1ves. ', · 
;' . Many" of the· K~el's _reporters 
•became top-notch Journalists. And 
miost have a favorite story to tell 
kbout their days-in the offices at 
~the Grehen Journalisin Building. 
~- . ·«Jt's"like .a fraternity/' said Jay-
''.Blanton, editor in 1988-89. "There's 
:so mucli , tradition tied into: that . . 
·place." · 
.. Perhaps the largest single chal-
lenge to the paper .came in 1971 
when UK's conservative board of 
trustees - many appointed by 
Nunn, who also served as_ chairman 
- voted to,cut off fundmg to the 
Kernel. . 
The Kernel became independ-
"No one thought it would last 
the first year," said Nancy Green, a 
former staff writer who became the 
paper's adviser in 1971. "~ut p~ 
ple realized that the expenence 1s 
an excellent opportunity. That sup-
port has kept it alive." 
This year, Bennet) wanp; to 
make the paper more df a v01ce of 
the students. 
"I'd love to see it get to the 
point where students would feel · 
bad if they didn't pick up the 
Kernel every day," he \said ... "Be-
cause they're going to miss so~ 
thing big if they don't" 
New UKjournalism hea 
brfugs. focus· on · future 
. . . . .. . '·, .. . - . . 
BY BARBARA WARD "Ry"ar(p''·'r~file::\_;:_ ... : 
A ~es:;:t;::ri;;tucky ., ·• -N~e: ''.Wilid'~;'B~c 
Kernel isn't the only makeover for ·,.·. Ryapt ·_,_:.t,_'._,i~;~(({}~h::.~:: · 
journalism at the University of ... 1 Age. 37, .. _.,, ,..~. ,., , . 
Kentucky., ·: ' .. ", Positio11: Directqr.J>U 
There is also a new head of the • ·lJKSchool:ofJournaliSID a1 
journalism Telecomriiiliiications ,:,;:.:,, 
school: Leland · · ' Hometown: . Lockpo 
"Buck" Ryan. ; J . N:Yi• ~, f~·" -~•r-~.;~·~ t ,.:~:~: -~?' :: -~ 
He hasn"t f · . Backgromd:_-- most · 1 
even been around · 'cently assistant professor 
long · enough to ·,Northwes~, . · JJ,nivC;r5il 
have- business also taught' aCUmvers1ty 
"Missouri-Columbia : : H rards printed or. ·· worked· .at· the ·0regoni, pictures ham- , 
mered to his of- (Portland, , Ore); tlie· -Cliica: 
fice walls. But ; Tribune; t1_1e 'Sqnda;v.~'.fill! Ryan 
Ryan is wonied : of London, .The Niagara-Fa 
(N.Y.) Gazette·and.the Buf 
\ ·10. (N.Y.) ~vening News: •. :. 
·,•· Educatiom\., Bachelo: 
. '" aiid master's . degrees frc 
about dust. 
An old typesetting machine on 
display in the Grehan Journalism 
Building lobby is thick with it 
And that sends the wrong mes-
sage to people walking in, he says .. 
In Ryanls vision, -the Linotype, 
a relic from journalism's ·past, 
should be cleaned up and sit across 
from a display · that looks toward 
its future: examples of what UK's 
the. Universitf of 'Missou 
.. -Columbia.· •'·" ·.',;), ,:;,:, , 
; .. Family: "Wife:' .. An 
.. Chatham Ryan, an en_virc 
'· mentaF 'lawyer. Expecti1 
their first child in Februar 
·,,.·;:•· _:;-·:•;~ '"' ~ . 
student newspaper should be in the Ryan said he will pus 
year 2010. · · · modernize journalism educatic 
. "Our battle cry is to understand · balance the need for scholarly 
the past to help predict the future," and research with practical k1 
he said. edge of getting and telling a , 
. Ryan replaces David Dick, a 
former CBS news correspondent. 
"A lot of people said I was 
crazy to leave_ Northwestern," Ryan 
said. "But there is enormous poten-
tial here in the students and the 
faculty. What I want is to move 
this program up." · 
' .(\!though he has- been a1 
only a couple of weeks a,nd ha 
to move his family here, Ryan 
students starting classes todaJ 
feel the changes. 
Four of the 14 journalism J 
ty members are recent I 
starting at UK this week, he· 
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4 universities slip 
on minority goals 
BY KRISTA PAUL 
HERALD-LEADER EoucATION WRITER 
Half of Kentucky's eight public universities did not 
make enough progress toward equal opportunities for 
minority students•and faculty during 1992-93, accord-
ing to the Council on Higher Education. · 
The University of Kentucky reached only half its 
goal of hiring black staff members and increasing the 
number of black students from Kentucky. Eas tern 
Kentucky University, Western Ken-
tucky University and Murray State 
lagged even further behind. 
However, the state's other four 
universities made s ignificant prog-
ress toward the state requirement of increasing minority 
student enrollment and the number of minority employ-
ees in faculty and administrative positions. 
Northern Kentucky University has already exceeded 
its goals, and Morehead State University is on schedule. 
Kentucky State University and the University of 
Louisville are also on track to meet the goals. 
Minority goal percentages 
To be considered successfuJ in minority recruitI11ent by the 
Council on Higher Education, universities by the 1992-93 school year 
had to be at or near 60 percent of the 1995-96 goal Kentucky's eight 
public universities registered these percentages in 1992-93: 
■ Northern Kentucky: 102 percent average. 
■ Morehead State: 81 percent 
■ University of Louisville: 54 percent. 
■ Kentucky State: 51 percent 
■ University of Kentucky: 31 percent 
■ Western Kentucky: '2:1 percent 
■ Eastern Kentucky: 26 percent. 
■ Murray State: 9 percent. 
The schools also had to show improvements in five of eight 
general categories to be considered successful, including minority 
enrollment; first-year retention; overall retention; graduation rates of 
in-state black students; enrollment of black graduate students; and 
employment of minority faculty, administrators -and professional 
non-faculty. . 1 ~. ~ ' 
The report also examined Kentucky's 14 community oolleges. 
Only Prestonsburg Community College is behind its~ 
A committee of the Council on 
Higher Education unanimously ap-
proved the report yesterday during 
a four-hour meeting. The report 
had been compiled as part of The 
Kentucky Plan for Higher Educa-
tion, which was· the basis for a 
state law approved in 1992 that 
penalizes universities that don't 
make enough progress toward mi-
nority representation. 
Because of that law, the four 
universities that didn't improve 
enough will not have any new 
degree programs approved this 
year, unless the school persuades 
the council that a waiver is appro-
priate. 
The Rev. Louis Coleman, direc-
tor of the Justice Resource Center in 
Shelbyville, said at the meeting 
that he wants the committee to 
come down hard on schools not 
working to meet the goals. 
"I do hope that you will imple-
ment sanctions on these universi-
ties that aren' t making progress 
and make them do the right thing," 
Coleman said. "Because if it's not 
done, business will go on as usual." 
Representatives of the universi-
ties said their schools had made 
significant progress during the last 
year that isn't represented in the 
report released yesterday. 
Most committee members 
agreed with them, saying the 1992-
1993 report might not present an 
accurate picture of schools' suc-
cesses. 
The committee didn't have 
more current data available be-
cause gathering and analyzing it 
all takes a long time, said Roy 
Peterson, who compiles the infor-
mation for the Council on Higher 
Education. 
"We need more recent data so 
we can have a realistic view (of 
where the universities are)," said 
committee member Sam Robinson. 
"We're coming here and doing 
exercises in futility." 
To attempt to get a more thor-
ough view, the committee decided 
to allow each school an update on 
its recent progress. 
"This isn't reflective of our 
efforts or the university's moving 
toward those goals," said Anna-
zette Fields, director of equal op-
portunity at Murray State. "We're 
not where we want to be, but we 
will meet the '95-96 goals." 
Kentucky law requires aJI pub-
lic universities to · meet specific 
minority goals by the 1995-1996 
school year. But the committee 
yesterday discussed extending that 
deadline until 1997-1998. 
But the suggestion by Sen. 
Gerald Neal, D-Louisville, to con-
sider extending the deadline met 
s trong resistance from several com-
mittee members, who said · that 
pushing tbe date back gives uni-
versities room to procrastinate. 
Giving more time also could 
send the message that these goals 
should not be a top priority for the 
universities, said committee mem-
ber Beverly Watts. . 
"Philosophic:aJly, I have a prob-
lem with relaxing the standards," 
Watts said. 
The committee decided not to 
change the deadlines now. But it 
did vote in a split decision to ask 
the Council for Higher Education to 
consider giving financial incentives 
to universities that excel in meeting 
the goals. 
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WKU is the only university so far 
to request a waiver from the Coun-
cil on Higher Education to start new 
programs. The council granted the University 
panel splits 
on timetable 
for minorities 
Black, white members 
engage iri hot debate 
By MARK SCHAVER, Staff Writer 
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Should universities 
have more time to add minority students and 
faculty? That question was debated hotly yes-
terday by the committee in charge of enforcing 
a law requiring the increases. 
The discussion showed an obvious split be-
tween African-American members, who ar-
gued that an ex_tension would send the ~ong 
signal, and white members, who questioned 
whether the law was too punitive. 
Under the law, which the General Assembly 
passed in 1992, public colleges and universities 
cannot start new academic programs unless 
they meet desegregation goals. The Committee 
on Equal Opportunity, which reports to the 
Council on Higher Education on universities' 
compliance, discussed whether to reduce the 
number of goals universities have to meet and 
to extend the 1995 deadline by two years. 
Wendell Thomas, an· African-American 
member from Louisville, said the requirements 
should not be relaxed because universities 
won't change unless they are forced to. 
"All we're doing is making it easier because 
some people feel uncomfortable about doing 
what's right," Thomas said of the proposed 
changes. 
But Hilma Prather, a white member from 
Somerset, said she was concerned that the law 
offered only a "negative incentive." 
She suggested postporµng considering 
whether to give the universities an extension 
until next year. She also suggested 
recommending that the Council on 
Higher Education include desegre-
gation goals in a new funding for-
mula that will reward universities 
for performance. 
"I don't think we need to just 
automatically say we're not going to 
make adjustments," she said. 
The committee voted 6-1 to accept 
her motion. Five members were .not 
present for the vote. 
The discussion came after the re-
lease of a report that shows that 
four of Kentucky's eight public uni-
versities - Kentucky State Univer-
sity, Morehead State University, 
Northern Kentucky University and 
the University of Louisville - made 
"significant progress" in increasing 
the number of minority students, 
faculty and staff. The other four -
'Eastern Kentucky University, the 
University of Kentucky, Western 
Kentucky University and Murray 
State University - l~gged behind. 
The report, which was based on 
1992-93 data, shows wide differ-
ences in how universities are doing 
in meeting the goals, which include 
not only increasing minority hiring 
and enrollment but also making 
sure minority students stay in 
school and graduate. 
The university system as a whole 
has already met its goal or raising 
r undergraduate enrollment by 1995~ 
· but minority enrollment at Murray 
State and WKU has actually de-
clined since 1987. 
University representatives com-
plained yesterday that the report 
was outdated because it did not in-
clude 1993-94 data, which they said 
showed more improvement. . 
"We're not where we. want to be, 
but we're not where we were," said 
Annazette Fields, the director of 
equal opportunity at Murray. She 
said 1993-94 figures show the total 
percentage.of African-American em-
ployees rising from 3.6 percent in 
1992-93 to 5.38 percent in 1993-94. 
waiver last year. __ 
The latest figures, however, show 
that the number of undergraduate 
degrees awarded to minorities and 
in graduate-school· enrollment by 
minorities is declining. 
"I'm still gravely concerned about 
it," said Howard Bailey, the dean of 
student life. "I think we've put some 
things in place to improve it, but it's 
too early to see the results of the 
programs."· 
Although university representa-
tives did not criticize the law yester-
day, Sen. Gerald Neal, its sponsor, 
said universities have complained to 
him that it is not realistic in some 
circumstances. 
Neal, D-Louisville, had asked the 
committee to consider whether to 
relax the requirements. "My posi-
tion has always· been that I don't 
want to create a situation that's un-
workable," he said. 
But African-American members· 
of the committee argued that relax-
ing the law would send the signal to 
minorities that the state doesn't 
care whether they are fairly repre-
sented. "We're talking about mak-
ing mid-course adjl!Slments, and we 
haven't given it !line to work;.' said 
Samuel Robinson, an. mrlcan 
American from Louisville. 
However, Michael B. · Coyle, a 
white member from Elizabethtown, 
said people do not do well if there 
are "threats to perform." 
"I want to emphasize.positive in· 
centives for success," he said. 
Beverly Watts, an African-Ameri- · 
can member from Louisville who is 
the executive director· of the Ken-
tucky Commission on Human 
Rights, said that she has seen in-
stances where affirmative-action 
plans are continually extended so 
the goal is never reached. 
"I would rather. put some incen-
tives in place to make people want 
to move faster, rather than giving 
them. an excuse to move slower," 
Watts said. 
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State gets $3. 7 million for TV 
FRANKFORT, Ky. -A federal grant of $3.7 million will let 
Kentucky expand the network that allows teachers and students 
around the state to interact through televised hookups. 
Kentucky is receiving the only large grant the U.S. 
THE COURIER-JOURNAL 
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College basketball:· Bob 
Donewald Jr., the son of Western 
Michigan's head coacli, was named 
an assistant men's coach at More-
head State. Department of Education is giving this year for a statewide 
educational network; it is to be matched by state and local 
funds. The state will be responsible for about $1.8 million. 
The state also has a good chance of getting a $4 million 
federal grant next year, said Gov. Brereton Jones, who 
announced the current grant yesterday. 
The money will allow the state's network to expand from 16 
to 60 sites, mainly at universities and high schools. 
He was an assistant to the execu-
tive vice president and scout for.the 
New Jersey Nets last season. He 
previously served as a student ass.is• 
tant at Western Michigan and as a 
counselor, instructor and ·director 
with several basketball camps. . 
Donewald, 24, earned a bache-
lor's degree from Western Michigan 
in 1993. His. father also was head 
coach at Illinois State and an assis-
tant coach under Bob Knight at In-
diana. 
Awards: Morehead has won its 
second straight Ohio Valley Confer-
ence Academic Achievement Ban-
ner. . 
The award goes to the school 
whose athletes have the highest 
grade-point average compared with 
the average for the entire student 
body. Morehead's athletes had a 
combined 2.74 GPA, which also was 
the OVC's best overall. Eight More-
head athletes had perfect 4.0s; and 
eight _others had GPAs above 3.8. 
The Daily lr:dependent, Ashland, Kentucky, 
Wednesday, August 24, 1994 
Area· 
players 
climb 
atMSU 
By TONY CURNUTIE 
OFTHE DAILY INDEPENDENT 
MOREHEAD - There's an 
up side to difficulty. 
Morehead State's football 
program has been under a ten-
uous time, to · be certain. The 
Eagles are working toward a 
non-scholarship program. that 
has already begun to take its 
toll in the form of massive 
transfers. 
That means one thing · to 
first-year _ coach Matt Ballard: 
Those who ·stayed want to 
play. . 
Former local high school 
players could be the immedi-
. ate benefactor. Several former 
All-Area stars have cropped'up 
on the MSU roster, some with 
significant roles. . - ·. 
Scott Marsh, who played 
under his father Vic Marsh at 
A;shland, was a little-used spe-
cial teams player in his fresh-
man season last year at More-
head State. After playing three 
games, a shoulder injury put 
him out for the rest of the sea-
son. 
This season, Marsh has shot 
up to starting inside line-
backer. The 6-foot, 210-pound 
sophomore is comfortable with 
his new high-profile position. 
"I've gcit a real good grasp of 
the defense," Marsh said. "Ba-
sically, it's the same formation 
as in high school, a 50 base de-
fense. They're working, us 
harder this season but it's a 
lot more fun." 
The starting role means 
Marsh will have to take more 
of a leadership role. 
"I -know I've got to. step up 
and be more vocal," he said. 
Stuart Cook, who played at 
Lawrence County, also is com-
ing back from an injury. A bad 
knee -hamp-ered his playing 
time. . ••· • - · 
"My personal goal"!!/ just to · 
try to play my best," Cook 
said. "My knee is back in 
shape and I want to contribute 
the best I can." 
Cook's own vision of leader-
ship is · helping the Eagles 
shake the losing habit. More-
head State. has had consecutive 
3-8 seasons. 
· "After two or three l~sing 
seasons, a lot of the guys 
would just accept it," Cook 
said. "We have a lot of JUCO 
players in and players who are 
here not just looking for a free 
ride through college. The peo-
ple who are here are the ones 
wanting to play." 
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White applicant _ 
·sues·u of L, claims-
rejection was biased 
By BEN Z. HERSHBERG 
Staff Writer 
Mark J. Smith, a 1991 U of L law 
school graduate representir.g Alex• 
ander, said university counsel Tom 
A white applicant rejected by the Lyons had talked with him and 'had 
University of Louisville law school disputed the suit's · claims but 
has accused the school.'the univer- wouldn't provide statistics support• 
sity and its officers of racial dis- mg the law school. so, Smith said 
elimination. he decided to sue. ' 
A lawsuit filed by Michael Alex- L 
ander alleges that the law school's ,pns could not be reached for 
admissions policy is part of a broad- comment. · 
er effort to boost black representa• B_ecaus~ classes _start~ Monday, 
tion at the university and that the S!Illth said, he believed 1t was ·im• 
effort violates the civil rights of stu• portant to try to keep Alexander 
dents and faculty members who from losing a year of school. 
aren't black. Alexander, 26, is working as a 
Alexande~ h_as requested a tempo- waiter. He moved to Louisville with 
rary restraining order requiring his wife about two years ago to en-
U of L to admit him until the lawsuit roll in law school, Smith said. 
can be decided. The suit was filed He graduated from Mansfield 
Tuesday in U.S. District Court. (Pa.) University with two bachelor's 
The suit alleges the law school degrees - in hospitality manage-
created two categories in the admis- ment ;and in ~hifosophy and politi• 
sions process - one for black stu- cal science. HIS grade-point average 
dents and one for others - in an was 3.07, and his score on the ·law 
effort to increase black enrollment school admission test ·was, 147 
The law school accepted some Smith said. -, - ' 
black applicants with· lower grades Based on p:eliminary 1994 infor• 
~d !ower scores on law school ad- mation, the median grade-point 
~ion tests than it allowed for average, for minority students en• 
white students, the suit alleges. · rolled at the law school in 1994 was 
Such a raced-based admission poli- 2.75 · and their median admission-
cy discriminates against qualified test score was 155. The median 
applicants.who aren't.black, the suit grade-point average for all students 
says. .was 3.22 and the median admissiori-
U of L spokeswoman Denise Fitz- test score was 156, Fitzpatrick said. 
p_atrick ~d ~here is no dual admis- Smith said he thinks the law 
s1ons policy m the law school. school's policies are only one part 
. "All ~pplicants compete against of a pervasive problem at U of L 
the entire pool," Fitzpatrick said. "The university has-a long and: es: 
"It's _an even•han?ed process, and tablished history of discrimination 
race IS not the pnmary factor." based on race," he said.'· 
Based on prelimiriazy information That extends from speciai efforts 
fr?m the university, 1,234 people ap- to recruit black faculty. to scholar• 
plied to the law school for 1994 and ship programs available-· oruy to 
17~ w7re e~lled. There were 119 black students, Smith said. Such ef-
mm~no/ appliCIIJ\ts; 48 were offered forts discriminate against other mi• 
admiss10n and 18 enrolled. There norities, as well as qualified whites 
were 1,115 other applic_ants; 363 he said. · · ·. . ' ' 
were offered admission and 156 en- U of L has said its .efforts· td,in-
rolled. crease diversity are based on the re-
Tha~ me~ ~O perce'!t of the law quirements of a 1981 agreement be-
schools mm_oi:ty applicants were tween Kentucky and the U.S. "i>e-
offered admission . compared with partment of Education that called 
33 percent of. th~se who weren't for increased minority· admissions 
members of mmonty groups. and hiring at state schools; · 
That description fits Robert 
Brown, a daring breakaway 
runner at Russell High School 
last season who debuts at MSU 
as a second-string outside line-
backer. . · · "; 
The change-from-----'-offi~e~n-s~iv-e 
star to a defense-only player is 
not the only difference. 
"It's a big change from high 
school," Brown said. "When I 
first got here, it was iffy where 
I was going to play. I told them 
I'd:go out for any position." 
Chad Tackett, who played 'at 
Fairview last season, also is 
experiencing culture shock. 
The freshman is third-string 
cornerback. 
"There's a ·1ot of difference· 
in ·speed· of the players alone,"· 
Tackett said. "It's a big transi-
tion. I'm going from being a 
big fish in a little pond to a lit-
tle. fish in a big pond." · 
Another area freshman who 
could see playing time is 
former Rowan County All-Area 
lineman Tommy Lytle, who is 
listed second-string at center ... 
Former Pikeville player J:P. 
Blair is the second-string quar-
terback and backup punter. 
,. MSU ARCHIVES 
I' •· ' . I • I ','-1 
-'dl·-/3 ' .. .i 
. ' 
. . 
MSU Clip Sheet 
A sampling of recent artides of interest to Morehead State University 
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UK develops 
financing -plan 
(o bui-ld: libracy Charles -. Wethington . . UK loses money;-
each day project 
is delayed : • 
By RICHARD WILSON 
Staff Writer 
LEXINGTON, Ky. - Rebuffed by 
the· General Assembly this year, the,. 
University of Kentucky has.come up. 
with a new plan to get the money 
for its· $58 million Commonwealth · 
Library. . . 
UK President Charles Wethington 
1 
Jr. hopes the plan will allow con-
struction to begin soon. .-,0--~ \ 
Several people intimately familiar · , 
with the plan have told The Courier- ' 
Journal that it involves asking .the 
. Lexington-Fayette Urban County · 
· Council to sell some $42 million in 
revenue bonds· for the project: Pie 
local government would then con-
tract with the UK Alumni Associ-
ation, which would receive money 
from the bond sale and pay'off the 
bonds with about $3 million a year 
contributed by UK's Athletic Associ-
ation. - . --· ·::. :~-=.._·~:..:; 4 '.-='.. ·.; 
Yesterday Wethington declined to . 
be interviewed about the,project. 
But UK spokesman Bernie -Yonder-
heide confirmed that a new Jilirary 
fiilancing plan has _been developed, 
. "Because the. UlllVersityi has not 
had,_ as _yet, . th~_portunityY>ifis• 
cuss the new plan with .all .of its. 
constituencies, it would be unfair to 
some of them to have to find out. 
about it.in the media first," Vonder-
heide added. . : ··• , ... 
He also confirmed that Wething-
. ton.and Lexington Mayor Pam Mill-
largest in Kentucky higher-educa-
tion history, was authorized in 1992 
by the General Assembly, which 
said UK could use private funds to 
plan the library. It will be on a 30-
acre Clifton Park. site across Rose 
Street from. the main campus. 
UK has raised more than $21 mil-
lion from private sources since 1991 
for the• library and a book endow-
ment. · 
Mayor Pam 
MIiier 
May outline 
plan to council 
this week 
:s 
The new financial plan's structure 
is complex, but it would essentially 
make the UK Alumni Association, • 
not city-Collilty government, the li- - _ . . , . 
brary's owner and liable for paying library was proposed by Wethingtoq: •. 
off the bonds. shortly after he ~ecame president ii/-: 
Though the UK Athletic Associ- · 19~0. He ~as been an incessant lob:~, 
ation would provide money to pay byist for it. . . . • •• 
off the bonds, .state law prohibits it 1n last week's issue'of communi-: 
from contracting with the. city-coun- K, :a UK newspaper for faculty and:. 
ty government to do tlJat. ,. · .. staff, Wethington. said he was pur-
Fiowever the Alumni Association suing "all the possibilities we have~ 
faces no shnilar problem, since it is for getting this library project under.,. 
independent from . the , university, way at the earliest possible opportu,:,. 
and as a tax,exempt corporation: it nity; I feel relatively good about our--· 
can, financially obligate· itself JI!~·:, _1,hances." He said the project Wll!i 
ventures serving UK... -;i;,:r;;:,:-••;e.:ready· for·construction bids to -bec.-
' .Although the projJct·"m~y- facii sought;. •l . • . . - -~ f; 
er may outline the proposal to the· 
Urban County Cotincil_as-eaiiy,as 
this week. Miller could not be 
reached for comment yesterday. 
rough sledding before the council, ·•we're working· on the· library: 
·. who~~ members .·are ·!11creasiniµy project daily because we are losing: 
sensitive to Lexington s financial money each day we delay," he add•. 
problems, people .familiar with the ed. ' . ·· _ : · · _ · ••. 
plan said it would bave ~o eff~. on We~gt~n apparently consulted: 
the _local _go".'lrnment s existing some influential •lawmakers to ac~ 
bonding obliga~?ns, or j:hose o_f UK. quaint them with the latest financ--
. 1'!ie. plan calls for the Athletic As- · ing plan. Sen. Mike Moloney, a I;=·-: 
s~tion to h7lp pa:,r._off the bonds ington Democrat close to Wething,-. 
with .!lloney . 1t ~,now · pays to UK's ton;- .declined ·10 comment on it yes•:. 
. i ge.neral,¥,id to support other caJ!l· · .terday. Moloney is chairman of the: 
i p~ activitie~. How_ J:hl!t money will Senate's budget committee and a li,• 
· be:rep~ced ~ ~~-- .. brary supporter. · _. , .. ·.,,. 
~though .the. plan will b~\ 111!· Rep. Mlirshall Long, Moloney's_: Former Gov. Edward T •• ~•Neil" 
Breaihitt, chairman of UK's board , 
of trustees, said he was·unaware of . 
any. "finalized details of a revised 
library~financing.plan." ·-:~ "" .. '. ~ 
•~Anything that has · been dis· 
cussed with me, I think,. would be 
premature for me to have any com-
ment about," he said. 
Breathitt noted that Wethington 
has made no secret of his intention 
to move ahead on .the library after 
the legislature rejected UK's pro-
posal for a $46 million bond au-
tliorization to build the library, 
along with a number of other capi-
tal projects. ~ : . · 
The project, believed to be the 
.-:1·~~~ 
veiled as a long,!erm transa~on, it counterpart in" the House, said he• 
f!lportedly cont~ refinancmg op- was ·unaware of"any specific new"' 
lions that would illlow the state to 1 B ·t h ·d 'Wethington dis 1 ·•• · th. • d li' pan. u esai -
later finan_ce e proJ:c! an !"El • ev:e ed th library with him recent•' 
the al~ and atlµetic assOC1atio11;1 :S e . ~ 
of -their roles. : . . , . 1 - Mike Burleson, a ~ Henderson, ". "He . said he was working ~n 
pharmacist ·and president of UK's· something to try to go ~ead with-
Alumni Association, could not. be \ the-library, but we were mtenupt~d. 
reached for. comment. Wethington . ·. and !here n~v,~r was any further dis: 
· outlined the plan.to alumni leaders ~ton of it, added Long,_ a Shel-. 
in•Le>tington on Friday. 'a.. : . · -~yyill.7_ Democrat. · ; 
Talks have been under way for \ Current plans for t~e five-storr,: 
years at UK over the need to replace · 3~1,350-square-foot library W!ll: 
the crowded Margaret I. King Li-· nearly double the space for books m, 
. brary, built in the 1920s. The . new th~ million-volll!lle .King library. · 
. I 
) 
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UK's general fund to support other 
campus activities. How that money 
will be replaced is uncertain. UK to unveil 
financfu,g plan_ 
for new libniry 
Although the plan will ~ ~-
veiled as a long-term transaction, it 
contains refinancing options that 
would allow the state to later 
finance the project and relieve the 
alumni and athletic associations of 
their roles, the newspaper reported. 
Former Gov. Edward T. "Ned" 
Breathitt, chairman of UK's Board 
SrAFF. W1RE REPORTS of Trustees, was also unavailable 
A new plan to finance the University of Kentucky's for comment yesterday, but the 
top-priority project, the $58 million Commonwealth newspaper said he was unaware of 
Library, .will be released Tuesday. any . "finalized details of a revised 
UK spokesman Bernie Vonderheide confirmed library-financing plan." 
yesterday that a new plan has been developed but said "Anything that has been dis• 
specifics would not be. released until a news media cussed with me, I think, would be 
briefing at 11 a.m. -Tuesday_at UK. _. premature for me to have any 
Unable to muster legislative approval for the comment about," he said. 
library, UK has put together a plari that involves the Weihington apparently consult-
Lexington-Fayette Urban County Council and the UK ed some influential lawmakers to 
Alumni Association. UK will ask the .council to sell acquaint them with _the latest fi. 
about $42' million in revenue bonds for the project, say nancing plan, the-. newspaper re-
several people close to the plan, according to a report ported. ·. . _ . 
in yesterday's Courier:Jo'!fI121. . . . Sen. Michael R. . Moloney, a 
The council would ·then contract with the· UK Lexington Democrat, declined com-. 
Alumni Association; which would receive money from ment. Moloney is chairman of .the 
the bond sale and. Jll!Y. off the. bonds with about $3 . Senate's budget conmtlttee and a 
million a year contributed b_y UI('§..Athletic Associa- ~·sllpporter. __ ..... 
Rep. Marshall Long, ·!vloloney's 
counterpart in the House, said he 
was unaware of any specific· new 
plan. But he said :Wethirigton dis-
cussed the library with'him recent-
! 
. . . 
y. 
''He ·said he• was working on 
something to try to go ahead with 
the library, but we were interrupt-
ed and there never was any further 
discussion of it," said Long, · a 
Shelbyville Democrat: 
The General Assembly this 
year rejected UK's proposal for a 
$46 million bond· authorization to 
build the library, along· with a 
number of other-capital' projects. 
UK has raised :more than $21 
million from private·sources since 
1991 for the libim,'. af!d .. a book 
endowment · "":~•.:-:}~:,;:.:.·.,: 1"<· .. ·.~.:. 
-, • ·F' :t-~· ;:i:.:::-.r:,,_..- ,...-"' 
Tai~ ha~e beeii"~~ my 'for' 
years at UK over' the .. need·.'to 
replace the crow"de1I:,Miirgaret T 
King Library, builf in'.'lthei -1920s. 
'Current plans fof>the°C:"five:story, 
361,350.square-foot''hbrary,.i'project 
will nearly. doubJii~!l(e ::spa~~ for: 
books in tlie million°volume King 
l'b ·., ~- .,. • ., i rary. · · ., ... , """'"lk"'~" h ,:. a;-~ :.;::- .. .:". •~.,_5· .. ~•··. ~. . • 
. tioii . . ~·~ -~~~-::· "0-:_ -~;..it~-~ -f~~i .. · ~·- ,-• ·r- · · •4'--~,...,~ · 
ton f =i~=: thee news; -- ·= ~-- .: • , · , .. 1Di>iilT6i1HEiiAi.o-1..EA0~;1.Eii1NGTON, KY. ii SUNDAY, AuGUST 2@'~:::i;9,9•f 
-~~~!€1f~!: ;Sfuden~ ·seekiD/- -· -::::· 
project last night ·~,:-v/1,:.~,--~" •:'·' -··"···: --·= · ''' ...,,,; .. · ·-·:--~ '""''·-· · -·",., '<=.m, ~.,;i,:;,=g _ _ :-· a1f h -·1:·Af.:,-t"ed,_.,. .. ~-=1· .,.'· ... ,- ·~· .. 'J"•·-,s.~ ~ , _., '.a.,.r-~•fi-r ·;..;T.· .; .. ~ ·--~~- .::~~~lf- ·•~;'! ·-. 
8 '"~:il~,~ ... , S])iritU.al. ~,;,;.Cl\!lif ~~ _,. __ ,., · t · cast 1t as a · h.. · ,--., · , ·~-."":e...~"'·--n:1u:xu to an m erview, \ . .. · ·,... - r '""i,,i"r' ;.;.n1&3; •• ::: ... ,.. .... 
tim table" , , ,,.,,: ..,, ~ iJ.»:: : ::f , , •,.; -. • r .l.::.~· - ~~~.. ;:fa~ · 
. e : · . • , -. ; · ,~- ·_;•,: . ~, t;?fo~ ..... ,:~. ,;,,l~&;lti~;~;·{.~~~g;, ?:~~; ,1$.~t:;:::--:1~t;:;'t~ -~ ~~-~~: 
~~~~~~;~~ 1 cajµp~-~~-~8~f .;~;3:.'I~0i'Ei'.~£~,-~~~-,;,~~f;:::j~i~, 
concept. . -t ___ .... • !_J;..,.... __ • -·-- ·-,·,1·· -•.• .,, .... ,.., ••• " , .. ••1·•• ,,.,.... . •· ,;-? 
tha;•111e~nly~~~~I :~~~: . CQUilSelin . """ffieridshi .· :, :~•~i 
· · f Kentu~1,.;, • .. d.Bur'" _. · ·• :.-.. · ., g,_ · · · ·· · · , ·· p' · · ... Uruvers1ty.o · I.A,.,i(~ .. , -': ·;~t1 ...;U-! "."tir·.:./i:1-·"p·~--._i.r:-. · .. , -~-_"'ifr~ "7¥•~ ~:i•-·;.;-,u 
leson; a Henderson pharmacist \'I J;,;·l",eak--1?,;;;om:~c•" o·· Ile· (f,e sfi,ess• ·, . 
don't kriow whatthealumniassoci- U~ _ _. .. -!:L. ,,._, .'. .. ~ ,: . , ~O, · .~1:. ~ .. ;,~ 
apc;,n board ~ do.:~-~}~~;~~r::~~; ,,,_,.;.._:---;::;•;·~,,~;·.~!-- •~-:--:i1.~--= (,~:5. ~,.!:•:11 ~·;·.. .. .. ~•;;><·: .... ,. ... ,~~•1.- .. -_ 
Btit Burleson saidft)!_e board : 
1
' a~ Kirsch ~s' de~astated last . 
would consider-a plan if one were_', I ' sumnier~"wlieii''hef closest.'trierid, . 
presented by the board'~ next meet, ·1 • Conley Dooley, aioo stidi:lenly'frorri: 
ing Sept. 17. .· · -• _ . ','· >; //J'j;f . ·. lupus. He was i~ Iowa, and Kirsch 
.The.new fuiancial plan'.s strui:-.; hadr)'t~no':"Il.he )V~S ~ick. _·,-, .-;·,~· 
· hire. would essentially. -make the I ·· · ''That was a real turning point' .. 
UK AJtiinni Association;_ not· µte · for me. That was a real struggle," 
Urban County Governinent,. the: --•-~·said ·Kirsch, 25, a University of'Kentucky 
owner of the library aiid responsi--·' . graduafe;student who· leads a small Bible. 
ble _ for payin~ off'~~. ,,!It. r• ,.,; ·i;;;tc_s~dy,_~))P,~at lrttery~ity Christia_n ',f1·[ , 
newspaper saicL {f._tf.:\~tit-•1 ... :;11:J <ti~/;:,,.J--_,_~I~wruP, a· gun.pus ffi!lllStry'. :ht,· .. 
Thoug!!__the' UK';Athl~cAm ': ,- .:$~:' "It'"~~ rf.!i!.lr hard to I.~ him.",'/:!~!/\ 
ciation would provide: money_ to , · ,··: In her; prayers, she, cned out· to Goo· :. 
pay offthe bonds~ sta~ law p~hib- ·. ,,_ ,.,~: • .,. . 'p]~ she didn't !'11d~~d .' 
it_s,, it ·from conti;a~ witn th~ i CUJ!!!itf 1:Why_;~ley had to die. · _ •i; · 
city-county -~overnJ11~t to do_ ~t . ~ER:.( ,;,' · ll,1!.~ she !!!so Im?~ for-.com-
But the alumni assocration ,.;fJ,,'f ,fort.to}on~e Christian friends 
faces no similar.problem, sfuce jt is '"'ift;WDH"> •:;she'd., met with ~ool~y when she 
independent !rom _the''.uni~~i~, ,,,, -~i<~ , fi_rst·became active m InterVar-
and as a tax-exempt corporation it. ERSOrf?'.~ . ~ity, back when .they wer~ un~er-
can financially obligate itself for · .. ,. 'rl graduat~ at DePa?w Umv~ity. 
ventures serving UK. C ·'i!liltsfm,m. It's ]US! tha~ k!nd of _sp_11;tual 
· p · 1 farnil' with the . plan •m1ii!ti~..S refuge from hfe s whirlwinds, eop _e mr .u th ,... · ·"·' and that sense of new spiritual 
said it would have _no =eel. on . e .. maturity that students say they frequently· 
Urban County Government's extSI- ' firid · · tli · · .. Ii .. · · · 
ing bondin~ obligations or 'those of ·. _avai!a6!e t~-=Yatr~ofi~.: ~~'a!fv~'f. 
UK; accordmg to the newspaper. . -ties, · · 
-The plan calls for ~_athletic . ·· . Thousands of Kentucky students call 
associafion to help pay off the upon campus church groups during their 
bonds with money it now pays_ to undergraduate or graduate-school years, 
_, __ . ,years that can be.among the most exciting 
of their lives - aiid the most stressful. 
During an, lnteiVi;t~ify Ch11stia·rr;'..> i-:, 
Fellowship. party f,!~'UK' Lo4isl/illejµnior 
Rose pary _reads ~"l~ ~ter<!tlJ~E).::_ .-J; 
. --~~ -f:¥ ·. ---.:~~-,:~ 
counseling, for friendship; for ·a haven from 
studying and for. COS!lliC ru!SV,'.ers-:::-:·:· ·-
' Many are trying to 'discover a faith of 
their .. own, rather than,:tine;,m~JiyFpassed 
down from their ~erits..!i·~~·\ ;~. -~,-~-t· 
"The question bbm~Wfio·,is God for 
me?' not just, 'Whciiis.<,oo?'.:':srud:the:Rev. 
Ri!;hard Elliott,. Episcopal' chaplain. at UK 
and vicar of St. Augustine'~ Chapel.. 
A complicating Jactof _f'!!'c.t,l_eigy is that 
today many of the'students•tieed extremely 
basic religious eiiucation;,,·.-said,,,. Davici 
McNeil!, acting i:!irectoi:'ior·Kenfuckys vari-
ous. InterVarsity ,;,_ ~Ban:.:; Felfowshii: 
,· .. They go to the campus ministries. for · 
•• ; ~.,;, • ·.,. ~ _j, 
:COLLEGIATE: 
;Ministries offer 
jspiritual refuge. 
; · ~cntinu•,Y · 
.groups. · 
: Some don't even know that the 
:Christian Bible is divided into New 
:and Old Testaments, he said. 
• "More and . more students I'm, 
•seeing on campus have not been 
: raised in the church." 
;A trend toward God? 
: At Transylvania. University, 
•one-fourth to one-third of all stu-
. dents are actively involved in cam-
:'i)us religious groups , or in local 
;ohurches, said the Rev. · Paul H. 
:fones, dean of the Transylvania 
-University chapel. 
"Which I think · is pretty 
healthy and strong," Jones . said, 
given the students' ages and that 
many am experiencing their first 
taste of freedom from parental rule. 
"It's amazing the number of 
students who get up on Sunday 
mornings." 
Jtt, IJ~ril ,.,t91_pin;,,(\Ql'ffi . ~ll,Wf 
trends at Tra:nsylvanta, UK ·or 
elsewhere because students are a 
transient population and few peo-
ple track long-term statistics. 
ButJones said his sense is that 
feligious involvement among stu-
dents probably is increasing both 
in quantity and in depth of faith. 
"I've seen a real increase" in the 
' • I ' 
last i;o or three ~~rs. 'McNeili ·, ~i)~A'elanth,a~dtrCodie:nan said., . . :.:;_; fJ ebe' v~n thethm~h. ii~~,n~tf,~~p~~ . "i fdJ;/d\l~ieid\~i;;e~f"iht{,' ;; she ~dJ._"The'; Lord' !ves /he 
afee • . . . •,·i·,•:, no~~ m~pus_m1ms,,;:lj near __ ,es=,ng,o;.hq1,1or .. he said. ·, , . ,,,,.,strength." ' · · · ·'· 
Others said the increase <;aq1e_ ~A·, tries, several.clerfil'. .said, 1s thatt:;;J . "You have to:C?nvince yourself·, He's now· at the Newirum Gen- : . • , ·• 
, few years ago ~nd thai, attenda':'ce,; '· ~tt;den~ .?"~ ~o_re tnf~~ted,,~ow,if,::1t!i~t what·;rou be!1~yf, is th~ right :· ter'twice a wecl( orimore. !jis:fltliJi,'··•"· 1 ·,; • :, . .- . 
has leveled off. . ,i : , r,< :-'/flJ~m~1m9g;t11eir,~i:s9J1lll_sgmhJ:::,;,;, ~,!ITTP',~ruityo,u;~4e1sewhere)';':Jias lieeri r~bom • , . , , '. . -.~ :,·.': lnteg~~tlng. God. afld .. W!)~k 
At UK, black males constitute a:J,,.ahty w_ith•cowmun!ty•5eo/1Ce.,,; \,·,.ti, 1s;wrong';?ffralx{lilsnsll1d. · ·:, ,•' .. VJ, •u--;f~Mtltd, • ·,1~ '' ,,.,,.,irh'·~~'l~J:, · ,R~hgio11s, students; often- want. 
group whose religious invol','.ement ,:"'. ': CampuSJii}inistiie!l: ofteti i)ielp;;\:,) ':' . ,,,, .' ;;;•,'-~ : . , _'. ddtisl " WaiiliKO::t:i:rn . em . '' to make ,money in iheir future . 
definitely is. expanding, said the'·, Habitat for Htiinanify,build houses;:/:'r j(gc' ,F Ii . i ,,,,,., it'' ,,-:. '· A~d h ... ' d' cf' ,; frl. ii·· kt" r:·careers, btit'they also want to do. 
'Rev.,Richl!rd P?nela!1, a professqr !' for the poor,•They·eitcourage s_tu-t? e ~ ne co~~ ment \1i~ Newm:ri ma t"er ,ose ens '.'· wo~k that has.moral m1:11~ing, said 
of school adm1mstration and super- dents to volunteer at the Salvatiort , Far "!ore stucle!1~ on Kehtucky . "It h ~n ,· c(t iii i, ,, . ,'. .. .i · Elhot~ the Episcopal mm1ster. One 
vision wpo is adviser to the Afri-· · Army pr to ,take §Unuper. mjssion · camp_uses are ,Chri~tians than are . 
1 
as',.. ome Y P~ student who was studying land-
can American Campus Ministry. jaunts·to other countries. .; , Muslims ?r, 8i'Y.J_~fS., , socia group. ,,,.,scape architecttn:e asked Elliott 
For the last couple of years, . , , , .. . . - .. • . A typical_ l!leeting of the Jewisl! . . , , . , · how to find. a sense of holiness in 
men have made up the !11ajority !)f ManY_ i_nlnlstrles a~allable .. Hillel Fo~ndation at U!(, held every Temptations of youth that,, profession. . 
the 25 ?r.more students mvolved m , : Reh!:Jo.usly:, speaking,.• l!,K; ·: four to eight weeks, ':"?I! draw frpm , · . Of course, it'.s not all joy. There • So we s!<trted talkmg -~~ut 
that ~m1s1;Y. . . s~s_typipi_ l,rf large state univer-•:· two to ;9.s~denl!!, d1rnctor Susan , . are moral complexities',on•campus-J the Garden of ¥ert _and putl!ng 
"Htstoncally, A~can-Americari , s1ties:1iJ,-,Ke~tti_cky. . . :,',, :, t:ioldstem said. On. a .. campus. of es for. young Ghristians just 'as . patch";;l of ~den 1_n the urban land-
ma!es are not s~km11 to enhan_ce ' ·.'/,'her~ !lr.e, at !~st 14 _rehgi~us'. :rt11hlroo25J,009 ~pl~. there are there are for Muslil)lS. '. l scape,, :1,11_10tt said._. . ' ' . 
(,heir _level of spmtuahty,'.' ~e said. groups:,JJ1er~ whose . ad"'.'.sers are a ut . ewi~ s,tudents. · . . , . Interestingly, students and cler- ( . · Sch~i,n;ich, th~ pre-m~ studen~ 
It's us_uall}'. the youn!'( ladies;" reco~,.by _the '!mv~1ty, ftoll\, •. By compansqn,; the_ ~thohc .!lY alike-say the ha~clest,spirit,ual: Just re~ed fro!11 a trip to Mos-
The Afncan Amencan Campus.·. Bapti~_ts 'tg,,. Ba_ha'1s, t9 ..Jews to: Newman Center _at,UK,!p!msters to issues students face aren't'the·ste-' , cow with a Baptist medical team .. 
Ministry offers black men - and Quakers, Othe(religious fa.iths_op- 1,()00 students m a typical,ll!eek,. reotypical college· tefupi:ations of . Watclµng physicians live out 
black women as well - a uniquely ·, er.;t(e less/formally, on ,o\- near . said the Ifov. J?a1_1 Noll, the Pj!Stor. · sex, drugs and. rock -'n' roll. , , their faith by volunteering to treat 
i~tellectual _forum _for asking reli-' camp\/s,_inclucling ~uslinis. , · ' , !WanY Chnstiani·~\µde,?ts are· .... ,. And most·of ilie.~fuderiis inter- I. stran,gers in Russia _al\d watching 
gious questions, said the ~ev. <;,ei:- · ·· A~!1raf' T~90uls1, .28,. a native : · :i;!b1~ to T1:l'boul~.1_ t11' ~t , tJ/ey.' if viewed for this · article said .ihey : ~m;:l1ans cp<presi; the1rioyfu] Clu:is-
ald Coleman, 26, a UK semor and a . of Syn~ and a doctoi:a1 student' iri 1,.; ·. 1h1t 'Yhat ap~ ,cq 1pe a genu-,,: .' · uff. . 1.ttl· .d', . , , th-:.•l,- ,;,:•. · ; . tiamty unde~. difficult circiun-mernber of the .campus group. . , , phanruice.\lti~ scie!.1~,at- ~.yj.s;;!'"· me; eartfelt conum,bntpt · ' ; s er, ,1. .~ I;! iC!lle i<lf:,. , ~.u;, Jii;l/~fs 1 , stances, opened her eyes. 
-~~ Coleman said,_ is more '· 1~ ·!lie Islam1~. ,Cente~, oil South/\:(. One r~on th_efr.~ coinmi~; .~frod, ..m. seeular profess~rs: ,or stu-. . "I learned a lot i1;1 a •l?t of 
satisfymg than the emotional and Limestone regularly. , · ·,:ris the sheer Joy of Jom1ng a congre- .. ents. • :, · , .. . . · ', different areas," Scheunch said .. 
~ogm~tic worship they often find . "Foj ,me_ personally, it(piaysj a~ ··: gation ·of other young ~dults. , . , . C !)!~; the most common problems 
1 
. • She is just one of 250 students a 
m their home ~urches. . very cntical role," Jr~h?ulsi ~id_\!f; , , Greg \\'.ashnock, 2~, if. 9\thol_ic , . hristian , spi_den_ts en~unt~ are! 'Yeek who pass ~ough UK's Bap-
,"A lot. of time, young bla~k t~e mosq_ue. "It's a daily_._tlµng' to.:.-: and a ~mor a~ UK_ ma1on_ng m ., ,.rock}'.., ret~~ships, WI~ ~~nds, 
1 
. tist Student Center on Columbia 
men don't get what they need m go there and perform my,~rayei's.", · mechanical ,engineenng, ,
1 
said . he- . paren~.,-.. _ rnt~<Is_, or:. girlfrien~s. i" Avenue .. 
Phllf~~; ''Thijl's,' ·;w~Y'' lliey :-'~on'i .. ·i:ijiPl\(ifri~ i!iiiJraV~h-, !fil,'.fil!o~ I }AA_ q ,p!!ilflr,'!!lll! ,!nti¾~!;,in _«:!! __ • lirw'· t•Tum, al§ll~;,f!:¢t :J;Rll~li\lll!f,,abQµt '. ~,, . Sojne attf:nd the-Tuesday night 
come, Coleman said. . · ·. ·. ship he· finds ru,nong 1s Muslun,-' ·,w~en he traµ~ferr<:<l,ft'.9m,_Nor!h~ :,:;,gra es. · · . , ., · , worship semce there. Others come 
. The Africari. American. Campus ' b!others' J,el~ hipr. coinb,at home--;,~; Kentucky, U11!v~1:r, ,111f J99~· it •~,:t-· ,\<,Sarah Sc~~.url~h 'l!fl.d;-' ,her . for the Thursday_ devoti?nal lunch. 
Mm1stry also _is.a place wher~ ·:s1ckness,fo;, h1s,pi,i~v:e fa,nq., .. :, :,,Ji .. Ho~evei,,\".lien.,hi:i,:irrivi,d'iif~tifri~~cls ~,.m~ti~ted !0 ~~~-- •: Or for-,the vanous Bible study 
stpdents can lltlk a~out p~o~lems · . , ,It. stren$(hel\~-h!11!,. ~,,alt<\m~t;:',J}-exingtori he_,decided.,to, cli,eclc'ouH'.lif ,·,; ,.! /:1-\~. t!j~ big ~~,g,~ '°~. 1s: grou~ the center sponso~ ai;ound 
with roman~ and_ friepdsh1ps. . , i·tl\e d~~clions o{ hvt!lg 11! a'se<;t,i'':l.1:,the,Newirian'<;A!nter. He quickly got\•~&P!:91;~~•.·, -,~.ik~e\11:lc\,)Q, _a 
1 
~pus. ,Or for the Baphst mtra-
. . ~_nd black studen~ ·can ._,m<;et, ,,''!ar Weste~.~ltur~ .• ' .;,\, .· '/' ''!l([(hoo~iia ~er':_siieiii,g H4ii~ed~.',ofi:~f.llcl1'1}~: ,s,tµ\l~~t:',at;iQI{(,.~11:C/; .IS' ,. mm:-1 sports teams. ' . 
w1thm an overwhelmmgly white·. i\s a Mushm, he fini:ls 1t diffi-•\,.., other people his: age ,wonlhipirig'•.:1,;fthve.1;\} tli{~P)ls1,~~i/~!!(P?d10n., I feel sorry sometimes. for 
al:IIJPUS _and_ discuss_ ~ow to, deal'.; ,cult ,to_ ~o¢ial~ ~ith,;Nne1cah//.Gpd: t!)g~tlieri ,anij,,tiiRlng:chili'ch / er~_S1' C>_ofpr~,ur~tq~tu _Y-'' them," said t~e Rev. H.K. King-
With racism m a Christian manner, :, colleagues.at restaurants ,or parties,;,·, lciidership fo!ell. ·" ,'i ,, •"' · :,, \ · . S_he cqns1l!rt)r __ lia_s to renund kade, the Baptls.t campus minister. 
·.. . , : ,1· ' · ·: .... · · .':-•,· · ···· i herself·:that·~~mng_a_cp!P~~ to "Yourheartgoesout.Ijustwantto 
_' !:,Yen the l!lost prc,st1g1_oll/l,.µlffifcal · make life a little easier for them." 
, "400! . nng~t., .no,t .be the,- .. most: -But students IruJ.ke for a likable 
,. beneficial thmg for_qer. ,., . · and vibrant parish, said Noll, the 
What's truly . unportant, she Catholic pastor 
said, is finding the_ qne, medical , "They're iood people," Noll 
s,chool that God w;mts lier to ·at- said. "They're really good- people. 
tend, · •. · Our bas· · h · t ffi , . · ,, . .. ," . , . . 1c approac 1s o a rm 
· "I just need to pray about 'it," that goodness." 
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Other universities 
in region have 
active groups 
BY PAUL PRATHER 
HERALD-LEADER RELIGION WRITER 
eligion plays a big role 
even at secular, state-run 
universities in Central and 
Eastern Kentucky. It's a 
big deal at college campus-
es nationwide, for that mat-
ter. 
The 16 religious ministries registered 
with officials at' Eastern Kentucky Universi-
ty's are among the most active organiza-
tions on campus, said Skip Daugherty, dean 
of student development 
"At Eastern it's always been very 
strong," Daugherty said. 
Up to 2,000 students participate in 
campus ministries, out of a student popula-
tion of 16,000. 
Many other students likely attend 
churches elsewhere. 
Religious groups are second in populari-
ty among students only to Greek fraternities 
and sororities. 
At Morehead State University, 1,500 
students belong to the Baptist Student 
Union - and there are a half-dozen other 
campus ministries in addition to that one, 
said David Cox, coordina.tor of student 
organizations. · _ 
"There seems to be a large number of 
students that participate in these organiza-
tions," Cox said. ' 
At Northern Kentucky University, only 
229 students are listed as members of the 
five known campus religious groups. 
But that low number almost certainly is 
because NKlJ is a commuter school. Only 
1,000 out of about 12,000 students live on 
campus, said Rick Meyers, director of media 
relations. 
The biggest religiow, group ·at NKlJ is 
the Catholic Newman Center, with.96 mem-
bers. 
At Kentucky State University, there are 
two organized student religious organiza-
tions: the Baptist Student Union'With about 
40 members and the Wesley Fowidation, a 
student group affiliated with the United 
'Metnoois!·~~ ~t 1$,~ti<Iut 30~. 
~bers. i: Regardless • pf :t whether:: 
·. they ever : take . ;m, active: part if : 
campus ministries,-the· overwhelm--: 
ing . majority of college students 
express . some:;; form ,, of . religious . 
. affiliation .. ..,.,.:, :,8 ·::t:f t..¥'J ri, ~ $. ·-t tiii 
~ tUK'~~ ~ ~Jlutig ] 
-~: · · · i:e~fot irironimg!fresiirneri;.83.8 ~ 
percent voluntarily filled out a card 
declaring their religious . prefer-
ences, said Jake Karnes Jr~ assis, 
tailt dean of students and liaison to . 
campus religious organizations. 
.'. ·At _ ~ · .. _bY-::,far the , biggest 
denominations ,· among freshmen 
who listed a preference were Bap- . 
tists and Catholics who, respective-
_ _-;l" -t .. nsqtutea 'Z~~~•fmd ,. y, .i:o . 11:;P,•·~ ~r-~· 
.. -;,:25,3· percent ;,.7''¥._r~"'~·i '-.i, -1 · • ... i'!.~' 
:·d·J1·,Nationwide, • · · 88.2!:..~cerit ·,.·pf 
:~•treshmen have· a religious . prefer; 
· ence, . according to a: survey by ; 
. UCLA and the American Council . 
· on Education. , ; ', ., . --11~. . • • 
By the time·· theyl are seniors, 
'..i}few ,hav~;_wavered. . .... : .. - ., 
. ·'r::.. ll.. 'UM A~A..t..;:.; . '"m.,~~~~,~ , -... ~' m·u1e '-'~~~ w_~•~ -
• ·;ftfdy; only 11.8 ' pen:erir;of the' 
freshmen in 1987 said they had no 
religious preference. When they 
were seniors in 1990, that percent-
age had risen to 14.5 percent But 
for 85.5 percent of seniors, th~ . 
, religious views remained intact "· I . , t , 
• ~ : • • • • I ,.._•!,t•• •• 
·· The Associated Press 'cdti'tribut'-
ed to this article. 
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f . /. • ~·a·~.; •:.~;.;:- .. ·s-..-.. .. 1 -~ ,-irl!'Jc~i~, ·i-,i,;irnrm;';;i(,~<i.;;l 
• • •• , •• o •, <, • .-, ..,., '· • r· • _' -' - I. _' '".fl" · ' ·- " 
~~UJ.!~91.~~l!f:'Moreh~gs\~-
[~~~·J~ti ~li~rd;3;i ~~-~5~il•' ~"""'-
Eij ·agit 
1
ei )~fil~cf'.o" ac'. ,,h s; a·ys·', · ~~~i~en-:U~~~'~J:~~!,l ~;d)~Mtli, -0~.J.r1i1\'m'.ft1!~J:IJ:lfJ:F1e· Ji~.·' o ./.. . ". ,1=.t•• ,·•2·,,,-.. '"'}) t ep ,,m11'!-0~1c1.~,-,.~ .. ,. .. 1-411 
,. i'. ';c;;ik,;, •, ' J?:11!, The~ w~el.~!Phl ,,,·HJ!c\'t' ,aridat,wic!~•receive,:;~tit1 -~1!liliil'1~ Le·11n1 'tl\ll'''to' ughne·ss s1gnees, SIX ffom Jumor,,c'!ileges.•'. 'terbacks-s)J~-!!3~J1i!1<\ I;li:ai)<\<>pii 
~U. . i:1l . . . . They also are part of 501 scholar- Pasquale - have not'taken a snap 
i 1, i ,, • sti·.-·::•k·· ships that Ballard was alloca¥, ,in'college,"•·. C' ,;.\,·:, . .,;•.··} IS 1measurmg C . thesecondyearMoreh.eadhas.been Th. 'Ea''·•,i1'' •'"rt 1ha'kwni1~-
? · .8 R ·BAI.: . .. . · at that number. The Division I-AA ·hand' e th!!,;~b.9luai 'to"er, fta'b! .... ff y ICK LEY . , . . 63 ,, . · . mg e ,. a . . .a s e Q .· HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITER maxJmum IS . . ·.'i .i . ' _,. niiuiing; backs, incluclirig Cprey3 
When he Was named l
·nten·m , _So as the Eagles lie~n to _tnm ·Curry'· RoiltaeBass,·•Dartell CrQSS;1 
their program Ballard 1s charged R' b" F' "~ ,. D' " .... d , ·~ ·•· · football coach at Mor.ehead "th ["ft' · ' · 1 · · d ta! t t · Pete, u Y• rau" 1az. an LVren ' WI I mg mora e an . en Oas W"iJ"am r ' ,. : • •• 
, . State in March, Matt Bal- competitive a level ils _possible in .. 1, 1 ~- >: · . ' .. . ·. '.· J 
lard immediately went recruiting. i:he Ohio Valley Conference. Wide receiver • candidates, in>" 
He didn't hit the· road, beating \ Wins and· losses won't be the elude Jezj' Steven~, l\fatt,,',;tl).W;'> 
the bushes for any new talent he measuring stick for his first &,gles I 'i'!<;>, ,Kiesh. East~ood;;JY;~))~;} 
could find. He didn't lock himself 
1 
team, Ballard said. : · vis ~n,~ -Ray,.':\11Ui~_s, ;. ", . ·. ,; 
:up in a darkened room and watch "From a.mental standpoint, we Guard• 'Todd .Nea~. 1s th7-,an-; film until his eyes were blurry. have to stay focused," he said. "It, cljo~: }_s\~P well, 
"The first thing," Ballard said, will be extremely difficult: a big. becau~. · .. ',iL,lard· o.(j 
."was to recruit this football team. challenge, from the.,deP,ili,,stapd- T<?Qd,,;, DaJ_ ! 
·We had to get their focus back and point. What will hold us bl!ck is .said;:· I~ t~tµt:_' 
get them situated." . depth on the lines." fi!l > we,)(~_ •. ~ot, 
Chaos reigned in the Morehead How thin is the defensive front?. lii!lli · H~ s ·' a tJ::e-; 
football program this winter when Tackle Mike.' Connor is the lone · i11en/i9tJ5,'1 blockfl''.\ 
President Ronald Eaglin revealed ·returnee .. "He's the o_n!y .. body,': . :~ :d~,\'!Y.~ll:~lllj 
his intent to systematically cut Ballard said. "But. he'.s good. He ,j . ,.t · :;"•,\~~m,. 
~h~~~~~\~. ~~. ~~v:!/~t;~ .1·. gets in the ,?ackfield a.Jot for sacks I .,. , .. _,,•1-<'',, .,.>·,,; ~'P:filt\J c&ii.::i 
I andlosses.· . · l Neace;' .. 'f"•I,.,-,•. a',·• sought, and received, _re eases as Jason Schafer is the leading ; , . , , . . . , ·. the o.ther, guar, , r1 
teammates waged internal, warfare . · '• · . ·· i off a length knee.in" .. :\ 
I - ta • t t t •1 candidate at the· other tackle with 1 1s co'!'~... .. , , .00
,..Y , .. , , .c-1,~-~ 
over eavmg or s ymg O pro ec · Mackenzie McKnight and Brandon 
1
. T)le J1!fl1liag~~~l~tai;t_ ,.~YedE,l'Y,-~e,k 
their own scholarships. · , Baker competing, too. Ryan Elliott, . that. he . Sf ,t ~n flW: . • · • -· '.I 
: So wiien Ballard solidified the a freshm,an walk-on, will see action, . ,· ,K•,. 1,·e••.sH''e·'n' so''"n·••:··. ~i .'cen:· ''hl ~ci'.\ home front, ·conducted a spirited at nose guard · l ,. , • .. Y ;,,'.!' , , , ·· ,_ 1 kl,.\,.,• ""ed.-.. btrt"' ·-: 
spring practice and .turned his at- .·. · . , Adam·wnn,at· tac e:.are .r s ~ 
tention to outside prospects, the . An injury has s10wed · Enc ) freshmen: -Alan :McPl.ierso[."ilFine·1 ' bo d b ' Pitts' bid for outside linebacker, so. otliet tickle.>' ·,.' "!,::•,',. : ' '·'i 
cup ar was are. junior-college tran~fc;i: C,:raig Myers· •; ,,,/. ·•'·'' .,, ;.,·:·. :,;,;-.~·r";",,,. ~. · .':i 
' "We didn't sign a nose guard," claimed the spohvhen the Eagles , .. 1"0ui- :Ai:J:lilles' heel is inexperi-.i 
Ballard said. "Why? There was put on the pads. ; ence, Si> we miist have guy~. _who,,· 
none out there. We talked to every I tha ti 
junior college in the United States.· Returnee Scott Marsh and jun- ' can Pay '!1°r~ n one,posi on, 
You wouldn't believe the film we ior-coUege transfer Ro~ Lyttle _are Balliµ-? ~id. We have.to be Y',!Y 
·watched. A month ago, defensive potential starters at ms1de lme-. versatile. 
backs were still left, but we didn't backer. · 
need them. Linemen were already Pre-season All-OVC comerback 
gone." Hector Diaz ,leads the veteran Ea-
gles secondary. Cliff · Freeman, 
Akim Smith and David Bacon.are 
contending for the• other starting 
spots. 
lln six,seascihs at,Unl9n; first year at .: M~re6eaa•1M1d-soo~ ~11.eoiiref: enoo aiicl'NAIA b1sinci 32 Co~cliol ' ·•~;;~1t·• .r··-·~,·-··· ·•.•··'°~'r,,, • .,.,.,,._,Ji.,··' ,••,i: '•· 92' ' 
:.· ,,·,, .. !iQU8r:t8rbac~1:.ir. d~
1·}:i~~-; , · •1r• ·; nuback8r&··•1• 1 )di~•' th■elast_Yea~'!!.: .• 
3
·o ,.,,.,e·,a'i·i-, 
2
• -6 a"nd' 
NoNlmo 'Hl. WI. a:Homftlwni:1, 1'1•·' 15-RobLyttlo .,..'i.••s-1J'23lJr.1Torrarice,c.llf.;~ ~• 60uv 
7 ·.iusun Wassel•!; ·j,. 6-2 180 So. lexlngton,'fl ti(} ·' 33 Corey Phllllj:,a\'·{--.j 5-11 3l5 Fro Cenll9rvllle, Ohio: tied for seventh 111 ovc. 
,Q•BrandonPaiJqual1J· B-1 196'.Fr.Jeff8rlonvl!~Pa 38Char189•MuHl{!s-' 1iT6-1,220,Fr.•&anton. 1', ., \t •
1
. I th d 
13' JP.--Blalr.'.:.o' · M ··a:o -ft.!p11,;ovr11a•;,· ~-:. . 44 Robert Brown ,: :·e-1 ,200 Fr. F/atwood8 I .J. _ ■ Strengths: versati 1ty n e secon • 
.,10-Rob ';tot_ ~~l·'·"·--'~6,! .. ,.,~i.f_!·~,°',\v:'•~"--' ' 'l;i_ !i,2".. •46 Scott Marsh ·~1e! .:.6-0': 210 So:Ashtand\ J 1-l/½,.• ary and·atttie skilled positions. 
"' .. h ~-• 47ZackBaker-. ~.c6-21,220Fr.:E.Pa1oAltq,.Callt 
. . . ·. Runnlng,b11cks,;,,•,:1. c'iJ ·" CraJg ...,_,l, ... ,, .... , •. ,,. .,,; ..... .,,,,.,'!"~'· ■ Weaknesses: Lack of,depth and 
1 Corey Curry :1.. 1:,;.;,.6-0 ,100 Jr; Ta~ FTa. 1 . J· . :.·:C,(~wbrd ~ . .: .. ~; ~ ~:t::'!irJ··~:-:·1 :;,.)' experience on the off~nslve.and defE!n-3 Rontae Bttss ~., 1 v-,·5-9 ,.170 Sr. Oxford, Mlsa, 1 , · r. · 1 · I I" I · t rt rb k. ◄ She1c1oneurmlde' 5-8:1166 Fr.1L.an:.aster i, ,-;·, : · +-l)lrtfd ~Mt :,_-•n·1 .. , ,· :. ,Ji1'i!. sve.mes,,nexpenencea qua e ac 
24 Spencer Tracy , , ,. 5-10 100 F,;. yirgtnra BMch, Va. - . , · Defens~e. _baqks : _;r1 , 1 ' • ■ Offense:,Multfple. Bghth in total 25 Pete Ruby' , ' :~j 6-9 175 Si.'_Wheeleraburil, Ohio 2 David Bacon , 5-10 170 Sr. Bnmswlc:k; Ga. , 
28 Stephon Bruton:\• .. 6-11180.89.WJnchester ',, 8 AklmiSmllh , ,·.!·JJ~ !185iJr. Las Veg119_~, .' , • Offense fn QVC ln''93. 
31 Frank 0111%, . r, '. •
1
6-0' 220 'Jr.' Winter Springs, Fl!i_1 ! 18 cart Mack j• • ~ 180 So, LoulsvlUe l • ■ Defense: 50 slant angle. Seventh. 
32 Loren Wlll[11fflaf1~;• 15-9 ·185 Sr._,Dallas. ,:;,., ." · .. )' 17 Jason Wocide •J ~ f~ ·&-0 175 So. Plnevlllo ' 1 ! ·(:. ·,n tot.al de'er1se ln.OVC In '93. 
34 Darrell Crosa ,,. , .. &-tf 85 Sr. Porth Amboy, N.J. • 20 chance Brannen ·, 6-0 170 Fr, Frostproof, Fla. '. 1. 1
1 
35 Kenneth Turner. 5-10190 Fr. Cold·s~rlng ·· 22 Hector oJaz s-10 160 s,. Winter Spring,, Fl~ ■ Retu' I g lettermen• Defensive 
39 .Glenn Floyd.:· 5-11210 Fr. Martin • \ , 23 Tian Smalley 5-11175 Fr. Lebanon ' , ! 1 , . . . ~ n • • · 
◄3 Ja111ea Hutsell , , $-6 [185.Sr.,Clnc111natl ·r·• '•ih>' 27•Derlck Pinkney , .... 8-1 190 s,,eruns'!¥1cki Ga~•• tackle Mike Connor: running back Dar-
i••·· ' · ,~-;1•1r.:~-~_,~,i:.(,1,, '1.,f..:{X\" :200emetriuaWhee1dr6-0'-190Fr.Loulsvllle,i:ltvt~• d u·' · d~odd 
\ I ·-,•,;Rece,wer&}':,.',i ·: N,1\1!~~. '30Chad•Tackent,;:;r.-,•5-J1175Fr'.°'Ashia\,dl;'-~.1"'i/~' rellCrossan 011ensiveguar 11 
'; 5 Chaurlte Marr&ri:l\,,'~5-74•15() Ff.}.~~lle '~·~•.,'J ~ ◄ 1 Anthon)' Ra'lli~e • 5-10190 Fr. LyflChi.e-i,~.{;'.'.'";, Neace,lead 28 returning lettennen, 
6 Klosh Easterwood:1!'6-0,'175 Jr.' Laa Vega3 '. :1~• /'-' 45 Cllff Freeman 6-2 185,So.Loulsvll/e, ( , ,' N . . • ' d 
10 Ray wimams -\'' ~..:-~&.111eo, Sr •• Miami ••!.. ... .. , , ... -1;,r~, 11 ,,..,~:, ~•'~,--- ; 1~y;:, :.'l Including six ~tarters on offense an 
114 • .1eny 8taveR!id1',~~~N:~~- ~ 1nu : . , 11 · r ; . ,Puntel'S,1klckers ::d~ '*':f1 rl fiye on defense. , , , 
~ ~~~~f7~!tw1~1w•Fr:\.0u1sv1110,., •',, • ·· ,n BrW. Nur1:k"r.,:,~.1.6-0l.100~~-;iMrif.:Clll1t~ \~1'1 ■ NOW' faces: Quarterbacks J.P. Blair 1 
'aoT Oallle. ,\f,·•·s-,1150'5o.Mamnronoclc.N,Y. 99 1TimMclolland •.'1,.B-4 2'25'.Jr.Clrdnnaa' - dB do p I 11 b k ' 
' I .......... -.:., Srr.ct},.,, , ........ ~ Mich:"-.""~ ': (,,>fj;,i, ... :r -~v;:·"'m'-.:~(.C(~(>'t',{.l:t1:',1•·,-:'.i'.t,11•'t!,··\.':. •! an ran "~ aiua e, ne ac ers 
j8 vouwuno;'C•<,i:"'· -•; ' • ' --~,.-, -'1"► •!;!i,•\·~ {~1~• ~•!''I. ti"•,,... '\r,~,. ' ' . ' d ' 
t82Ryai\Wllhlte,;,1-} •• 6-0,175Fr,;W,' lton,QhloJ;.~ ~.-). ',, •' ·1~1.•j• 'j_.~,t",d•t>=!r',:J' 1,\lrJ}1J11'....1 CralgMyersand oblyttlean sa1ety 1 
)85TerryKlnmnnd.'1<5-£1,,160Fr~,lnde~ridencel,~ .. fr ': · ,;.,~1 ·1;',..-•,::.,-.~':J.{• • ..t,;.YY'°•:i,:..,J, .. 'Ak• S 'th , 
\
'88'TlrpR9bln1on(·.-
1
&-9~160Fr;,l.oulsvlllo)f.~?1{J,r;I• , ,1 1 .. ~<s,t~~,.½··,:·~-~\,",~1. ~\ lryl ml•• ·, , ' 
87 JasonTaylor'i.,,,. · 5-11180 Fr,•RBCCtOOn--.. ~) ,' ",J' 1· • ■ Key to the season: We must stay 
88 Jeremy Johi:,ison ' 5-U 165 Fr. Lou1svlllo •t , 1' l , 
, , ,, ,i;;:,- ,-;:·~~-N ,:-;, .. ·~ .,.'{ .. ~ ,· • ,focusedonwhatwe'retry1ngtoa0: 
ft •• :r~,.?i.J,I'. ·. )'.1~ht. e,wds ~< ?,t~,0' 'i./:{':.~- , ~, , . ,,. ...... .-~ ,; ; rt .t:;. , •i complish,'.' Ballard said. 'We're not 
h:J M111e Appel .. , •• ~.M 225 So .. Wlldei.; ,1 • •• ,._,,,) ,Sept, 3 ,at Marsha.U h 11r • : ~,!'·. 7.p.m." Judging our success necessartly by ~ '·•••'');;;i11•,,..,'t"-t•'>!,l'•;i .... ~ •. '.  ~ 
i .. ; :/~:,'.~ Qffe~itlve~lln8in,e~j",: ;·~,Jf;/-iJ ·;_Sept· ... 10!1EAST-~TENNESSEEr STIQ:° 1.p.m.:j I wip~.anq,1o~s but on how and why 
i" k~'"""'°" · 03 275 ''· Floml;,;,.ilji,i 'U'{:' ;•5e l-17-''TEN. NESSEE STATE.f.Y,( · 7 .. p:111: we're supposed to play the game. It 54 Tommy,,., s. "° F,. M- ,. ,,.. P ... ' "' . ·11 b b" h 11 f h d '--'" 
t59,&uartcook ~ti a-0 290:.<Jri,Loulaa·.,fl -~~•f'l r1 ,;. 1,TENNESSEETEcu~"'''~1.30 n--mj ,w,. ea 1gc a enge romt e e...,u, 160 JasonWoodcockl1\ e-1~2◄0.Fr.(Uborty,1'1._ ~~1, • Sept 2.. "~•'Ii~~.· 1!:.:.:.!' standpolnt"i , . · 1 , 
l61ChrlsCorconin'l,a-t1275Jr,Wheellng,!W,Vn.;-:r;,,, - '\ MISSOUR1'•1-•••1•30' '. ' 
r67' Fred Jlanoolll •: ~ 6--1 I 290 Fr., Newfield, NJ,J.;.~' -~ '., Oct .. •1 ' . SE . . ' . I ' 'h~.,. ' . . PJTI- : ■ Outlook: Near bottom of ovc. 
r11 Alon McPhoraon.,f,.. 6-4.r.i200. s,. Colwnbwl, Ohk:)1~;1.1 ,1 .... ;.• 
0 
.. , .... , ;·, I - • _ .1,,•.;;,::;1 . -:.: :, 1 . ~75~Bragg :,·)·'&-2.,aiFr.-tfam>dsburQ:.~:~·.;:f~. _Oct 8 pen· ,•~. ·.,••.: .. .,, ... :, ,. · ; 
176Adam'Conn _;'~8-8'~2'60Fi'.S!lfl:~)'ti;..1''i,' . ' : . ,-,-.,··~ ... >"·,,,..;,,,. .• 
,.78,.Todd}loaco 1 , , 6-4 :1300 Jr. ~-•;~{fl:~<:~~- :,Oqt,15?~ .. at.Middle. •:re_nness~r~:tt'-N.,P~-
~79•_Anthon)'_ McVlcltar ,,6-6';280 Fr ... Wtb:lef,,•". . .;11,,;',•i,";,. : ·•1 · -; · · - .. :,,._..i ·30. ' 
i ... ·, ;•,,, ~l~.·1VM .. iV · 1•11;,r\, .. ,);J:i: ..... 1' ~~{ -s··.1 'l ·.,',·.:;. ,·,Oct 22 •.1at 'Aus.tln·J~eay;J:,,.-f:)~)}'(' •. ~!2;·. 1p.m. 
i.:, 1 ,· 1.: ~,n:nens,-.e;. nemen:·•:·,--;.:·,.i:~•i f · .: .... · .•·- :.-. · · .. ~;,,:-·•· -.•1••· 
l .CO·earry·Morrlsoo~1~1 t:Mli;205 So.'kita l( :/t l, ·.i :\·:i:k- OcL 29 i:1.•~~IRMIN\3HAM~11~1:30;p.m. :~ = ~!=/}~•::: = ~·J~0~ 0~11o!Jh?!·1o!;:;; . Nov: '·sfMUR~Y.$TATE .'.J 1:3Q,p'.rrl. 
74 Tra11l9 Ellen, , ;',, 6-4 276 Fr;~Lobsnon, OhlQ ! 
77 Mike Connor ( • 6-1 260 Sr'.•Oakl•nd, N.J. ' 
90 Daniel Clemons ·6-1 240 Fr. Ml . .W11Shlngton 
91 Brendon Baker 6-3 :290 Fr. ~ubUrn, Wash. 
92 Ryen Elllott· ·••. /• B-1 260 Fr;•M11.ttln · 
97 Mackenzie McKnlghl 6-3 275 Fr. COiumbus, Ohio 
NoV. 12, at.Terir'!~artin , 2 P.,rn-
. Nov. 19 at Easiem Kentucky ·· ··1::io p:m. i 
' '· ' ' ' 
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Spalding's new···president. is . 
a big .. hit-_wifli staff,_ student~ 
By BEN Z. HERSHBERG on campus - a goal welcomed by 
Staff Writer students, Jones said. And' Oates 
wants to offer more activities for 
Stories are important to David Thomas students,·· including intercollegiate 
.Garrison, associate professor of Oates and intramural soccer, if the Idea Is 
English at Spalding University. Is eager approved by the university,groups 
That's one reason he was attract- . to listen that must review-it. · . 
ed to Thomas Oates, who became to all sides Oates also wants. to attract more 
president of the small university in international students, and he's· lay-
downtown Louisville· on July 1. -ing·. the-• groundwork by· _,meetinl, 
Garrison was on the search com- "---"""'- with officials from.foreign colintries. 
mittee that interviewed Oates and ··•-· .. · · · when they're in Louisville, His visi-
seven other candidates.. . tors have-included the·, mayor of· 
During Oates' interview, Garrison · THOMAS R •. DATES ,_ : :· , , Quito, Ecuador, and the ~ !>f.. 
said, it was. clear Oates could draw ,BlrthpJaca: St. Louis. . education for Ivory Coast. .· · ,c:~i,d 
the important substance from sto- :.Title: President,.Spalding If'.S~ding's·students and.faculty 
ries about the history of a.school or University. . .·. , .. · . "· · back idea, Oat_es said, he would, 
a city - the substance that .would . ,Education: P.h.0,. in. .,;., . , , liked' I~ bring in:10cto,'U15 fodft~=~; 
help him ~·ckly understand __ the Ameri 1·1 t · and BA : entsmayearorso. n "'"""' , ·" can I era ure .... 
culture of new home. - .. ..in. English and philosophy, ' the rest of the world and the dynam-
By. his actions, the. 49-year-old . St. Lo1,1is University, ;·· _ ics that drive the developing world 
Oates already has written one story Experience: U.S. operations · are essential parts of being,a univer-
that Is quickly spreading through d'rect f th Coo !iv , 51istudent today," Oates said. 
th S al.. . _, 1 or. or- e pera e. also thinks · Is tial • e p mna commuruty. ..·.·: . e ii essen ,or -.., . - .,Association .of States for · . • ··:. 
Here's how Sherry.Lockwood, the Scholarships at Georgetown : Spalding students to get involved In 
rti<:8ptionlst . who. operates · the . .University, ,Washington, : local social-service programs. <>ates 
~l~hbo~ m ~~ lobby-~flhe. ad- . "1989-1994; campus.dean, ., -~ ! said 'he:~ attracted to Spalding 
nurustration building, tells it:... . _ . University of Wisconsin at . : p1¢1y .because it remains true to its 
"He came here in June to spend'a . nRichland .Center,.1985-1989; ' l roots as a school built by the Sisters 
couple of weeks with.:Slster. Eilee_n . '.i:hairmari ·and associate : . 
0
,, i of,Charily of Nazareth to help edu-
(E_ gan),'' his p_redecessor. ""H __ ._e no- . -.,'professor,,.de•partm· ant.of.·.:··, ! tale andierve ... •._,;, ,·, . , i 
ticed how hot 1t was out,ln.the.lobby .Journalism, :St.:Michael's ... · '.'.:'. l Starting. thls;fall,. social smice: 
and asked me if•I was hot r"told '· ·'College,"Winooskl Park, Vt.,'-"' l will be a mandatory part of classes 
him I was, and he said getting me 1981-1985. l in social-work, .. nursmg,_education,-, 
cool would be the first-thing on·hls- -p1rrsona1•-age .. 49·marrled___ f business·and:arts and sciences,sald 
agenda when he became president" "-and has. four,sons;-:c, ,,,.,.. 1 Michael· ·Day,: campus minister :and: 
Sure enough; on•JuJy 2'"0ates'. ,.l;.~•"'"'"''R•;,,l'J,..,,,.-~...-is,,,-i· , lclirectorof:communlty service,,-~-,, 
second day.on the Job, ·an a1r:condi,:: .·.,;.,=_,,.~,,,;,,.;...,;-b.;;,,,..;;.;;.,-;.;.:;, , , Spalding began developing those 
tioner was installed.In ,the lollby, . ·•F.'-' ·:::, : . ::;:v.o:, · ' · :.projects .. before .. Oates .aaiveci.' ...But. 
"He cares about .everyone.and Js_ -And Oates has said he will try to the new. president said he wants 
equal to everyone," Lockwood said.. raise salaries, Garrison said. _ ' .smice learning to become a vital 
"I'm very happy he Is here:"'.~"( ·i: ··Tllat:will;take·:sevenil ·years. But piu't'ofthe curriculum, becausiUie 
Student government ·· President· what's important now, Garrison thinks.it. ls an important parfoftbe 
!odd Jones has fl!e same. good feel- said;' Is Oates'. willliigness fo listen. µ,piversity'~.l!_isto9:,. ' :::'::(.~-~ 
mgs about the new:p!1l51dent "My-- .'".lbere's 1thls complete.sense he's ··"11iit history lsn t·the og)Y,"glliile 
general. impressloil·=ls -~tthe:~~a .•willing·to·talk about ~.i• Gar- · for a school, Oates said;·while'dls-
president for- the students," he said. rison.said:·Oates•~,:wilh. people •-cussing~ll!controversy _ with; Spa1d-
. During a,~ visjt,.:,hls.:suit 1!1hlso!'fi~-andthe.cafeteria.Andhe il)g's,neighbors .. ,,., .. ,.;:;:4 "·tnc:t;~ 
Jacket lay over a-nearby cbair while .. listens lll,.llleet:iIIP. witl,l.-P"6fessors; ,,,,'.,Qle,J!icllool,,has,, demo_lishe~!,ctl)e 
he sat, infonna)IY,:,vilh,a r_eport~r at:'' · It's :a b~c part-bf_Oa_tes' manage-- --~-!l!i-Y!llll'-Old Mc,AuleyJ1o~;it 
a coffee table m·hls'large•office. e ment sty!e:J"My·ilpproacli to the owned.on Fourth Street near.,Ken-
Oates' graying hair makes him ~ole Idea of aca~emic \ead_ers!Jip tiicky Street - buil~ nelgl#,i:'-
seem ol~er than .49.,)>ut !hat's_bal-:_ _IS !hat YD'! wprkw~ the instiluti!>n hood grJ>ups wanted to _sav~.:. ~er 
anced with a youthful smile and an ,.- and th_e ,enVIrOnment,'! , Oates SBid. inonths · · of ·""negotiation, · Sjialding 
easy, self-deprecating humor .. that "If eel the dayi;" of liierilrdiical deci- failed to ireach an agreement with 
make it clear why,Oates', employees sion-making are g<me.~-: - , ..., • · : developers·or tlie city to ssve them. 
and students find hiin·:eiigaglpg. "• ·•That nieaiis he's eagerto listen to · Oiites said "he ··looked inside:tlie 
Not every problem Oates ·will face all sides of a discussion and let a old houses once and agrees with·the 
as head of the 1,200.:stlideni',uiiiver, C"'decision ·evolve.'from ·the exchange. decision to demolish them, .because . 
sity will'be as··easy to'sol:ve' as·the:c: ''But-aftiiralfthe·talk;'Oates said, of.the cost to save them. AiuL the 
lobby air conditioning.;BufGemsori ... · ''yi:,u ilo havil?to do'somelhliig." · 'wilversify·needs-space; -•-·::u,-i · 
thinks Oates ls off to a good start in He's already decided ··spatding : ·, tiiscusslng the fate of the h~, ·' 
more difficult areas;. ,~,;1h>,:-" ,c;-;-must improve campus.life-for stu• '()ates said, "As·a studentof Aliieri-
He·has promised tq,improve the· dents,whili:·keeping,focused on its ·i:aij liteiiiture''aiid history,IlJmmv 
skimpy fringe benefits available to •·1radition ·of community service. He Ainerican society' always ·Jiiis',&een 
· Spalding's f~ty,_g~A sai~_jY,3H~}e'.R~~.!!,iA~~ :~n space ~w.to 1!1!>Ye_11_Qi'::: :-:::.:t::-·~":~ : 
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Bal)Ded cbll~g~n~f,;iitemities:;· :;1,T'..i::~F ~'.>} · 
, • I,, •. ·, ·w "' • ' '· . ,l, l~fl•J ,:•;id' • . . .,d: Mi :are i,can:,t It • Oll1• =~•uni e , ' ' j I ~: i , · , , ~}71 g • . · :;!!," i •. ,,. · ,, ,111, tgfflol.lQ •·-'l'" . 
By-~~N RING ., · :: : .. · · '~ii·,;, «if ~1>o~t2,ooo $\Ud~~ts; be-:·: 1J'KnJa1g~/J1tm'~'.1~mr ·"'·~ 
Associated Press gan ~ 1~89, wti,en ~ study, ot stu- ,. EpsilQns, !' WI!!>, ,call ,. th~~es 
dent life concluded that ail-male fra. Dekes, say they, and ~t east, two 
. MIDDLEBURY, Vt ~ The stu- temities . were . incompatible with other fraternities are !' clan-
dents meet surreptitiously ..,. at a ~llege , life. Soi'Qritle~ dlsap~ '' il~e surviv?I, N,;i :De~ · 9 ~ 
restaurant off campus,.odor a drive on- their owrl In, the. early ~960s. . ·' '18 returning-I!) Middlebli!)' this year 
in the country. The. arrangements . Tpe st,udy colncl~ed with a ~des , was wiillng to:talk.1,"' .,, ,. 1 :1 ,:: 
are never mad~,on a campus phone. of embarrassing lricldents, lnclud- , . But Cohen and others ·say that, the 
They are outlaws. . ·1ng one In which a femal~ manne- schooLwaged a /'witch huht;" tap-
They are fraternity brothers. qµin was suspended fiom.the,front ping phones and.lnt~n:eptlng mail· 
Slnglecsex social , organizations of. a fraternity house. dtirlhg a mu- In pursuit of the outlaw f/;at bro):\l• 
have been banned at Middlebury · cotis party, . , . . · . ers. Administrators. dismiss_ the 
College, so the brothers of Delta · College trustees. voted unani- , charg~ .. l!s. ,lllu~ab\~- ... , . , , . 
Kappa Epsilon have gone under- mously In 1990 to ban single-sex.so- -· Cohen,; .~cf..'· th11 ,,D,e~t!S. ,,m~ 
ground. No boisterous beer bashes clal organizations, Some fraternities through ·most of the fits! semester. 
for them. No ~al House,, either• , decided ,to admit woineri: OthelS -•But then they,' decid\l(l. the. risk'.was 
--in fact, they're barred from using dissolved. • ,.too great;,and.stopped,.111,;,,,.,a,,,:, .. 
, their own house. , , .. : . Delta Kl!l>Pa,'Epsilqr .re~ to . T!te p)an was to begin: ineetlrig 
Just furtive meetings. And a will admit women. 'We kiiow men. We ;,agam this fail. . . .... , •· '! 
to keep their fraternity alive. . don't Imo~ wq111en's .is~u~s,'' said ; ' Niitl,oiiil.llf ;, ~r~ie,rril~les. 11re 
"My fraternity brothen; have been David Easlick, executive director of i healthy. "I really ilon't tb1i1k bf (the 
my closest friends," said Michael the fraternity's _national office •,In ,'r!)sll:ii;ti!!iit'!iiid,,~i#)js. a ,i.iiaJ~r 
Cohen of Boca Raton, Fla., who Grosse Point, Mich. "It would be a threat ti> tlie fraternity ;world lli gen-
graduated _from Middlebury in May. totally different-i;xperi~l!ce·':1r:• · era!," said Jonalhan 'Brant; execu-
"Mos~ of my great times at Middle- _. They fought the ban m court, and .·tive,vice pl'l!Sldent .of the;Natlonal 
bury have been with'•De!ta Kappa lost,i , . . , • · :, : .. , 1, ,, llnterfraterllitY,.Cpuncll;irep_resentlng: 
Epsilon. . • • It's a tradition that ,, Middlebury students Cl!l1: llelong . 1
1
55.- fraterrilties ·with' about, 400,000 . 
shouldn't die." to fraternities, but they,Cl!MQl,par- •members., ,;•·, :,,, :-1,, .'/, ·i,I ., :-.1 
But soine students and college ad- ticipate in any fraternity acti\1ties, · fraternity,, supporters .. say;,, that 
mlnistralors say fraternities are out- even off campus on their own time. ,, their wild parties have .been reined ' 
moded institutions that. promote . · Anyone caught violating the rules 1" in ilild .tliat critics <ion't take into ac- . 
sexism and Inequality. They .also I Is suspended. This biis riot' il~terred .:'.c;oiirif ttifi,'oinij:iji,nli:y, services 'pm-
. say they've become associated with the undergrourid fra~. • . , ;; · :,,~~~ : liy;:' fJatef!11'1es;"~~:-:·~e 
alcohol abuse and h~•eplsodes ''.It's a. fairly natural, thliig hi the ;, ~n~. ~f Jlie 1/f~Iqfig fr\en!l5hlps . 
In which students have died .. · .- death cycle of fraternities," said Jim tiial aevc!op. · · '. · 1 . ,; 
Five of New England's elite pri- · Kolesar, sj,okesmari. for Wllli.ll!D5 . And they.say the schools. uniletes-
: "!lie ~lieges_ have banned them out- College. In ~,own;_ . Mass., . ·, timate their, p_erseverance, Al a foot-
nght, mcluding Middlebury, where where single-sex fraternities were •. I ball game hist fall, a plane.flew, over 
. fraternities led college social life for banne'! _in :19~,. arid un4~rgi:ound : , Middlebury's: stadiupi, ,to'IJ,'ing, i' a 
generations. . ·. fraterruties flounshed for Y!l&fS, but , banner.·, . . 1 • •i:· ,; ,, J ,·ITr::lH 
The official end of tl!e fraternity have since - apparently - died . The ines51!ge? ·,: ',: 
system at Middlebury, a liberal arts out. "Deke Lives." ' 
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Dollars for scholars 
Beefed-up UK stipends lure achievers 
By RICHARD WILSON 
Staff Writer 
LEXINGTON, Ky. - As an hon-
or student at Lexington's Lafayette 
High School, Stephen Wong had 
his pick of prestigious colleges, in-
cluding such academic power-
houses as Duke, Brown and Michi-
gan. All offered lucrative scholar-
ships. . 
But Wong, a National Merit 
Scholar, ended up at a hometown 
school, the University of Kentucky. 
He received a prestigious Otis A. 
Singletary Scholarship, which .pays 
all of his expenses, and has found 
a stimulating academic challenge. 
"I thought I could get as good an 
education here as anywhere else," 
said Wong, a UK junior who· plans 
to follow his brother Alan, also a 
Singletary scholar, to medical 
school. 
With the advent of selective ad-
missions at UK a decade ago, a 
growing number of · Kentucky's 
brightest students are staying 
home to attend the state's flagship 
university. Along with what several 
described as ·the personal touch 
they found at UK, they cite the fi-
nancially lucrative academic schol-
arships available. . 
Whatever the reasons, their pres-
ence is changing UK's yesteryear 
image as a party and basketball 
school once referred to both affec-
tionately and derisively as "The 
Country Club of the South." 
"There's no question in my mind 
that students and their parents are 
looking at UK in a different light 
than they did 10 years ago," said 
Gary Martin, head of the counsel-
ing department -·at1-Lexii!gton's 
Henry Clay High School· '.'Eight to 
10 years ago a lot of .-students 
would say UK was a last resort You 
don't hear that now .... ' '• ',,._ · 
UK's latest coup came last week 
when officials announced -·tliat it 
had enrolled a record 82 National 
Merit Scholars as freshmen this fall. 
That represents a. 20 . percent in-
crease over last year and is more 
than six times. the 13 Merit Scholars 
· who became UK freshmen in 1986, 
Randy Mills, UK's senior associ-
ate director of admissions, said'the 
school is proud of these and other 
high-achieving students.. ·Their re-
cruitment, he said, "is-helping us to-
make a statement about the. Unlver, 
sity of Kentucky that we are able to 
attract outstanding students," 
.Chancellor· Robert· Hemenway 
says the recruiting of good students 
is part of a scheme for improving 
UK. . 
. "Our strategy has been that we 
are going to improve the quality of 
the student body because we think 
that good students challenge them-
selves, they challenge faculty and 
they challenge prospective students 
(who will) know that they are going 
to come into an environment that is 
going to be academically competi-
tive," Hemenway said. 
UK is not alone in its efforts to 
attract bright students, said Gary 
Cox, executive director of the state 
Council on Higher Education: "All 
of our state universities are putting 
more emphasis on identifying, re-
cruiting and providing merit schol• 
arships for outstanding students." 
UK was late getting into the aca-
demic scholarship sweepstakes in a 
significant way, beginning its ef• 
forts modestly about a decade ago 
when it had about $70,000 a year to 
offer in merit scholarships. Today 
$2.5 million a year is available. 
The two most lucrative freshman 
stipends are the full-expense Single-
tary grants, named for UK's former 
president, and the National Merit 
Scholarships that give recipients 
more than $6,000, or about three-
fourths of their freshman expenses, 
Both scholarships are renewable if 
at least a B-plus average is main-
tained. 
Overall, some 500 academic 
scholarships are available, Still, He-
menway, who is among those cred-
ited with UK's push for better stu-
dents, laments the shortage of mon-
ey for merit scholarships. 
"One of my biggest frustrations is 
we have somewhere in the range of 
900 or so applicants for academic 
merit scholarships, but we only 
have funds to support half of that 
number," he said. UK is seeking 
private money for a scholarship en-
dowment, Hemenway said. 
Mills said UK uses a combination 
of -programs to entice academic 
achievers. They include :written and 
personal contact, telephone calls 
and use of current students. Pro-
spective students are invited to the 
campus for overnight stays,. during 
which they meet UK faculty and 
students. 
That personal touch and the 
scholarships were the '!lain factors 
that several.National Merit Scholars 
cited for coming to ·UK. ' 
Steve_ Stogner of. Louisville, who 
a!so-considered·Vanderliilt,-saicrhe. 
decided to enroll at UK after visiting 
the campus last year· with other 
scholarship· candidates. · · 
"I'd have to say it was pretty neat. 
They said, 'We want you to-come, 
and we're goinglto give you this.' l 
don't feel that they strongly tried to 
persuade us. They said we want you 
to make the right decision for you," 
he _said. ,,. . ,~t,t • ·'"' -~-' -
''UK sold.themselves to me," said 
Kellee James of Fort. Campbell,. a 
Natipnal Merif. Scliolar who also 
was admitted .. tci :Vanderbilt. She 
said she .was fuvited to the Lexing, 
ton campus while· still in high 
school, talked . to honors-program 
students, attended some classes and 
met with admissions officials. 
"Instead of just being mailed bro-
chures, I got to talk to some actual 
people," James said. 
A National Merit Scholarship, 
plus a familiarity with . Lexington 
from horse-show competitions, per-
suaded Shannon Davidson of Mem-
phis, Tenn., to come to UK. "I love 
being here," she said. 
Michael Johnson of Pikeville said 
he considered· few other schools. 
"I'd have come here if I'd only got-
ten a partial scholarship," he said. 
"It's a good school, and it can give 
you_ anything you want." . 
Wong said he hasn't ·been disap-
pointed he chose UK. As·a prospec-
tive freshman three years! ago;,: he . 
said, he expressed an interest in'im: , 
dergraduate research opportilnitilis. 
"Some of.the professors..went.oilt 
of-their .way to talk to me,llild en-
courage me," hes recalled,; adding 
that he has worked during,the.past 
two summers in ·UK's microbiology 
and pharmacology departmenfs.-: 
And his brother Aian;'wilii''is fu 
medical school at Emory University 
~ -Ail an ta, believes UK, prepared 
him well. ·· ... , ,,c: -~-,,,; 
"I have (graduates) of Princeton, 
Stanford, Johns Hopkins,;', ;_iitniy 
class," he said. "I'm doing'ye.ry ~.ll 
holding my own." ----~- -· · · 
lixi'Nlfro~.- HERALD-lliDER,'.(WNGTo~."Kv~ 
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Sexton. to attend ·Haivmd~°'.Rlillert i?:'Sexto 
: 8J£ecu~ve director of the,Prlcruifi:H::oriunittee.foi 
/ Academic Excellence, will'be'~'visftingjichalar. 
, and lecturer at Harvard Univeisiffthis-Jall.. : 
Sexton, who has headed the Piichard.Conuriittee 
since its creation in 1983, will'.lie a guest lecturer 
. at Harvard's Graduate School of,Education for 
the fall semester that begins Sepf?l. He,also will 
be doing _some writing and reseifuit·IDJo. i!_spects 
of education reform. -,;,t,:c,,::;}.i,,c,, ''-" · -- ._ ... _. _ _.1,....,~-----.... ~. 
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a~i;tant'\{high rankings, could ,be kdoo, for .~\Jii~1JJijj;,r~ity,_ in ~q~rt;_.~pt2:,,: '·. ··,. t;' • •> ., r, _; SrAFF. W1RE REPORTS 
Three Kentucky colleges an_d 
universities are among the nation's 
best buys ,academically, Money 
magazine reports. · 
Centre College, which the mag-
azine ranked 28th, beat out such 
heavyweights as Stanford, _Har-
vard, Dartmouth and Princeton. 
The Danville school jumped 20 
spots from. last year. 
Transylvania University in 
Lexington ranked 83rd, making its 
first appearance on the magazine's 
list. . 
Louisville's Bellannine Coliege 
made the list at No. 79. 
Absent was the University of 
Kentucky, which Money last year 
considered the 26th-best value in 
the country. 
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Pay phones 
Coin phones are fine for local calls. You can talk for 
hours for a quarter. But cash is the last way you wani 
to pay for !orig-distance. Even if you're orily 100 miles 
away and calling on the weekend, the first minute is 
likely to cost more than $2. If you must use a pay 
phone, look for one with a flat 25-cent per minute rate. 
Collect calls 
Students are quick to call collect. it doesn't cost them 
anything, and they ~ow mom or dad will accept the 
charges. But the rates are almost as stiff as the ccist of a 
coin_ call. South Central Bell, for example, charges 
$2.50 for a five-minute daytime call from Frankfort to 
Louisville whether you call collect or pay cash. 
If you must call collect, try to bypass the .operator. 
Using AT&T's automated service (1-800-OPERA'J'.OR) 
or a similar service from MCI (1-SQ0-COLLECI) can cut 
costs 30 percent to 40 percent. 
Direct dial 
The best rates go to thq,se who designate a long, 
distance service for their home phone, and students in 
most college dormitories can· get the same deal. 
MCI is the designated carrier for dorms at the Uni-
versity of Kentucky and Western Kentucky University. 
At the University of Louisville, it's AT&T. 
S~AF~_ ll..1:~STRATIOtJ BY MONICA WALTER 
· Having a designated carrier allows sfudents to dlai · 
1 + to make long-distance calls and have. them billed to 
their rooms. Doyle Friskney, UK's direcicii- of communi-
cations systems, said dorm phones have a, code to. keep , 
roommates and neighbors from making their calls on · 
your phone. They also can't make calls to sex lines '!lld 
other 900 services: Dorms at UK and· some other·: 
schools are also getting such options as three-way call-
ing and voice mail for an additional monthly fee,. , . 
Calling cards 
Parents who don't want ,their_ children .to worry, about · 
phone bilis ~hould consider calling cards, which can be 
used from any phorie. , . , . . i · . ., : 
Users typically dial 0,or an 800 number and enter.a' 
personal code number before completing _the .call. . · 
Telephone companies that issue the cards usually of, : 
fer free additional cards for family members. And sonie ' 
companies will let parents put restrictions on the cards . 
they give their children. . • 
Paul Carlisle of WDS Metromedia said parents who 
use·WDS cards can.set_ a limit;cmhow much phone: 
time a student. can charge each month. Squth Central • 
Bell offers a student card that works , only for calls 
placed to a specific number. . . . ·' 
There is usually no cost for a calling ·card, but many 
users will pay per-minute rates that are slightly higher 
than direct-dial calls; plus a surcharge of 25 cents to 50 
cents for each call. · 
WDS charges 50 cents per call plus 13 cents a min-
ute for night and weekend· calls. Calls made on South 
Central Bell's cards are· also about: 
50 cents higher .than ~ dialing. 
.... -· f.'•:.·· 
.. - -· -· -· -· 
800 numbers-. .,,.,. ..•. , .. , , .. 
• • ••• '~ ·•- :0- .,. ... .-.:. ·•·. - ''. ·,', ', ... ,.,;, ~-~ .,. " .. 
.. · Telephone companies will issµe a · 
~special 800 number, usable any-
'where hi the United · States; that,: 
tings on ypur existing line. •· 
~: MCI's HomeConnect service costs 
:f3.95 a month. Calls ate billed at 19. 
• cents ·a minute - during evening, 
night and weekend hours; · ·· · · 
· Allnet offers a siinilar service 
called Call Home America for'$3.75: 
,.a. month .. Calls. from .almost- any-.· 
~'wheie hi tlie ci>uilliy lire tiilled at 19· 
:,cents a minute /1ftef 7, Ji.iii,; and OIL° 
iweekends. ·· i _- : ... "::·,:·,,:::,::::t:";,:·· 
'Pre-patci:'~an:is' . 
,-~ The _hottest trend,ili prepaid. call-. 
)ng cards. The cards are sold hi de- , 
,uominations of $2 to $20, with the 
,$mailer denominations often given• 
;away as promotional items .. , _,:-,· . . · ·. 
,. Card users call an 800 number· 
and enter a code from the card; An · 
,automated voice tells ·the user how . 
much credit is available. 
.Electronic. mail 
. ' 
· f,iFor many students, communicat-
hig with relatives . by computer. can 
-be .-more."cconvenient than conven-
tional:.:leiters and ·cheaper than· 
·.phone calls.:. , ·:: --: :. 
..... : Students at miiny schools can get 
free accourits.on the campus com-
. puter syi;tem and·an electronic mail- · 
box on Internet, a global. computer • 
network; · ·. · ·. .. ·· · · 
·· With. ~ fute~~t : account, users 
can exchange electronic mail with 
subscribers ·. to· such. commercial 
computer services as CompuSeive, 
Prodigy· or · America Online. Those 
services .cost about $10 a month. 
With electronic mail, theril' are no 
collect calls, no busy signals and no 
worrymg· abiJut. whether the person 
. you're calliJig will be there to take 
the calli. ·: ..... : · · · 
And,· if you're a parent, you can 
explain hi detail why you're tumiJig 
down that request for, extra cash, 
/ 
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No way to do business 
UK needs library, but this isn't way to finance it 
' 
M any people are willing to go Jones decided to go along with to extraordinary lengths to this approach, in essence equating help finance the University UK's need for a new library with 
of Kentucky's new library. It's too such projects as a convention cen-
bad that these admirable motives ter, a golf course, parking lots and 
and good intentions are being used so on. Eventually, the state Senate 
in service of bad public policy. refused tci go along with this shell 
Under the proposal to be un- game and killed financing of all the 
veiled today by UK President projects. That left UK to scramble . 
.Charles Wethington, the Urban. for·a way to pay for the library. 
County Government would sell Hence this proposal., which tries to 
bonds to finance construction of · make an omelet out of broken eggs. 
the $58 million Commonwealth Li- But no matter how you look at 
brary, The bonds would be paid off it, this proposal has problems. UK 
by the UK Alunmi Association, . is a public, state institution. Build-
using $3 million annually from the ing a library is a public, state 
UK Athletics Association. obligation. UK officials figure this 
. Give credit to Wethington and is just a stop-gap financing,meth-
:other UK officials for creativity. od, a sort of bridge loan until the 
.Laud Mayor Pam Miller and. other state meets its obligation, which 
local government leaders for their the state probably will do in time. 
:willingness to help UK. Praise .. . But this arrangement sets a pre-
:meinbers cif llie Alimini Associa- .. _,. cederit that Kentucky could do 
:tion for their. loyalty to their-alma• without It creates a model for 
;mater: Pat Athlefjcs Director CM. other universities that can't get 
Newton on the back for his readi- . financing through the legislature 
li.ess to back academic pursuits .. for building projects. !Ii the future, 
.with athletics,dollars .•. ~ . .,,,:, •. •. ;, ;,,,,_,they will be looking toward more 
Do .all bf·these, and do tliem ··· ·;:·:;.friendly local· governments, non-
lavishly. No i;natter. Thi~_j_s stilr_il_,_: · :governmental;public agencies . _ ., 
lousy way to conduct the business (such as athletics· associations and 
of the state's flagship university. university foundations) and priyate 
• ·Perhaps you have forgotten . sources to do things the state . 
how this situation came to· pass. _ - ~ sp.ould be doing_-_ or to build 
Here's a brief refresher. · . _ projects that the state rightly re-
Back in 1992, ·Gov._ Brereton . . . ·-fuses to ·pay for: 
Jones aiid leaders of the legislature-· · -Thei-esult will.begrowing em-
made a deal with UK. The univer- pires on state university campuses 
sity would raise $14 million for the_ and growing e>bligations for opera-
library, and the.state would finance tional funds - with little or no 
the rest with a bond issue. public control over what gets ouilt 
. UK ·wenf off 'and 'raisoo the · ' 'T or doesn't..·. . 
money, but the state didn't keep .its Mike no mistake. UK needs a 
deal. For that, blame Jones and new library. 
members of the state House of · · ·· )~ . . 
Representatives. Jones proposed _ !3ut the state should bmld 1t. 
money for the library along with a This proposal lets the state off the 
bunch of other·projects to be, fi. hD?k _and opens the·door for a 
nanced through bonds. But Jones b~ildi'.1g boom on other ca1'.1puses 
bungled a proposal to raise busi- with httle or no state oversight. 
ness taxes that would have paid You can't fault UK for wanting 
for the projects, then declared that the library that the state promised, 
the state had the money to pay for or·fault anyone for wanting to help 
them anyway. The House went make that possible. But that 
into a feeding frenzy, adqing. pro- doesn't change the fact that this is 
ject after project to satisfy mem- a lousy way to conduct the state's 
hers' narrow political interests. business. 
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!fransy project 
puts students· 
on track to ,, ·_-·; 
.. . ~ . . . . 
volunteerism·· · · 
·-··-·. __ ,._, .. 
• ,, .( •~'i • 
8'( KATIIY W, LARKIN . 
HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRrTER ' 
Children at Russell Elementary 
will soon be running ·on· 'a.'iiew. 
track thanks to a few Transylvania 
University students. ;'. ":;;;'.;:; 
But the college stuilenti·whcr 
worked on the project yesterday 
accomplished_ more_ than·· a few 
repairs, 
They are -in ·a program-dee 
signed to teach them about volun-, 
teerism and help them,decide··to 
make it a permanent part_ of their. 
lives. . ,· ~ ~ . 
The First-Year Urban'·Program, 
fun~ed by the J~~~honorary 
Onncron . Delta ·· .Kap~'\jclevelops 
students' communify:;interest with 
d 
, -, •· ',•1l••~N;:,t , , 
han s-on expenf:_Ilce< ... )~;i:~ · .1 
The lTfreslupen andip upper·. 
classmen a_re_s_~!!ln&tJ!~Y'~kectso~ 
three commuruty•·seIVJce:;proJ . 
Today they wilrcoinpJfte";t!)_e track 
repairs. af Russell l':)eftJen~. (?n 
Wednes<IJ!t_tJ!~~~t-tnuls 
at. Buckley Wildlifec,Sanctuary · iri 
Woodford· County;. and11Thiirsday, 
and.:Friday .they wills~t, the 
offices and gym at the•Mahchestei: 
Center, the ' Lexingt9J:1- community;_ 
center,___ :"...:J.· :, ~ '\'li11,~ 
- Freshman Leigh•Aru1sc',Black--
burn of Betsy Layne:isaf&:.the.· 
; program is ";f good way:.for stu• 
1 dents to meet people before school -
! starts." ~·-~Jl:';_;,~~~-"'T :::.: ·:.!1 
I ";;..:., .,., ,., ~ ~--~·.:l6&"~•-,:·-1t.''I 
l .;: Fel!ow f;~~-~-PlJI.\I!!.!.~ 
tof; PamtsVJlle enJoys•h,_volunteer~ · 
I work for'i diffetent:"raison:,'.~e , work:·is not0as .strentioii&l:as'-'a 'nilb"'J 
time.job,_but_you're-doing.som~ .. 
thili1rmeaningfut""'''" :·: . '"'"""" 
'• • •-.'.. ·--l ·, ?~' ,._. il'!~- · . 
... ,,Jllackburn, . Param,,,imd::,()the,,,c 
program participants are· already · 
active community'~ltm.~ 
Program leader and,sophomore 
Mary : Ann Miranda of&;Asliland 
said the program alsci,hclps?'im• 
prove the relationship ·'between 
Transy and the immediateJoiinnu-
n.ity." . ~-.. ~~ -· 
In -addition to sched~;J-- pr9-
iects, the group will', tout:,darea 
agencies such as the Carnegie ·Cen-
ter for Literacy and Learning and 
the Central Adult Day Care.Center. 
Speakers are scheduled each· night 
on topics such as comm unit}" advo-
cacy, sexuality and multicultura-
lism. 
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he could not comment on the pro-
posal until he knew what kinds of 
bonds were to be sold. Offi 
., 1 councilman Charles Ellinger,' a Cla S UK dentistry professor, said there , appears to be "no downside" to tbe Councilman Roy Durbin said-he 
would not oppose the proposal so 
long as the local government had no 
fiscal liability. "But I'd also like to 
know why the legislature didn't give 
(UK) permission to sell the bonds," 
d 
project - _ 
I n to-''Var Since he is a UK employee, El-ea ' ' , , .. , I linger said h_e is ~eeking a legal 
opinion to determine whether . ~e 
UK l •b faces a conflict of interest on the JS• } rary sue. Hillard said he has sought no 
·- such opinion, but would-~ot vote on 
he added. · i 
b d,, 1 · , -- the issue if a conflict exi.--ts. On Sa e · . .;; Another council member, George -- Brown Jr., also works for UK. 
Although lawmakers _approved 
the library project in 1~90, they said 
earlier this -year that the state did 
not have the money to make annual 
debt payments on the project. .; 
0 
;l{ -.-~ .... 
Local goveI11IIlent:·-
to hear plan today;-,· 
first reaction good?t 
By RICHARD WILSON ·-,>' 
Staff Writer · . - ,,,;., 
. . . r' 
LEXINGTON, Ky. - Sevl:f.lil 
members of the Lexington-Fayette 
Urban County Council said yest~t-
day they could support a city-county 
bond sale to build a new University 
of Kentucky library if !hey can be 
convinced the plan will not ·_hurt: 
Lexington financially. ' -- · · 
UK President Charles Wethington 
and former Gov. Edward T. "Ned" 
Breathitt, chairman of UK's board 
of trust~, will outline the plan to 
council members :today. ,. -
The $58 million library project 
was stalled earlier this -year when 
the General Assembly declined to 
approve- a $46 million ,bond sale to 
pay-for it. -''"'- -
The Courier-Journal reported 
Sunday that UK will ask the local 
governmentto sell some $42.million 
in -revenue bonds for the project. 
The merged government woU!d th~il 
contract with the UK';\lumru Asso-
ciation, which would receive money 
from the bond sale ani:j)~ay off the 
bonds with about $3 _ on. a year 
contributed by UK's Athletic·Associ· 
ation. '." · ,~- i' 
Gov. Brereton Jones endorsed.the 
proposal yeste~y _after -'!"e~-
ton and Breathitt bnefed bim·on Jt. 
"I am extremelv supportive of the -
new plan· to finance-the.·library," 
Jones said. - ·,: '· ,·- ,: 
Lexington Mayor Pam Mill_er a11p 
Wethington briefed !llost '..co~cil 
members on the proJect over: _the 
weekend. While some had reserva-
tions yesterday, mo5! ~d they 
· 1eaned toward supporting 1t.-
"Tlie questions I 'ask are:- Is the 
urban county government liable in 
any way for this money, Blld',V{Ou}d 
it llffect our bond rating in any ~f-
As .long as the' ~rscarec~iri'!:.-· 
then I can support 1t/' CouncilW!?JD.· 
an Femita Wallace said.:: -----.-· ··' _ 
Vice· Mayor Teresa Isaac said ·shil 
wants to proceed cautiously •. '.~I think 
city--leaders, need to• be;concemed 
about our name being on the: bond 
issue when the·UK library is certaii1ly 
notone of our priorities or duties set 
out·in our charter," she said. · , 
Councilman Jack Hillard also ex-
pressed some rese!"lltions_. "I. thii1k 
it's creative financing, which m:1Jle 
state of Kentucky, I thii1k ~e 
you say cre~tivefinancing,_yo~•l>e.f· 
ter thii1k twice and look twice,. ijmd 
Hillard, who is also executive ~-
tor of the Center on Aging Fouric!a~ _ 
tion at UK. _ , :;,- : 
But he said he had been assured 
by Donna Cantrell, urbBll ~'!11ty 
government's finance colllllllSSlon-
er that the urban county govem-
m~nt would not be liable if tlie pJ:11.i· 
ect goes sour. "S!' t feel p,:etty ~ 
and secure on.this, be said. ..• ;.: 
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KSU gets $1.2 million U.S.grant --
Kentucky.state University has won a $1.2 million, five-year gr.µit 
for its cooperative extension program. 
The grant from the U.S. Department of Agriculture's Farmers 
Home Administration is the largest grant ever won by Kentucky 
State. It will be used for training and educational materials dealing 
with farm and home management;·marketing;-agricultural · 
production; financial management and other topics. The materials 
will be developed for minority and small farmers-who have loans 
with the Farmers Home Administration. 
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■ MOREHEAD ' -
Student found dead In donn room: An 18-
year-old Morehead State University student was 
found dead. in her dormitory room yes~rday 
morning. Bridget Aileen Reynolds of V 111:a Park, 
IlL, apparently died of natural causes, said Jo~ 
Northcutt, Rowan County corn~r. ~ autopsy 1s 
being conducted today and uruvers1ty po\1c~ ar~ 
investigating. Reynolds, a sophomore maionng m 
, biology was discovered in her Butler Hall room 
about 9:30 a.m. by her roommate, who had 
returned after being gone for the weekepd. 
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Morehead student found dead in-.dorm. 
'-: .- ~~~·,, N:~ Sl~{\~ :,tJ;;i).:~i.3--+.\~_:·~~-r-~~,.-•"?f"'·~·y;.~--l~~\j' 
The:>,Souihem Keiitw;!fy,Bureatta.: '".~iW-Clironer, Jo~n'- Northartt!said :~~ , 
~.-.'r.f; . ..; • J: i ·.;;._ <·, •:::... , :•~. --~r~:Observed ·.no .. extemal injgrie_sdand. 
M0REHEAD;'ky/2'.: •Ai1 1s:year- . no driigs;iir ·alcohol was'" found' in 
old :Morehead State ~niversity s~• Reynolds' room. 
de)l.t .was found dead m he~ dorm1- The . Investigation is continuing, 
tory. :room yesterday mornmg, ap- he· said: 
pare~tly of natural ca~ses, the Row- The university said in a statement 
an County coroner said. . 
Tiie body of Bridget Aileen Reyn- thaqhe· body was taken !o Lexing-
olds,-of Villa Park, m., was discov- ton .for an autopsy. . 
ered_ about 9:30 am. when her Reynolds, a second-year biology 
ro9i\,,mate returned to Butler Hali student, is survived by her. parents,. 
after·,?.eing away for the weekend. Jim and Cecelia Reynolds. 
MSU ARCHIVES 
___ - .... -"' CJ1r4~d,-L/-f(l""I.·. , .;' 
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Some Morehead students want 
-more··liQµBing, eatpig_ choices: . . - -
' . BY·NINA DAVIDSON•,· .•.. , 
HERAUJ.lEADER _STAFF,\¥Rrr.:R 
MOREHEAD.:.- A--new:meal 
and housing· wiicy . at.. Morehead 
State University. has some students 
asking for more options. . - . . - : 
Morehead 'freshmen and sopho-
mores· are required to live. on cam-
pus and buy a $300 meal plan. Last 
year; only·freshmen were required 
to live on campus and .ntea) plans 
were optional.'. .. :: ' , ··: ',;:.,.::,. , 
Exceptions'. are· ~ted'for stu-
dents who have medical. problems, 
commute, are over 2l''pr. are mar-
ried. . ·.·· . ··; .. · .• ;••. 
Mike Mintey, ;Mor~ead's yice . 
president of siudent · ~. said 
the policy was necessary to fill 
Morehead's 13 residence halls. 
"We have seen ~·decline in.our'. 
housing 'population _ih .. pie_)~t ~o. 
or three years," Mincey·said: From 
1988-1991 . he said -that,_;- th.e•:.resi:. 
cieni:e •hiiiiifwere 7i'lio~e ca pacify, 
with. three students:i:rimlmf!l irw: roomscdes1gnea for°:~. -. ,;,;,' ,. : 
Morehead hall 8,QOO.· stud.ents; · 
. 3,500 live on·•camptis. · ,,. c·•:·,.1.•,;:,. 
Cathy Miillins, a music ~uc;i-
tion -sophiimDre, said.;she.;-enjoys 
living o~. campus b:4t, ~t~)!lte:i::,!/.t~ .: 
mandatory·meal plan. . · ,.s,.-~: .. · 
''Many ciftls don't usruilly eat . 
that runciiiiit of _food,''.. :sh&,,_ said: 
"Last. year, l used '$250 ... for,the . 
entire year. And .now· they're· ex-
pecting nie to use $300 per. semes-, 
t~:". , • ·~: ... ,\:,<:~ ; : ·.~1'1:.,_,,•. 
With · the ... meal pla,n, students 
can eat at three locations .on aim· 
pus, all ·of which l]av¢, some fast, 
food velldors: . , . ' ~tt).i:._\r::" ;_:;.;;:~.f: .. , 
. • .Mincey said the neV/ meal Ph,m 
has· been, smoothly, .phased m..:·. 
"There have been some complaints, 
but the' majority of"stude_nts _have .. 
accepted' it,'' he said: ,.u,:s,,,;,. ,,, • 
'".:Andrea Duguid, an advertising 
sophomore. ·and· member oLthe.: 
'tennis' 'team,.' said(she· wouldn't 
mind . the · ineal plan if Morehead 
offered more nutritious·meals; 
· · "Look at. the restauran,ts 9ere 
on campus," she said. ''l gained 30 
pounds my first semester down 
here; There's Burger King, there's 
Taco Bell, and they're alFfut foo'ds., · 
We're athletes, and there's riciwher'e 
nutritious to eat on campus." ' 
However, some studenij enjoy 
the convenience of a meal :card. "I 
think the meal card is great be-
cause you never run out,of money 
' because it's already paid for,'' said·· 
undeclared freshman Adam Am- . 
burgey. "You get better meals be-
cause you don't snack around all -, 
think it's in :their hands to choose., 
whether I live 0011 campus or ~ot", 
the-. time." . ' . . ' 
Nursing sophomore Chris 
Daughn said he also .likes the meal 
card system. "!really objected to· it 
at first, but .it tilmed out to be· 
much better,'' he said. ''It kept me .. 
from spending money . on·· other 
things that I would have before.':. . 
Daughn is · living in Alumni . 
Tower residence hall for a.second · 
year, but had bee~ 'pl~g to live· . 
in an apartment with friends ,bef<>.re., , 
the new housing" policy went into.: 
effect. ·, • · ' 
However, Daughn does not'1ike · 
the housing policy requiring soph!l' 
mores to live·on campus. "I think.; 
it's my decision,'' he said. '.'I don't~ 
. .. .• , 
• I.a-Tonya Merriweather, a-)>101,.·" 
ogy sop!tomore, ~d _the .~o~:2 
change 1s·too restrictive. ~.thipk,i 
they should allow, you to · liv~•,Q!J'.j 
campus if you wanUo as long as. 
you make it back arid forth !Je: • 
tween class'and do what you··have · 
to do,". she. said. ·~ · .. ! •-,!,-, :: 
' ' 
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·reqtnre som~ 
students to · · · 
I • . ·: •• --::.-::--.~-1 .,. "· • · .. 
live on campus 
. t•; -· . ' -,,·. -::,:~_'!":"· (. ~ ;;1 .• : • 
; M&ehead State Uni;erait}' is. 
among ·four, of. Kentucky's, eight 
state universities that require fresh-
men to Uve on campus. 
. "Western'.· Kentucky. University 
requires only freshmen to ·uve on 
campus, Murray State University 
requires freshmen and sophomores 
to · live · on campus and Eastern 
Kentucky University; requires. stu-
dents under 21 to live on campus. 
. The .. University .. of"Kentucky 
requires freshmen fo live on. cam .. 
pus, but.the policy is not enforced. 
"There's never been- a problem, 
filling Jhe dorms:' said' Tammy 
Dishian, UK Acting.Housing Man-
ager .. '.'.We're always 98·: to 100 
percent ftill." ' .· · ·•'·, · ·· ·' ··· 
' Paula ·Hulicli, director ofhinis- . 
iiig at Murray;'said' the school's 
housing · policy ·· ben!!fits. students. 
I "Freshmen and soph,omoies' who' 
live on: campus tend _'to ]!&'inor~ 
involved in campus acthiities; !ta.ye 
! a: high.er :retention rate,::C'ii,higher 
GPA and tend to graduate inore:• 
she,said· ' .. ~:i.:::.:::'~~: __ ·:. 
I ' EKU. requires· ·ffes~entarid. 
: sop]tomores . tq,:livec, in':'.~fciiiims 
but.does not require a'Jhei!Lplan. 
Gr¢g . Hopkins, · EKU -.Director, . of 
· Food.;Services, said _.the' p<ilicy · al-
lows students greater dining. 
ChOi~, ,, ·: ,-f~( -: --:1~ ·-:~5iI/~ 
:= However, Hopkins· said -EKU 
has considered adopti)tg a._reqilir~ 
meal plan. "It· would- sa,ve th,en.i 
mmiey and .give. them better mitri· 
. " h 'd -,~ ., .,, ~i~--1,..i. tion, e sa1 . .. _ ...-c> "t<r: .,.~_.-, 
. -· )ncluding . Morehead, five:: of 
Kentucjcy's eight state universities 
have. required meal plans for'stu-
dents . living in residence.,J1alls. 
Moreli.ead's is the· least eJ<P.e!l.sive 
at·$300. UK's minimum·l!.l~·p[an 
is ~25, N_ortl)eni KCI)t,,u:!cYii!J!UV~:- 1 
sity's is $720, Kentucky.StautVnF 
versity'~ is $786 and ;MJ,imiy.'s'i§:: 
$860. · · ::gr.:;li.t;f::::;j 
·, Tlie meal plans ~frgjii' a; 
declining balance mel!1 ):ar~ ~! UK ' 
and KSU to a set num~o~•.J,!!~ls,, 
a week at NKU and l\ftlii:ay;;,;.:· _:. :, 
. '·' ··'--~,.~t,t_':-:};' ;_.;-=..-,., 
....:lN1NA..OAV1bsON 
. 
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Council endorses 
fundi_ng. proposal 
for UK library 
By RICHARD WILSON that this project gets done," Weth-
Staff Writer ington said. 
The library is different from many 
LEXINGTON, Ky. '-- The Univer- other projects the legislature did not 
sity of· Kentucky cleared its first fund, because its planning is com-
hurdle yesterday in getting the mon- pleted and UK owns the site, he told 
ey to begin building its $58 million council members. "The drawings 
Commonwealth Library. are on my desk; . they're ready to 
The Lexington-Fayette Urban go," he said. 
County Council gave its preliminary Any further delay, he added, 
endorsement to a financial package would undoubtedly raise the proj-
that would involve the Lexington ect's cost or force UK to reduce the 
government in selling some $41 mil- scope. 
lion in bonds to finance the project. UK- badly needs the new library 
The bonds would be paid off by because its current one is outmoded 
UK's Alumni Association, with an and far too small for a research uni-
estimated $3 million a year provided versity, he· said, The new building 
by UK's Athletic Association. "is designed to be a library for the 
· The action gives UK the go-ahead future, one that will be a communi-
to finish up the proposal and send it cations hub to serve the entire com-
back to the council for final action. monwealth," he said. 
Mayor Pam Miller said a -final vote Four council members abstained 
is likely in October. from voting because they are UK 
UK has raised more than $20 mil- employees: Dr. Charles Ellinger, Dr. 
lion -in private donations for the David Stevens, Jack Hillard and 
project, including an endowment George Brown Jr .. 
for books and library supplies, but it Most council members' questions 
got -no construction money from a were fielded by Spencer Harper, 
financially pinched General Assem- UK's bond counsel. Most focused 
bly. ·. · · ·· ..•. _ .. ·;'· ;. :on· whether· the. local. government 
· UK President Charles Wethington would incur any financial liability 
said he was "delighted" with the for the arrangement. He said it 
outcome of yesterday's meeting and would not. 
the discussion the proposal pro- Harper also outlined the contrac-
voked. tual arrangements between UK's 
Earlier yesterday during a media alumni and athletic . associations, 
briefing, Wethington denied that the and he said the alumni association 
proposal was an_ effort to _keep the would deed the library to UK; which 
heat on lawmakers to provide pub- would operate and maintain it .. 
lic·funding for the project. But he UK's deed.to the library; Harper 
acknowledged that he would ask and Wethington said; would let the 
the 1996 legislature to provide mon- state pick up repayment of the 
ey for the project authorized by the · bonds if the legislature later allo-
legislature in 1992. · · · cates the debt service. If that hap-
''We'll, keep (the library) need pens, Harper said, no refinancing of 
known to the Commonwealth. the bond sale would be necessary. 
We're making the decision today 
that it's important enough that we · 
will commit. the resources_ to see 
The proposed arrangement would 
not be a first for the urban county 
government, said Councilwoman 
Isabel Yates. She said it had pre-
viously sold bonds for Transylvania · 
University and the Kentucky High 
School Athletic Association. 
Mer about 40° minutes of ques-
tions, Councilman Roy Durbin pro-
posed the council endorse the proj-
ect in principle. "I don't think 
there's any doubt in anyone's mind 
that this will be an exciting proj-
ect," he said. . 
Councilman Fred Brown said he 
· supported it too but reserved the 
right to vote against it later "if some 
things come up that may be detri-
mental" to the local government. 
The proposal was finally adopted by 
a v01ce vote. · 
Wethington said the $3 million in 
annual debt payments from the ath-
letic association would come 
through relieving tbe association-of 
that amount it now pays to the uni-
versity for several purposes .. He de-
clined to comment· on how- that 
money would be replaced in UK's 
general fund. . 
But he said he would later outline 
the final arrangement to UK's· trust-
ees, possibly at a Sept. 20 meeting. 
... - ,- LExiNGTON HERALD-LEADER l.ExiN K eouncti··endoiii~ ~ 1>1an 
for ~cing new ~niry" 
BY_luCY MAY 
HERAU>!.EAoER EoucAnoN WRITER 
The University of .Kentucky's $58 million 
Commonwealth Library moved an important 
step closer to reality yesterday when Lexington's 
Urban County Council endorsed a complicated 
plan to help build it 
The council voted witho~t di~nt to endorse 
!JR Presi~ent Chari~ Wethington's plan. Weth-
mgton srud construction could begin as early as 
November ',\'ithou\ .usil;ig state, ll)Oney .. , 
''It is the university's intention to continue to 
seek state support for this project," Wethington 
said_ ''I happen to believe the public is interested 
in helping those w'h<i help themselves, whether 
they be individuals or institutions." · · 
Some co,uncil members were not an ;;~y ~IL · 
Several asked repe;,itedly if there were· any way 
the _Urban <;o1;1nty (;overt1!llent could end up 
footing the bill for the massive project. Wething-
ton said there wasn't ·. • 1}.: :, ~ ~ f~f-: :.,5 _ .. ·.- ,; 
The plan wouid work like-this: .. • -
. ■. The -Un/vei-sity of.Kentucky ,Alunri A~- · 
~tion, an mdependent tqc-exempt corpora-., 
tion, would ask the Urban·.uiunty Government 
to·issue $41 million in bonds.·· · . ·.~} -· -
But it would be.-awnst"th~ la~;for the. 
Urban County Government to put "one re<! cent'' . 
in ·lhe11rojei:t, 'said:siifu~Hai-pei: k --ixma · 
attorney from· Loilisvillewho has oeei:'advisipg 
the university on,-the,,pJan. The· government 
would act only as a vehicle to issue·the'oonds,.he 
sai?. -.. --- ~·:~-h -~-:;~bEi~;~~-~~j;~~'-:_t;~-:~:~:. ~:-
• .The alumni association would then use 
the proceeds of the bond sale to.build the library. 
The alumni association wouldn't pay. the esti-
mated $3 million annual payments on the bonds 
however. The alumni group would contract with 
t!ie University· of Kentucky' Athl~tiC!l ,Asspcia-
tion to make the-payments.· .... :,:;ft o:i<;c: .: ;,; 
,. -~~~.i'. -,,1~!.!<: .,..,...[ ..... ~ ...... ~.,.. ..... ; --~----
■ The arrangement wouldn't 
really cost the athletics association 
any money either. The association 
would pay for the bonds using 
money it had · been paying the 
university anyway. · 
Wethington said he would 
make changes in the budget so. 
athletics wouldn't be hurt under 
the deal. He wouldn't say yesterday 
what those changes might be. 
Under state law, the athletics 
association can't directly . contract 
with the Urban County Govern-
ment to issue the bonds. But the 
alumni association can because it's 
an independent public charity, 
Harper said: ' 
Although complicated and un-
usual in some respects, the plan is 
perfectly !~gal, he said. , 
Harper said UK would own the 
library. He·considers that an 'impor-
tant part of the plan because Weth-
ington will _keep asking the leg/sla-
ture for state money to,help pay for 
the project, and Harper:thinks law-
makers will look more'favorably oo 
paying;for ~ library owned by the 
university, - ,.-·;\'·. ,: -~ 
1f th~ 'legislature 'approves pay-
ing for·the. ptpjei;t during its next 
session, ifroiild give UK additional 
moneY, __ to)riake the bond payments . 
instead' of lia . '''the.'' •S ·ents -~~-- ~"!11&4 . ___ B8,YTI, 
come from the athletic association, 
Harpe ·a_ .. r sru ...... 
.. UK has raised more than $21 
million in private funds fcir the 
library building and a book endow-
· lhent Wethington said lie wanted 
· to go. ahead with.:tjle p,oject, in, 
part so the people "wlio made the" 
_donations·~would ·_nqt bil'Jef:d~v;n. . 
· '·' ·Waiting to :lJ:egin'.-th1Vproject" 
also would probably''add as much·-
·as;$4 million to its',·cos( and the· 
university needs the rtew library as . 
soon as ·possible, he said_ · _ .,,_,, __ -· 
: Wethington asked the legisla-· 
ture to approve a $46 million bond 
sale' during the last regular and 
special· sessions .. The state House 
vofed twice to approve fiinding for 
the:· library and .'a host of 0th¢!' 
liililding projects. But the. state 
Senate · rejected • funding for the·. 
projects, saying the state could not 
· afford to issue more bonds. · .. -, 
During the 1992 legislative ses- ' 
sion, however, the General .'Assem-
bly gave UK the go-ahead to _raise 
private money to acquire a site for 
the library and design it Officials 
did that, and UK is ready to build, 
Wethington said. 
The new library will be built on 
a 30-acre site across from tlie main 
campus boundetl by Columbia Av-
enue, Rose Street, Woodland Ave-
m,e and Hilltop Avenue,_ It will seat 
as many as 3,000 visitora at a"time 
- more than three tliiies the' num-
ber the crowded Margaret L. King 
Library can hold.. ·· . . . 
• In making his 'pitch to the. 
council, Wethington pointed out· 
that UK is Lexington's largest-em-
ployer, with more than 11,000 full-
time and part-time einplpyees,. and 
asked the council to think of the 
plan as an economic development 
project.. ·: . : c.,:.i_·y..,~~;f....i,r~ :· '"2:,:·: 
.. Lexington Ma~ot--_Pam\ Miller· 
called the plan'eii:il:ing andtsaicl 
I sffirruis,beencas.filr'"1if::'illiit'iSSuing 
the bonds could not hurt Lexington . 
in any way. ~ '-~1- ~~::-::-;")i:-- -
Some council:.C 'irieinbers were 
still wary. Courtcil'.meinbers Fred 
Brown and Rolii!if:J~n said 
though they voted. -iri favor of 
endorsing the plan· yesterday, tney 
reserve the. right.-.to change .their 
min~s after thex_.s¢e IIJOJe details in 
the coming months ... '.' !fi_o:·--. ·: 
The council · wilff!ilive . to '.lake 
formal action later,''i~rfuips in Oc-
tober, before issuing/the bonds. 
· .. But perha~tife'liottesf debate 
came during ·i:'~bnel' .. discussion 
about whether,foui.?rouhcil:mem-
bers who; worlf/cirU,!!(;:FQulc!Join 
the debat•· c;,.,"f,,-,.,,~.., .. '!'", ' ..... ,. ... .:;..i.tf,;,:~;.-.,,.~,":-1,-..:::. -t-
;,;,~ei- ultimatelyf{isked'the four 
- J?ck Hillard,PfL._C!!l!.cl(~lliliger, 
George Brown )r:,and,iDavid 'Ste-
','.ens - riot'. fo:Cpaipcipate in the 
di~ssi~~ . ,)}1/l4=7}i ;i::. 
In recusing,themselv'es, howev-
er,-several found 'a' way to endorse 
the. plan. ~- . ~ ;~ft~~~~-:~-•@i7i~]1;(:?~ 
"I'll just officially:';_say I am an 
employee of the University _of Ken-
tucky in long standing,. and "of the 
innovative ideas :-:that . were just-
presented, - i'nti~ij sorry !'can't 
vote on them," 'Ellinger said. 
· -,~~~·~ !:J\i~;~c"'"it!!~ii-~~t .. ·. 
Stevens put;1t:t:lilii:,way: "I am 
recusirig myself, i.~·:i,ii becoming 
recusive in the subject, am unable 
to .. show my,,_enthusiasm . and 
sul)port." ,;,r...-i,;.J-·~ t ~ 1"'' ~-
- . -~ . -- -~ -· __ ,,_...,..__ 
